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set or data that is used by the software application in
determining when a particular burner is to be displayed.
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or more components of the application need upgrading to a
newer venion. 11' so. the components are downioaried and
installed without requiring any input or action by the user.
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I

commit INTERFACE METHOD AND
APPARATUS WITH TARGETED

ADVERTISING

TECHNICAL FIELD

This invention relates in general to user interfaces for
accessing computer applications and information resources
and. in particular. to user interfaces that provide advertising
obtained over a global computer network such as the Inter-net.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The contimt ing expansion of the Internet and other private
and semi-private networks has led to the now widespread
practice of electronic distribution of software to end users,
whether as freeware. shareware, or fully paid-up licenSed
software. Traditionally, freeware programs have generally
been small. unsupported single-purpose programs that are of
limited use. Since no income was derived from these
programs. there was little incentive [or the creators of this
type of antlware to undertake major development ell‘orts.
More recently. however. a new type of free software has
emerged which, while free to end users, does protridc
income to the matter of the software via advertising incor-
porated into the sol'naare.'thia is of benefit both to the earl
user and advertiser. as the end user obtains usehtt softwm
at no cost and the advertiser gets advertising exposure for its
products or services. One well known example of this type
of arrangement is in push technology products, such as
Pointcast‘“. which permits a user to receive and display
broadcasled information over the Internet. Using this
software, new advertising is periodically received along
with various requested types of news information (cg.
financial. business. sports) and is slot-ed locally on the user's
computer for later retrieval and display by the rampant.

The netttr advertising medium provided by the totem et has
a number of significant advantages for advertisers. First. the
users of the software within which the advertising it placed
have, on average. much mic disposable income to spend on
products and services than the average user of other tradi.
tional advenising media. such as television or print. Seco not,
the advertising can. In some instances. be targeted in various
ways. such an demographically or reactivcly. Art example of
the laller of these is in push technology where the user
requests certain types of information and this request is used
to select the type of advertisement sent to the user along With
the requested content. Third. the advertising can not only
include audio and video elements as well as simple visual
elements. but can also be interactive. For example. by
clicking on the advert’nrentent. the user can he provided with
additional information about the advertised predicts or
services and can even be given the opportunity to purchase
the productsor services electronically.

One of the most common methods of advertising via the
Internet is through the use of llnlta (cg, URLs) embedded
within web pages. By using embedded links, the advertise—ments need not be located on the same server as the web

pages themselves. When the web page is loaded or reloaded.
the advertising server is accessed to obtain a new advertise-
meet which is incorporated into the web page displayed on
the user's screen. These advertisements are simple gra pltical
images (each as animated gil's) that are retrieved from the
advertising server along with an associated link to additional
information about the advertised product or service. While
this portraits new advertising to be displayed each time a web
page is loaded or refreshed. and while this allows geographi-
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catty unlimited attract-rising. It at most permits targeting of
the advertisement based upon the type of information con-
tained in the web page. Moreover. access to a new adver-
tiaement is only available during the period of time that the
client computer is connected to the Internet.

Currently-available computer programs that incorporate
advertising into their user interface include the necessary
programming built into the snfiware itself. That is. the
various parameters relating to the presentation of the adver-
tisement is pro-determined and programmed into the soft-
ware. These parameters may include such things as where on
the screen the advertisement is displayed. the display size.
the duration of display. the number of times a particular
advertisement is displayed. the conditions under which a
particular advertisement is to be displayed. the type of action
taken upon a user eliciting on the advertisement. and so
for1h. One problem with these currently available proyums
is that these parameters can only be changed by replacement
of the entire program with an updated. revised version.
matting It dilficult to respond to desired changes in advero
listing approaches.

To provide demographically-targeted advertising. the
advertiser or distributor of the advertising must obtain
demographic data on in. end users. Perhaps the most corn-
mnn way to acquire demographic data regarding users via
the Internet in to request the information using a form written
in btmt Olyper’l‘nra Harirup language) and provided to the
user over the World-Wide Web (WWW) using hltp
(Hyper’l'eat 'I‘rartsl'er Protocol). Tish is sometimes done as a
prerequisite to allowing the user access to information
resources or download software from a particular web site.
While authentication of demograpr information obtained
this way is difliculr and rarely done, it has been found that
end users typically provide accurate demographic data in
return for free download access to software. Futbermore,
studies have shown that while people are concerned about
privacy traces and. in particular, do not wish to provide
specific information that identifies them {such as their name.
retirees. or Social Security number]. they generally do not
mind providing demographic information, nor do they mind
monitoring of their computer usage as long as their usage is
not associated with any specific infnn-oalinn that could be
used to identify them.

Various other arrangements barre been suggested for
obtaining and reporting information about an end user over
a computer networlt such as the Internet. For example. US.
Pat. No. 5324.521 to Dedr'rclt discloses an electronic adver-
tising system In which a user profile is created and trans
ferred to a metering server where It is used along with other
end user profiles to charge advertiser’s according to a
consumer scale. The profile data isalsn used by the metering
server to select advertisement titles that are sent to the end
user for viewing at the request of the end user. When a user
rcqtamls an sch-refinement, the metering server sench the
advertisement to the end user. charges the advenr'ser. and
provides the advertiser with profile data on that end usetflhe
system can include client-aide software which acquire! and
compiles information concerningtbe user’s interaction with
the advertising or other content provided by the meteringserver.

v.3. Pat. No. 5.132.218 to Bland or at. discloses a system
for gathering data concerning an end-user's access to infor-
mation mourners sort reporting the data back to the servers
that contain the information resources. Data gathering at the
client is accomplished using an applet, plug-in. or other
browser extension that acquires the data and then reports
that data to those servers accessed by the client. either
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periodically or in response to a specific request by the
servers. In this way. the servers being accessed for their
information resources get reported back to them infomatiorl
concerning lite end-user‘s use of that information. Limited
demographic information (e.g.. lime ch, locale. client
hardware) can be included in this reporting as well.

One of the disadvantages of prior art systems that acquire
data regarding an end-user's wmputer usage is that they are
generally Limited to gathering intermation concerning only
certain limited uses of the computer. For example. in Bland
et al.. the focus of the gathering and use of end-user data is
in the user's interaction with web pages. whether over the
Internet or othemise. Similarly, in Dadrick. the ocmpflatiOn
of data is directed to interaction between the end—user and
the advertising or other content provided by the metering
server itself. By limiting the reported data in this manner. it
is difficult to develop acwrate profiles for the individual
users that are useful in targeting the advertising.

US. Pat. No. 5.347.632 to Filepp er al. discloses a
reception system in which both user demographics and
individual system usage informatinn can be used to target
advenitting. llowevcr. this information is used to select
which advertisements are to be placed into an advertisement
queue from which advertisements are then accessed, appar-
ently in the order in which they were placed in the queue.
Thus, Ibis system permits targeling of advertising generally.
but does not provide real time targeting of advertising based
upon user actions.

Except as may be explicitly indicated otherwise. the
following definitions shall apply:
computer-An apparatus having a processing device that is
capable of executing instructions.
computer usage information—Data concerning a person's
use of a computer, including such things as what programs
they run. what information resources they access. what time
of day or days of the Week they use the computer. and so
forth.

data set—A group of data items; for example, links.
keywords. or entries in an address book.
display object—Data capable of display by a camputer,
including graphical images as well as multimedia presentav
lions or other display data that includes audio in addition to
visually-perceived data.
graphical image—Viaually-peroeived data stored in a
graphic format fog. jpeg. gif. bmp. tiff, pea. etc), including
electronically-reproduced photographs. graphica,
animations. icons, and textual messages.
information resource—-A source of information stored on a
server or other computer that is accessible to other comput-
ers ever a network.

keyword—A textual data item used in locating relatedsources of information.
[into—A data item that identities the location or address of a

program or information resource. A URL is a link. as is a
path and filenerne of an information resource.
non-volatile data storage device—A memory deVice that
retains computer-readable data or programming code in the
absence ofexternally-supplied power, including such things
as a hard disk or a floppy disk. a compact disk read-only
memory (CDROM). digital versatile disk (DVD). magneto-
optical disk. and so forth.
program component—Ase! of Instructions stored in a file in
computer-readable formal. whether as object weir. or source
code. and whether written in a compiled language. in byte
code (such as Java"). or in a scripting or other interpreted ; _
language.
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program module —One or more related program compo-nents. .

programv—One or more related program modules.

reactiver—irt response to some type of user input, such as
a mouse elicit on a particular user application or on a link to
an information resotuce.
server—A computer on a network that answers requeats for
informalion.
software application—A program and associated libraries
and other files; for example. a word processing application.
I spreadsheet application. or a personal information man-
agement application

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

in accordance with one aspect of the present invention
there is provided an apparatus for use by a computer to
vaide a user of the computer with access to information
resources via the Internet or otherwise. The apparatus com-
prises a non-volatile data storage device with first and
eecoed program modules stored on the non—volatile storage
devioe.1he first program module is operable upon execution
to display a graphical user interface comprising a whrdow
separated Into a number of regions. with a first one of the
regions including a number of user‘selectable items. at least
some of which are each associated with a difl'erent data set.
The data sets are each representative of a dilferent category
of information (e.g.. financial. news. sports. etc.) and each of
the data eels comprise a number of user-selectable links to
difl'erent information resources. For example. the data sets
can be groups of related URLs. whereby the information
resources comprise Web pages acocmible via the Internet. A
second one of the regions comprises an information display
region which can display such things as banner advertise-
ments The second program module is operable upon execu-
tion to select informational data to he diaplayed in the
information dieplay region. The first program module is
operable in response to selection of a first one oi the links to
provide the user with access to its associated information
resource and to notify the second program module of the
selection of that first link. The second program module is
operable in response to notifications from the first program
module to select the informational data to be displayed from
among a larger amount of informational data. and the second
program module is further operable to store statistical data
regarding the display of the selected informa lion a] data. This
permits targeting of banner advertisements based upon the
type of link (financial. news, sports. etc.) selected by theuser.

in accordance with another aspect of the invention. there
is provided a computer-readable memory for use by a
compurer to provide a user of the computer with an
automatically-upgradeable software application. The com-
puter readable memory comprises a non-volatile data stor-
age device and a program that is separated into a plurality of
program modules that Ire stored on the non-volatile data
storage device. Some or all of the program modules have at
least one version identifier associated with them. One of the

program modules is operable upon execution to access the
stored version identifier(s) and at least one updated version
identifier from a server via a global public network such as
the Internet. These updated version identifieror) represent
updated program modules aeoeaaible from a aervor via the
public network. This program module is further operable to
download one ormcre updated program modules when the
stored version identifier and the updated version identifier
in: difierent. with the updated program module(s) replacing
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one or more of the program modules. In this way. software
upgrades can he carried not automatically without any user
action required. Also. upgrading can be accomplished with-
out having to download and install the entire software
package.

In awordarroe with another aspect of the invention. I
method is provided for supplying demographically-targeted
advertising to a computer user. The method includes the
steps of: ‘

providing I server that is accessible via a computer
network such as the Internet.

permitting I computer user to access the server via the
computer network.

acquiring demographic information about the user (which
includes information specifically provided by the user
in response to a request for the demographic
information).

providing the user With download acne“ to computer
software that. when run on a computer. displays adver-
tising content. records computer usage information
concerning the user's utilization of the computer. and
periodically requests additional advertising content.

transferring a copy of the software to the computer in
response to I download request by the user.

providing I unique identifier to the computer. with the
identifier uniquely Identifying information sent over
the computer network from the computer to the server.

associating the unique identifier with demographic infor-
mation in I database.

selecting advertising content for transfer to the computer
In accordance with the demographic information asso-
ciated with the unique identifier,

transferring the advertising content from the server to the
computer for display by the program,

periodically acquiring the unique identifier and the com-
puter usage information recorded by the software from
the computer via the computer network. and

associating the computer usage information with the
demographic information using the unique identifier.

In accordance with yet another nape-cl of the invention.
there is provided I computer-readable memory for use by a
computer to provide a user of the computer with targeted
information. The memory comprises a non-volatile data
storage define and a program atored thereon. The program
is operable upon execution to display I window containing
an informationdirplay region'nre program is also operable
to select and display informational data (such as a banner
advertisement) in the information display region. The infor-
mational data comprises I plurality of diaplay objects with
at least some of the display objects each having a data set
associated therewith. The data sets each include one or more
of the following data items:

a category identifier that indicates I category of informa-
tion to which the associated display object relates.
wherein the program is operable in response to receiv-
ing user input relating to one of the categories of
information to display in the Information display region
a display object having an associated category identifier
that relates to that one category of information;

I software application identifier that identifies a software
application that may be acceaaible to the user via the
cornpurer, wherein the program is operable in reapcose
to user aeleclion ofthe eeltwate application to display
in the information display region a display object
associated with the selected software application. f
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These identifiers permit real time. reactively-targeted adver-
tising since the program can respond to user interaction with
the computer to determine whether the input relates to I
particular category of information and, if so, can select
advertising related to that category of information.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

A preferred exemplary embodiment of the preterit inven-
tion will hereinafter be described in conjunction with the
appended drawings. wherein like designations denote like
elements, and:

FIG. 1 is block diagram of I first embodiment of the
invention depicting I client software application comprising
two program modules located on a computer connected to a
server by way of the Internet;

FIG. 2 is a block diagram of second embodiment that is
I modified form of the that shown in FIG. 1;

FIG. 3 is a block diagram depicting further details regard-
ing use of the server shown in FIG. 1;

FIG. 4 is I block diagram of a third embodiment of the
invention depicting a client software application broken into
a number of modules including a builder module respoasible
for upgrading and addition of any of the program modules;

FIG. 5 is an exemplary view of the graphical user inter-
face (GUI) generated by the client software application of
FIG. 4;

FIG. 5a is an exemplary view of I bookmark category
window generated by the client software application of FIG.
4:

FIG. 6 is block diagram that provides additional detail
regarding the client software application depicted in MG. 4',

F103! depicts the structure of the bannerdatabase used by
the client software application of FIG. 4;

FIG. 8 depicts a merited for providing access to the client
activate application and for obtaining and utilizing demo-
graphic information regarding uscra of the software appli-
cation:

no. 9 is a flow chart of the portion of the client software
application of HG. It that hlddles user login as well as
acqu'mition ofdemograch information for new users of the
application;

FIG. 10 is a flow chart depicting an overview of the core
operation of the client software application of FIG. 4;

FIG. 11 is a flow chart ofthe processing of titer input that
is carried out by the client software application of FIG. 4;

FIG. 12 is a flow chart of the processing of key events that
is carried out by the client software application of FIG. 4;

FIG. 13 is a flow chart of the process used by the builder
module of FIG. 4 to upgrade different program modules or
components used in the client software application; and

FIG. 14 is a flow chart era alternative process that can be
used by the builder module of FIG. 4 to upgrade program
modules or components used in the client software applica.
tion.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODNEN’IS

Referring first to FIG. 1. than: is shown an overview ola
client aoftwaro application 10 comprising a graphical user
interface (GUI) program module 11 and an advertising and
data management (ADM) program module 14. Working
together, these program modules act as I single software
application that providea the computer user with a fully
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integrated into iface to the other sollwate epptiea lions loaded
on the user‘s computer 18. as well as to information
recouroes located on a private or public octwotlt. such as the
Internet 20. Client application 10 may alao include other
executabiea, support files. and libraries that art: uacd b
program modules 12 and 14. in general. GUI module 1
contains the basic programming necessary to provide a user
interlacc to the computer's aoflwarc applicationa and oper-
ating system (cg. Windowe‘lfi or WittdowsN'l),whlle ADM
module 14 provided the basic management of the display
and refieehing of advertising as well as the acquisition and
reporting of computer tango information to an advertising
and data management (ADM) cavern via the internet 20.

Computer 18 is a conventional personal computer. such as
one that utilizes an Intel” Pentium“ microprocessorfia is
common. computer 18 includes RAM. a hard dielt drive. a
floppy drive. a CD-ROM or DVD drive. a mouse or olher
aerial input device. a keyboard (all not show). as well as a
monitor 26. Computer 18 also includes a network adapter
card through which it aches-ace the lntetnet.r\lternatively. it
can include a modem for accessing the Internet via a
standard telephone line. As will be distrusted below. client
aoftwat'e application ID is initially attired on a computer-
readable memory (mach at a hard drive) at server 22 and a
curly in then downloaded and stored on the hard drive of
computer 18 in reapoose to a download request by the user.

‘ As will be discussed in greater detail below in connection
With 17165.5 and 6, GUI module 12 generates an application
window 2‘ that in dieplaycd on the computer monitor 26.
This window is separated into a number of regions. one of
which is a banner region 28 for advertisements or other
messages processed by ADM module 14. The advertise-
ments displayed in banner region 28 are display objects such
as graphical images that are stored on the computer's hard
drive or in other non-volatile memory 5 a file or multiple
files which are collectively represented in FIG. 1 aa banner
storage 3|}. They are accessed as needed by ADM module 14
and displayed in banner region ill. Upon ADM module 14
determining that new advertising is needed. it accesses the
Internet via an existing TCPfll’ connection 32 and down-
loads new banners from ADM center 22. Periodically.
computer usage information is sent to ADM server 22 for
use in profiling the end user and better targeting future
advertising to the end user. Thin computer usage information
is stored on the end user's computer 18 in uaerdala atorage
34. which again can be the computer's hard drive or other
non-volatile storage.

By separating out the advertising and end-user data man-
agement functions and providing them as a aeparate
program, these functions can be changed easily by replacing
the ADM module 14 without the necessity of downloading
and installing an entire new version of the software. This
update capability can be programmed into GUI module 12
(or. pomdbly. into ADM module 14) so that it periodically
cheeks with server 22 for an updated ADM module 14 and.
if found, downloads the new program and installs it as
oecetoary. This can be done automatically without the client
software application requiring any utter input. if desired.

ADM module 14 can be downloaded as obiect code. in
whicboase it can beeacculed as is and can be started by the
GUI program 1.2 cad: tint: that program is run. Optionally.
ADM module 14 can be written in byte code.such aslava".
or even in a suitable scripting or interpreted language. I!
desired, the execution engine needed for theae latter ly‘pu of
prey: naming can he provided originally aa a part of the total
software application 10. Alternatively. existing etteottioo
engines. such as those found in Java“ and lavaScriptfl-
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enabled browsers. can be used to execute ADM module 14
upon all by GUI module 11 Moreover. it written in one of
these latter programming languages. GUI module 12 or
ADM module 14 can initiate operation of the browser (if not
already running) and can direct the bmwaer to ADM server
22 in which case the new vent'ton ofADM module 14 can be
automatically downloaded and run by the broom.

Although ADM module 14 in ahtrwn in FIG. 1 at handling
storage of the computer usage information and banner
advertiaing. an well as display of the advertising and report-
ingof the computer usage information. it will be appreciated
that moat oitbeae functicna can be handled by 0U! module
12. with ADM module 14 simply providing the basic logic
and rules which govern the display and reporting (notations.
This is shown in FIG. 2. in this embodiment. GUI module
36 still reports events to ADM module 33 which. an lo the
system of FIG. 1. determined what action is to be taloen.
However. it is GUI module 36 that actually does the work.

- including accessing or storing data in banner storage 30 or
user data storage 34. reporting computer usage idiomatic:-
Lo ADM server 12. accessing new banner advertising [torn
server 21 and. when available. downloading a new ADM
module 38. One advantage of this deputation of function!
between GUI module 36 and ADM module 38 in that it
permits ADM module 38 to be Wilton as a streamlined
program module that occupies a minimum amount or stor-
age space so that the basic logic governing advertising
processing can be easily and quickly upgraded by down‘
loading a new ADM module 38.

Referring now to FIG. 3.ADM server 22 is accessible via
the Internet by any cl 1 number of remotely located client
computers lid on which client software application 10 is
installed. This can include client computers that are con-
nected directly to the lolernet. as well as computers con-
nected via private or other types of och-retire. such as a IAN
41 ADM server 12 has emaciated with it an Advertiaenaeot
Database :14 and a UaerfDomographice Database as. M
Datamation the banner advertising that isprovtded to
the client compulcra Ill] both initially when client application
10 is installed and thereafter periodically as. the advertising
needs to be replaced. As will be slimmed in greater detail
below. each advertisement is assigned to one of three
priority levels (general, medium. or high) that are wed in
reaetivety targeting the banner advertisements.
assignments of the advertisements are stored along with the
advertisements themselves in Ad Database 44. Periodically.
new advertising can be added to Ad Database 6H. Preterably.
this is accomplished via the lntemet with the new advertis-
ittg being obtained from one or more Advertising Servers 30.
which may be run by an advertising diatribetion organiza-
lion or may simply be computers operated by the individual
advertisers llternselvee.

User Database as stores the demographic information
used in targeting the advenising downloaded to the indi-
vidual client computers dd. A: will be described below,
when a user first accesses client application 10 (or the
purposes of downloading and including the software. demo-
graphic data is obtained on the user and that information is
then used to determine what advertising will be provided to
that liner. Whenever new advertiaing in required for a par-
ticular user. the relevant information from Uaer Database at
will be lined to determine which adVertieements ahould be
downloaded to that uaer's computer.

' In addition to advertising aciection and distribution. ADM
newer 22 also handles the diatrhutioc of upgradea to client
activate application 10. In general. the upgrading process
involves communication between ADM server 2.2 and the
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client enrnputem do to determine what program modulu are
installer! at the client computer and to compare those mod-
ules to the latest set 48 maintained “ADM center 21. As will
be described in connection with FIGS. 4 and 13. this is
preferably accomplished using a “blueprint” dist contains an
identifier (fileoame and version number) of each of the
program modules used by client software application It}.
Once it is determined that one or more program modules
need to be updated. they are accesed atADM server 22 and
downloaded to the requesting client computer 4-0 andinstalled.

'Ilrrning now to FIG. 4. there is shown a third embodiment
of the client sofnuare application. in this embodiment. the
software application can have the same functionality of the
first two embodiments. but is separated into a number of
program modules that interact to provide this functionality.
In particular. it includes a GUI module 52 and ADM module
54 as in the first two embodiments. but further includes a
notes module 56. U0 module 58. logic module 68. PDA
module 62. builder module 64, and auxiliary module 66.
Some of these additional modules. such as the notes module
56. provide added functionality not included in the modules
of the FIG. 1 and 2 embodiments. Other of these modifies.
auclr as U0 module 58. perform functions that were incor-
porated into the GUI andlnr ADM modules of FIGS. 1 and2.

Before describing the various modules in detail. reference
ismade tor-16. Swhich depicts altrlrttlcn-va“t version ofthe
user interface provided by GUI module 52. The user inter-
face comprises application window 24 separated into a
number of regions. These regions include a pull-down menu
‘J'D, a set {toolbar} of menu icons 72. a URL test field 74. a
toolbar containing application icons 76. a banner advertising
region'l'd. and atoolbarconlainingbonltmarkcategoryicons
80. While some of these regions provide unique commands
and functions that will he described below, the programming
used to generate the display in these regions and to enable
interactivity with the items displayed within these regions is
well within the level of skill in the art. Pull-down menu 70
contains the basic commands available to the user. including
launching applications, accessing basic editing commaorh.
changing the display of the user interface. adding and
removing application and boolcrrtarlt category icons. chang-
ing window views, and obtaining help. Menu icons 1'2
contain a number ofirons that penntt quickaeoess to some
ofthe more common commands contained in menu 70. URL
field 74 is a conventional dmpdowp input box that can be
used for entering URLs or path and file names of locally-
stored web pages. Once a user has entered a web page
location into this field and pressed Enter. GU] module 52
initiates operation of the user’s default browser and directs
it to access and display the specified web page. Banner
advertising region 78 hr an information display region in
which is displayed graphics] images comprising advertising
stored locally on the computer. These advertisements are
replaced in response to various events including, in
particular. user interstellar: with the computer. Application
icons 1'6 provide single-click initiation of any pmgrams
accessible by the user‘s computer. When client software
application ID is first imialleth initially builds this toolbar
using the shortcuts existing on the computer's Windows"
desktop. Thereafter. the user can customize this toolbar.
either by dragging icons onto or of of the toolbar. or via a
suitable command available under the "Tools” menu item.
The client software application can be program
automatically add or remove icons from this it's! when they
are added or removed from the Windows“ desktop. .
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Furthermore. the icons can be automatically organized by
the rogram. either in alphabetical order or otherwise. The
boo mark category icons on are each associated with I act
of links related to a particular category of informnion, such
as finance. news. or sports. By selecting one of the icons. a
separate application window containing the related links is
opened on the screen. This is shown in FIG. 5a. fills
window also includes a vertically-oriented toolbar contain-
ing bookmark category icons so so that the user can switch
to other categories of links by choking on the appropriate
icon 80. “the program is operable to respond to the user's
selection of any one of the links by accessing the selected
Web page using the default browser. Aswith the application
loom 'rs. bookmark category icons 80 can be added or
removed from the toolbar. Fbrlhermore. additional links can
be added to the categorized acts of links. whether by
conventional drag and drop methods {i.e.. dragging onto the
bookmark category ionnsdfl) or via menu commands.

Tb permit user customization. the toolbars containing
application icons 1'6 and bookmark category icons 80
include a alidebar 82 that is initially positioned at the far left
of the toolbar. as llhtatrated. and that can be moved by the
user to a location between any two teens on the toolbar.
Thereafter. icons to the left of the slidebar cannot be
reorganized except by express action of the user. “these
toolbars also each include left and right arrow buttons 84
that shift the icons in the asceiated toolbar to the left and
right. respectively. These arrow buttons will not affect any
loom located to the left ofslidebar 82, Each of the toolbars,
including me pull-down menu toolbar, includes a collapse
button 86 that serves to toggle the display of its associated
toolbar. This permits users to collapse the display size of the
graphical user inter-[ace and to hide those toolbars that theuser does not wish to utilise often.

A final region of window 24 is a conventional bolted icon
88, which can be used to direct the user‘s default browser to
the home page of the company that provided client software
application 10. Also. Marlow 22% can include another icon
(not shown) that. when selected. accesses a local floppy or
other non-volatile data storage device to retrieve various
types ofdata. For example. a user may want to utilize client
application 1|} on different computers; for example, a laptop
and home or office desktop computer. To prevent the met
from having to separately customize each of the two user
interfaces. GUI module 52 is operable to store the user’s
customization settings and preferences on a floppy dialt or
other non-volatile storage. This disk can then be inserted
into the other computer and. once the client application is
executed, choking on the same icon will cause the program
to access the disk and to retrieve and apply the user’s
customizations and preferences to the user interface.

in addition to the toolbar containing bookmark category
icons BO. window 24$ can also include a “home” or "beat"
toolbar (not shown) containing the same icons 80. but with
the linlrs associated with each category icon 80 being
specific to the user's local and regional interests. Thus, for
each category of information. this permits the use: to heap
llnlta to local web sites separate from their other lint-ts. In this
way the user can. for example. Steep links related to local
high school sports separately from links for professional
sports. When an icon on this theme“ toolbar is selected. a
window (not shown) separate from that shown in FIG. So
can be opened or, alternatively, the W0. 5a window its-all
can be used, with a button or other means being provided to

ed to as fallow the user to switch betwaeu the icons representing the
- ,“bomo” groups of links and the icons representing the other

groups of links.
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Referring now to FIGS. 4-6, the details of the various
program cotnpnceuls and modules that comprise client
software s plication 10 will now be described. As discussed

above. 6 I module szrprovides the programming used todisplay appliance win our 24 including all of its various
regions on a computer monitorordisplay 26. It accesses user
cmlcmizatioos and preferences [tom user data storage 34
via U0 module 58 and interfaces with the other program
modules. The user interface provided by 0U] module 52 is
implemented using a number of program components writ-
ten in ActiveX". These components include a toolbar
component ill). a URLteat field component 92, a drag button
component 94. a drag. and direct component 96. acollapsihle
menu component 98. a collapsible toolbar component run.
a user profile access component 19:. and an advertising
banner component 10‘.

Toole component 90 containa the programming code
used to display and manage the applications icons toolbar 75
and the bookmark: categories toolbar 80.1'hilt includes the
programming that generates the slidebars 82 and lefu'right
bullOt‘B 84. This component interfaces with drag button
component 94 which contains the programming that gener-
ates the various toolbar buttons that are represented by the
different locus 76 and 80. Toolbar component 90 also
interfaces with drag and direct component 96 which allows
the user to customize the toolbars by shifting the icon
buttons tett or right on the toolbars. as well as drag and drop
capabilities to add buttons to or remove buttons from the
toolbars. URI. field component 92 provides the URL text
field 74 that permits direct user input of Ultra Collapsible
menu component Sill contains the programming that garter»
ates and provides [unctionality to the pull-down menu '11].
Similarly. collapsible toolbar component 100 is used to
generate the toolbar containing the menu icons 1'2. Cbmpo-
nents 98 and lit!) can be derived from the main toolbar
component 90 and can function like any other toolbar.
except that they are collapsible. User profile access compo-
cent It}: contains the programming used to access the
computer's floppy disk drive (as well as any other source] to
read or write the user's customizations and preferences of
the user interface. Banner component 104 contains the
programming used to access and display an advertitting
banner specified by ADM module 5-1. in addition to the drag
and drop capabilities discussed above. GUI module 52 can
also include the programming necessary to permit dragging
oflinhs onto category icons to add them to the associated set
of links. as well as dragging ol‘data files {e.g.. documents]
onto the application icons to initiate execution of the
selected application using the selected data file.

ADM module 54 includes a key event component 108. a
timerldicplny component 110. a flag alert component 1.12.
and an error handling component 1“. These components are
preferably written in Activexn' or Java". User interaction
with the computer. whether with the client software appli-
cation itself or with other applications or the operating
system, is monitored by GUI module 52 and reported to key
event component 108.” will be understood by those skilled
in the a.I1..thc detection of tartar input to other programs and
to the operating system itself can be implemented under
Windows“ rating system hooks. Key event component it”
determines whether the user interaction constitutes a tray
event; that is, whether a change in displayed banners should
be made in response to the user input. If so. it infarcts
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titoerrdisplay component III! which contains the program- . .
ming that determines which banner should be displayed and
what computer usage information should be stored for later
reporting to ADM server 22. This component also includes
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a timer that periodically changes the advertisement dis-
played ln banner region 78 in the absence of any user input.
The selection of banners will be further described below in
connection with HO. ‘7.

Once a group of banners have been displayed their
allotted number of times. timer/display component 110
notifies flag alert component In, which sets a new banner
flag. This flag is checked periodically and if set. ADM server
22 is accessed to download new banner advertising. If
desired. flag alert contptment It: can also maintain other
flags for use by the system to record the slate of various
events. For example. it can include a flag that indicates
whether the current eaeetttlort of client softwue application
Ill is the first execution following installation of the son-
warc. if so, a special introductory screen could be displayed.
Other such use: will become apparent to those skilled in the
art. Error handling and mesugng component 114 is used to
handle error conditions such as. for example, where a user
has uninstailcd a software application oil the computer. but
attempts to execute the uninatatted application from an
application icon 76 still residing on lhe applications robber.
Tbis component can intercept the error message generated
by the operating system and [also appropriate action catch as,
for example. informing the user that the application cannot
be located and asking whether the user wishes the applica-
tion icon to be removed [rent the toolbar.

As mentioned above, client software application Ill moni-
tor's the user's intonation with applications other than itself
using system hooks. As will be appreciated. this permits the
client software application to alter the normal response seen
by the user toecrtain typeserinteraetioeawitb the computer.
For example. GUI module 51 preferably monitors user
action and. upon detecting that the user has initiated execu-
tion of a browser application. whether via an application
icon rs or directly via the computer's operating system
itself. GU] module 32 can override the browser‘s default
home page setting and redirect it to another web site.
Preferably. the user is queried via a pop-up dialog box prior
to redirection to ascertain whether he or she objects to
curling the browser at some web site other than the default
home page. This can be used as an additional means of
exposing the user to advertising while providing the user
with some variety in the uncut their browser. since they are
out limited to alwaysseeing the same site upon atartupof the
browser. Other such ms of this feature will be apparent to
those skilled in the an.

Notes module 56 provides messaging capabilities not
only for personal use by the user. but also [or use among
dill'erent users. From the user's standpoint. the notes them-
selves comprise small pop-up windows containing short
memses or reminders. These notes can be associated with
certain events. For example. the user could setup a personal
note that pops up at the end of the day when the user goes
to can't the application. Alternatively. one user could send
another user a note related to sports and could set that note
to only pop-up when the receiver either accesses the sports
bottlrmark category icon 80 or accesses a sports-related web
site. The notes firnctions (e.g..creating a new note. sending
a note. etc.) can be accessed via Tools under the pull-down
menu 70. Notes sent between diil‘ercnt 'ILWI'S connected to
the internet is by way of ADM server 22. which acts as a
messaging server. identifying indiVIdual users (whether
section or receivers} by way of their on ique ID and handling
the receipt and distribution of the notes.

Notes module 56 includes a display component 116, a
logic component 118. a registration component 120. and a
sendireceive component 122. all of which can be written in
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Activexfi' or Java". The notes display component 116
contains the programming responsible tor the actual display
of the pop-up notes on the monitor The notes logic coro-
porteot 118 is responsible for the logical processing of the
notes; for exam le. determinitg when or under what con-
ditioro a note w' [be displayed. Registration component 120
handles registration of the client software application with
the messaging center process provided by ADM server II.
‘11:: sendlrcccive component interfaces with U0 module 58
and is responsible for the actual transmission and reception
of notes over the Internet.

[/0 Module 58 isused as the interface between the various
program modules and banner storage 30. user data storage
34. the totemet 2t}. and. if connected. a printer (not shown).
it includes a reporting and printing component [14. a
streams component 126. and a file U0 component 128.
These compoaents can all be written in AoriveX" or
Java". Reporting and printing component 1.“ contains the
programming code used to properly foo-m: and direct data
In its proper output device (cg. a printer, log tile, etc.). in:
streams component 126 is used to manage the input and
output functions which establish and provide data transmis-
sinus between components and objects. it is this component
that is used to access tho Internet viaTCPflP and can be used
with other communications protocols, such as RMI and
COM. 'Ihe file [/0 component 128 is used to manipulate
stored files, including those used in the banner data storage
30 and user data storage 34.

Login module 60 (FIG. 4) comprises an Activex‘" or
Java“ logic component which includes the programing
that provides the user logic and password validation fea-
tures. If desired. this module can also include a security
component that provides encryption ofdata transmitted over
the inlet-tact. FDA module 61 is an Active?!" or Java"
component that can be used to handle importing and export-
ing of use: data behaeeu the client software application arid
the formats needed for use with a personal digital assistant.
Also. this module can be used for interfacing the client
soitware application with the user's current personal infor-
mation management software. such as Outlook“. lotus
Notes". or Netscape“ mail. The security module can list:
include an lutporllexpott wizard for use by the user in
converting between formats.

Builder module 64 interfaceswitlt all of the other modules
and contains the programming used to upgnde individual
components of the sollware application from time to time.
As with most or the other modules, it can be written to
Activex‘" or Java“. For purposes of upgrading
components. each component has associated with it a ver-
sion identifier that comprises a version name and version
number. with the version name simply being the filename of
the component or module. Builder module 64 is operable to
determine the version name and number for each of the
components currently installed on the client computer and to
generate from that a current blueprint of the components.
Then. the next time an Internet connection is available. the
builder component can accessADM server .72 and download
from it an Upgraded blueprint. The builder module then
compares these blueprints to determine whether the client
software applicatitn inotalled on the computer is the most
current version available. It not. the builder. having both
blueprints, can determine specifically which new compo-
nents it ricotta. Upgrading of existing componenta is typi-
cally accomplished simply by overwriting the existing tiles
and making the appropriate entries into the Whadows‘“
Registry. At the server side. adding new components to the
application simply requires creating the new component and ‘
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upgrading the existing components to work with the new
component. followed by adding the new and revised com-
ponents to the upgraded blueprinl.1'hot1. the next time the
senor is access by the builder module. it will download the
new and revised components.

This upgrading process is implemented automatically by
the client software application without requiring any user
Input at initiation of the process. Also. by modular-icing the
application to the manner described above. bug fixes and
upgrading of featttres can be achieved without requiring
downloading and installation ol the entire sofiware applica-
tion. This is especially useful for distribution ofsol'twaro via
the Internet. since software applications typically require
anywhere from several Megabytes to tens of Megabytes of
dislt space and tho downloading of such large files can beburdensome.

It may be desirable or necessary [rot-rt time to time to
upgrade the builder module 64 itself so that it can evolve and
provide new features not currently anticipated. For this
purpose. auxiliary module 66 is provided. Upon builder
module 64 determining from the blueprints that it needs to
be upgraded itself. it turns over control to auxiliary module
Eli and then terminates its execution to that it may be
overwritten with the new builder module. Auxiliary module
66 that handles downloading and installation of the new
builder module and other components.

As will be appreciated by tltose skilled in the m. builder
module 64 or any of the other modules can have their own
set of module commode which they use to perform par-
deular fireaions. These module commands can be used by
other modules to access or implement functions provided by
that module. Additional module commands and. thus. addi-
tional functionality. can be added simply by creating
upgraded modules that Include the new module commands
and using builder module 64 to upgrade to the new modules
in accordance with the procedures described herein.

Referring now to FIG. 7. the details of the selection and
use of blnlxt' advenlalng will now be described. In general.
banners are displayed either in response to some user action
(input) or. in the absence of user input. are displayed
periodically at tinted intervals. the client software applies-
tion monitors the user's inputs to the computer and, when
possible. targets the banner advertising displayed so that it
relates to the what the user is doing.

PreIorably. the banner advertisements are stored as
graphical images on the client computer's hard drive and are
replaced once they have been displayed a certain number of
times. As mentioned above. this is accomplished by down-
loading oew ha utter advertisements fromADM server22.‘i‘o
avoid running out o! banners before new ones can be
downloaded from ADM server 22. client software applica-
tion 10 mai plains a plurality of sets of locally stored banners
and, st any our. time, only displays banners contained in one
of the sets. Thott.whou the banners in that set have all been
displayed the allotted number of Emu. the next set of
banners is used with the old set being replaced the next limo
that sewer 22 is accessed.

Abanuer databttse 130 is stored on the client computer's
hard drive along with the image files themselves. This
database contains information that is used by timer/display
mponent lid to determine when the banner should be
displayed. In the representation of banner database 130
shown inf-16. 'l',each rowisadatan-elthat isaasocisted with
a Mental one of the banners. The columns topreaeot

i individual data items within each data set. The data tor each
' bacon: includes the illenarne oi the image tile. a destination
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link. one or more associated category identifiers. one or
more associated trigger links. one or more associated
regime. and a priority level. The destination lint: is
typically) the URL of the web site to which the default

browser evil] be directed if the user clicks on the banner
while it is displayed. The category identifiers specify those
categories to which the banner relates and can correspond
exactly to the categories used in connection with the boule-
marlt category icons BO diamond above in connection with
FIG. 5. For example. an advertisement for a annuities
brokerage would be related to finance and possibly buaioem.
By asaociating those category identifiers with the banner in
database 130. ADM module 54 will be able to determine the
proper time for display of the brokerage advertisement. The
associated trigger Iinita specify locations for which the
associated banner should be displayed when one of the
specified sites are accessed. lo the first example given in
HO. 7. if the user were to direct his or her blower to
wwwlotuaoomrtfl. ADM module 54 would display the
bannerOLgif image. Where multiple banners are associated
with the a-Itate link. ADM module 54 determines which of
the banners should be selected based upon another criteria
such as number of times each banner has previously been
displayed. The associated programs column is similar in that
execution of one ot' the specified applications (rather than a
visit to a web site) will result in an amoeialed banner being
displayed. Finally. the priority level isused to determine the
specificity of the lar‘gcting ot‘ the advertisements.

More specifically. ADM module 54 is programmed to
select and display btnrtera at any one of three dill‘ereut levels
of processing. The first in the general level, which is the
default priority level at which the processing is net when the
client aotnvate application is first executed. in this mode.
only banners having a general priority level will be disv
played. The second level Is the medium processing level. in
which both medium and general banners are displayed. but
at a wighting that favors the medium banners. Preferably.
when operating in this mode. only one general priority level
banner is displayed for every three medium level banners.
Similarly. the third level is the high level at whid: high,
medium. and general banners are d‘oplayed, with too high
priority level banners being displayed for every three
medium level banners and for every one general level
banners. The processing level at any one time isdetermioed
by the user's actions. In particular, when the user begins
execution of an application or selects one of the bookmark
category icons $0. the procesaiog level is set to medium so
that no high level banners will be used {or display. When the
user selects a link. the processing level changes to high at
which point all banners are candidates for display. with the
high priority level banners being given favoritism to the
10-3-1 ratio mentioned above. This ratio can be adjustable
by ADM module 54. if desired.

It will be appreciated that other data items for the banners
can be included in database 138. For example. each banner
can have associated with it a maximum number of permitted
displays, with this number being decremenled each time that
the banner in diaplaycd. This allows different advertisements
difl'ering amounts of exposure. Similarly. each banner can
have associated with it a weighting or frequency that is used
by ADM module 54 to determine how often the banner
should be displayed relative to other banners at the same
priority level. A'display first” property can also be provided
for any particular banner that indicates that It should be
displayed before odtera at Its same priority level, with
timerl‘dinplay component 110 providing the programming
needed to insure that only one such banner at each priority
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level has this properly set. Apart front the category
ldenlifiera.eaeh banner can also have a nu tuber of keywords
associated with It and ADM module 54 can be programmed
to eaaminethe web pages visited by the user todalermioe if
any of those keywords are or. whether they be located
in the web page as META A63 or simply contained in the
teatof the page. {if swoon oflbc banners associated with the
located keyword could be displayed.

As will be apparent to those killed in the art. client
software application Ill. acting in conjunction with RUM
server 22. provides a two-tiered approach to targeted ather-
tising. The first tier is the initial selection of banners to be
downloaded to the user based upon the user's demographic
iolormation. The second tier is the reactive targeting of the
advertisements based upon user interaction with the com-
puler. Moreover. since client software application Ill oom-
muninatea with server 22 iron: time to time and can report
back computer usage information as well as information
concerning the display of the banners. this information can
be associated with the user's demographic information (by
way of their unique ID) at the server and then used by the
advertisers to help them better understand the coming
public.

A: Will be appreciated by those nltllled in the an. the
reactive targeting provided by client software application 10
is handled in real time. rather than simply as a part of
building a set of advertisements for later display In the user.
“Ibis permits the display oi advertising that is relevant to
what the user is doing at any particulartime. Titus. it'll: user
is using the computer to search for inter-malice on stocks.
then client aot’nvare application 10 can detect this (whether
by recognizing the web site being accessed. the keywords
used in the web pages being accused, the program being
executedmrsome other aspeelultbe user'asearelt) and can
display an adveniaerneot that is relevant to this topic.
whether it be for a stock brokerage. a atoclt exchange. an
investment group. or some other organization. Furthermore.
for user computers that enjoy a full time connection to the
Internet. the reactive targeting can be used to access a
specific advertisement over the lnllernel. rather than from a
pro/stored banner [tom banner storage 30. “this can be
accomplished by replacing the local image tileoamea in lhe
first column of banner database 130 with an Internet address
of a specific image file. Alternatively. the user's actions that
are used to select an advertisement via banner database 130
can besent to ADM serverzz orsome other advertising
server as posted form data. with llte server using the data to
select and download an appropriate advertisement. This
permits real time targeting ol advertising while expanding
the available pool of advertisements without having to
previously download the complete act of advertisements to
the user's computer.

Returning now to FIG. 8. the process for providing access
to the client software application and for obtaining and
utilizing demcgraphic information regarding the user will
now be deaoribed. As will be appreciated. the sofiware
download and data gathering process of H6. 8 can be
implemented by a suitable server program residing on ADM
server 23. As indicated at blocks 132 and 134. in Reporters
to server 22 receiving a download request from a user. the
server sends a form to the user and then waits for the
completed form to be posted back to the server. The form
can include a number of remitted fields that provide the
minimum data needed to generate a proper demographic
profile of the user. Door server 13 has received the com-
plated form. a cheott is made to determine whether all oftbe
required fields have been completed. at indicated at block
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136. This check can include a censin amount of validity
checking of the data. For example. if the user is required to
specify the city and state in which they live, a check could
be made to determine whether the city and stale reported by
the user actually exists. Similarly. a reported area code could
be checked to determine its validity. if required information
is missing or invalid. flow moves to block 138 where the
cert-tot resends the form with a request [or correction. As ia
known. this can include an identification of the particular
required data that was missing or invalid. Once server 22
receives a correctly completed form. flow moves to block
1-") where serverflaasigm auoique it) to the user and than
stores that [D along with the received demographic data. as
indicated at block 142. As discussed above in connection
with FIG. 3. this data is stored in the userrdemcgraphirsdala
base 46. Then. an initial set of banner advertisements and
links are selected based upon the user's zip code. indicated
at block 16-3. The links are used to provide an initial set of
links for each of the bookmark categories reprcaented by
icons 80.1'hereafler. client aoflware application 10 is down-
loaded to the user's computer for installation by the user. as
indicated at block 1‘5. Preferably. the client aofiware appli-
cation is packaged as I single. self-extracting ZIP file and
includes an imtatlaticn program that handles installation of
the program and all of its components into proper
directories. as well as making the necessary entries into the
'ill'irtdows"Ill Registry.

The user ii) that is stored along with the demographic data
is used In anonymously identify the user for the purpose of
demographically targeting Id‘ltflll'sills to that user. This can
be accomplishrd by assigning the user it) to the particular
copy at the client software application downloaded by the
user. Alternatively, the user [D can be included in a cookie
placed by server 22 on the user's cornputcr 18 and this
cookie can be accused by server 22 each time computer
usage information in tent to server 22 so that the in can be
associated with the computer usage information. in the
illustrated embodiment, the user I'D is associated witha utter
login that is required each time the client software applica-
tion ls executed. By having the user login to the application,
it can identify which demographics are associated with this
particulatuscr. Also. the provision ofa user login allows the
client software application to be utilized by multiple users.
while permitting difl'ercnt demographically targeted adver-
tising to be displayed for each user. Tb'o will now be
described in connection with FIG. 9.

As shown in MG. 9. upon execution of the client software
application 10. a login and password input box '5 displayed.
This is shown at block 148. Once the user has entered a login
narn e. a check is made at block 150 to determine whether the
user name is new. If not. a check is made at block 152 to
determine whether the password provided for the recognized
login name is conch it not. how returns to bloat: us where
the login box is again displayed. If the password is correct.
flow moves to block 154 where the application accesses the
user's set of preferences and customizations for the display
of the graphical user interface. The application also accesses
the banner database and various bookmark categories for
that user which, as described above. contains for each
category of information a number of links to difierertl
information resources. Flow their moves to block 156 where
the graphical user interface is displayed along with a first
banner. The topic names and associated passwords can be
stored in the user data storage 34. Similarly, the tract
preferences. categorized lists of bookmarks, and banner
database can be stored in user data storage 34.

If, baclt at blodr 150. the login name is determined to be
new. the user can be queried as to whether theyI mould lilte
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to set up a new account. as indicated at block 158. it not.then how returns to blunt lit-8 where the login screen is
again displayed. if a new account is desired, flow moves to
block 160 where the application requests various demo-
graphic data. which can he the aarne data requested of the
user who originally downloaded the application from server
21m block 162 a check is made to determine whether all
required demographic data was provided. linot, fin-w returns
to block 160 to again request the required data. Once all
required information has been provided. how moves to
block 1.64 where the application reports demographic data
baclt to server 21. receives an palpated ID {tom the server.
and stores the new use: data at the client amputer in user
data storage 34. Flow then moves to block 166 vdrerc default
preferences andbooltmarit lists are accessed and assigned to
the new user. Flow then movea to block 156 where the
graphical user interface is displayed. at which point the user
can begin normal use of the application.

If desired. all user-spooil'ic information. including legion,
password, demographic data. assigned 1D. preferences, ban-
ner database. and bookmark lists can be stored together as a
separate file and treated as a separate user object. This file
can be both stored locally on client computer 4|) and
reported baclt to server 2‘1. Moreover. this single file can
then be used to transfer the user specific data between
dilferent computers upon which the application "aides. By
storing the demographic data at the client itself. demo-
graphic taageling of advertising can be accomplished if
desired by client software application to itself. Furthermore.
in situations in which the computer operating system
requests a logic as a part of boot-up of the computer. or in
networked environments where a login at the computer is
required for network access. client software application 10
can use the identification of the user provided by these logins
rather than requiring a separate login upon execution of the
application itself. This allows the client aofltvare application
to determine who is using the computer without having to
request a separate user login.

Turning now to FIG. 10.1horu is shown an overview of the
core operation of client aofiwarc application 10. The first
step is at block 168 where a check is made to determine
whether access to ADM server 22 is needed. Access may be
needed In report computer usage idiom-ration or to download
new banner advertising. for example. if no access is our-
rentty needed. flow moves to block 1111 where a check is
made to determine if there is any user input to the computer.
it not, how moves to block 172 where a check it made to
determine winther the timer operated by tlmcridisplay cont-
porrent Ittl has expired If not. no anion Is taken and til-ow
returns to block 170 to again check for user interaction with
the computer. if the timer has expired. flow moves to block
174 lior selection and display of a suitable ba door. if. at block
170 tncr input was detected. flow moves to block l‘i‘d where
the user input is processed. Flow also moves to block mt
where a checlt is made to determine whether the use:
Interaction constitutes a key event if not. flow returns to
block 168 and thepm repeats. [i a key event is detected.
then llow moves to block 174 where the key event is
processed. '

if. at block 168 it was determined that access to ADM
server 22 is needed. flow moves to block 190 where a check
is made to determine whether an Internet connection is
available to the client computer. It" no connection is
available, the server cadr'iot he account! at this time and flow
therefore moves to bloolt 170. ii an Internet connection Is
available, flow moves to bind: 132 where the current
computer usage information is reported to ADM server 22.
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Then. if necessary. the client software application down-
loads new banners, as indicated at block 1“. Flow then
movers to block 186 where the new banner ilag is reset along
with any naga used in reporting of mmputer usage infor-
mation. At block 188 a check is then made to determine
whether any of the components of software application Ill
need to be upgraded. If not, flow moves to block 170 to ioctt
for user interaction. It" a newer version of one or more
components is available. flow moves to bloclt 190 where the
builder routine is executed.

Referring now to l-‘iG. 11. the processing of user input
represented by block 176 ofFlO.1tJ will now be described.
This processing begins at hlocit 192 where I cbeclt is made
to determine whether a user baa selected a banner by. for
example, I mouse elicit on the banner itself. It no. flow
moves to block 194 where the UllL associated with the
selected banner is accessed and the user's default browser
used to access the site specified by that URL This process
then ends with the flow returning to block 168 of FIG. 10.
If at block 192. a banner has not been selected. flow drops
down to bio-cit 196 where it is determined whether I shortcut
or application has been selected. This includes any of the
application icons 76 on the application's graphical uaer
interface ltsetfor a shortcut or application selected from the
windows“ desktop. Iron. flow moon to btodr 198 when:
the priority is set to medium following which flow moves to
block 200 where the shortcut or application '5 executed or
othenwise produced in accordance with the normal opera-
tion of the operating system. If at block 156 it was deter-
mined that no ahoneut or application wasselected, theta flow
moves to block 202 where a check is made to determine
whether one of the bookmark eategory lame 80 was
aelu‘tcrl. if no. flow moves to block 204 where the priority'
is act to medium. following which flow moves to block 206
where a second application window is opened displaying the
links associated with the selected category. If at block 292
no category was selected. then how moves to block 208
where a choc-It is made to determine whether a specific
bookmark or link was selected by the user. tfso. flow moves
to block 210 where the priority is set to high. following
which the delault browser is run and the web page specified
by the selected link is accessed. If at block 308 no link was
selected by the user, how drops down to block 2141 where a
check is made to determine whether the user has entered a
URLorother web page address into URL test field 14. If no.
flow moves to block 216 where the priority is again set to
high following which the default browser is opened and the
specified lirdr is accemed. as indicated at block 2111. if at
block 21-! no URL was inputted. then no further action is
taken by client software application Ill.

'iltrnirrg now to FIG. 12. the pmaaing of trey events
represented by block 1'14 01' FIG. ill will now he described.
As indicated at block 220. the first step is to determine the
current priority level which. as discussed in connection with
FIG. I! may have been set from the default general priority
level to either medium or high. Flow titer) moves to block
222 where. in the case of the priority being either medium
or high. the selected categoryr of information (fine nee, news.
sports. etc.) is determined on that only those banners asso-
ciated with that category can be selected as candidates for
dbptay. Then. at block 224, using the determined category
a particular banner is selected and displayed in the banner
region. 'l'lt. As previously discussed, in addition to an asso-
ciated category. the banners can also be selected based no
associated linits IndJ'or programs in the event. for example.
that the user accesses a website that is listed in the banner
database 130. Flow then moves to block 116 where I record
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is made of the occurrence of the event. the display or the
banner. and the time that the event occurred. This computer
usage information can now be reported baelt to ADM server
12 or a reporting Bag can be aetao that this information can ‘
be reported back the next tune that the server is accessible.Flow then moves to hlcelr 228 where the banner count
associated with the displayed banner is incremented by one.
Then. at block 230. a ehcelr is made to determine whether
the current group of banners has expired. based on their
banner counts. If not. the trey evaot processing is finished
and flow then returns to block 168 of FIG. lit. if tlte banners
have expired, tbec flow mot-res to block 232 where the netrt
available act of locally stored banners is utilized for display
purposes and the flag alert component in is notified to that
it can set the new banner flag. as indicated at block 234.
Processing then returns to bloelt 168 of FIG. 10.

Referring now to FIG. 13. a first implementation or the
builder routine 1943 off-16. 10 will now be described. The
process begins at btoelt 236 where the builder component 64
accesses version numbers for each component in the client
sol'hvare application. Flow then moves to block 238 where.
Using this information. builder component 61 generates a
current blueprint'lten, at block 240. the builder component
accesses anupdatodblueprint ficmADMs-erverflAt block
242. a check is made to determine whether the updated
blueprint ia the same as the current blueprint ll'ao. the ctteot .
computer has the upgraded version and no upgrading is
necessary. as indicated at block 244. Flow then returns to
block 168 of FIG. 10.11. at block 242.111: updated blueprint
is diflcrent [row the current blueprint. flow moves to block
216 where the builder module deter-mince which compo-
nents are new or need upgrading. Flow then moves to block
248 where a check is made to determine whether the builder
module itself needs to be upgraded. It not. flow moves to
bloclt 250 where the new or upgraded components are
downloaded from server 22 and installed. If an upgraded
builder module is needed. then Bow moves from block 24-8
to block 252 where control is passed {tom the builder
module to auxiliary module till. folloWing which flow moves
to block 254 where execution of the builder module is
terminated so that it may be overwritten with the new builder
module. Flour then continues to block 250 where the buttdcr
module and other upgraded components are downloaded and
installed under control of auxiliary module 66. Flow then
returns to blodr 168 off-'10. 10.

Referring now to FIG. 14. another embodiment ofbultdnr
routine 191] of F10. 10 will now be described. In this
embodiment, the builder module dram not determine the
current names and version numbers of all the modules that
mire up client whware application 10. but rather uses a
Vendor: ID associated with the application to determine
whether upgrading c! any of the components is merry.
The process starts at block 256 where the builder module
accesses an updated blueprint ID from ADM server 12.
Then. at bloclr 2.58. a check is made to detennine whether
the updated ID is the same as the ottrrertt veraioo ID. If so,
then on upgrading of components is necessary as hidicated
at block 260 and flow returns to block 168 of FIG. 10. it‘the
tD's are not the same. tlow moves to block 262 where the
builder module sends the can-rent version lD bat-it to ADM
server 22. This current 10 is used by ADM server 12 to
determine which components need to be downloaded and

' installed at the client computer so that it has the most recent

65
\rfi'li'tflll Theo. at block 264, the builder module downloach
and installs the updated components. following which the
process returns to block 168 of FIG. 10. As with the process

I of P10. 13, auxiliary module 66 can be used in the event of
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upgrading of bulkier module 64 Itself.» will be appreciated
by those skilled in the art. once the new components have
been downloaded and installed. whether by the process of
FIG. 13 or FIG. 14. restarting of the computer may be
necessary.

It will thus be apparent that there has been provided in
accordance with the present invention a method and appa-
rates for providing an automatically upgradeable graphical
user interface with targeted advertising which achieves the
aims and advantages specified herein. It Will of course be
understood that the foregoing description ‘5 of a preferred
exemplary embodiment of the invention and that the inven-
tion is not limited to the specific embodiment shown.
Various changes and modifications will become apparent to
those skilled in the art. For example. although the advertis-
ing features described herein have been disclosed in con-
nection with client software application 10. it will be appre-
ciated that these features can be incorporated into any of a
number of other types of software applications and cart even
be incorporated into the operating syuem's user interface
itself. Other features of client software application 10 can be
incorporated into and made an integral part of otheraoflware
applications and operating system Also, rather than down-
loading the client software application via the Internet or
some other network, it could be installed on the user's
computer from a CDROM or DVD. with the new user login
process oi FIG. 9 being used tone-quire demographic data on
all tut-era of the software. All such variations and modifica-
done are intended to come within the scope of the appended
claims.

1 claim:

1. An apparatus for use by a computer to provide a user
of the computer with access to information resources via a
browser. the apparatus comprising:

a non-volatile data storage device;
a first program module stored on said nonwolaliie data

storage dude: in a computer-readable format:
said first program module being operable upon exectrtion

to display a graphical user interface comprising a
window separated into a number of regions;

a first one of and regions including a number of user-
selecrahle items. at least some of which are each
associated with a difi'ereut data set. said data sets each
representative of a difletent category of information
and each of said data sets comprising a number of
user-selectable links to dificrenl information resources:

a sooorai one of said region: comprising an information
display region.

a second rn module operable upon execution to
select informational data to be displayed in said infor-
mation display region:

wherein said first program module is operable in response
to selection of a first one of said links to activate a
separate browser application and retrieve the associated
information resource using the browser application.
said first program module ftmher being operable in
response to selection of the first link to notify said
second program module of the selection of said first
link. whereby said informational data is displayed in
said second region of the graphical user interface of
said first program module independently of the display
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of the information recon-roe by said browser applica- - -
lion: and

wherein said second module [a operable in its

response to notifications from said first program mode _- ‘
uletoselect the informational data to hodisplayed [tom'

22

among a larger amount of said informational data. said
sewed program module l'urthct' being operable to store
statistical data regarding the di-rplay of said selected
informational data.

2. An apparatus as defined in claim 1, wherein said
informational data is selected bysaid second program erod-
trle in accordance with the category of information associ-
ated with the one of said data sets thatcomaim said first link.

3.An apparatus asdeilned in claim l.vrltereln saidcecood
program module ta stored in computercrcadable format on
said non-volatile data storage device and is stored as one or
more files that are separate from said first program module,
whereby said apparatus comprises a computer-readable
memory.

4. An apparatus asdefincd in claim 1.wherein.wheo aaid
second program module is stored on a server accessible by
the computer over a computer network. laid first program
module is operable to access and download said second
program module to said non-volatile data storage device viathe network.

5. An apparatus as defined in claim d. further comprising
a third program module stored on said ounvvolatile data
storage device. said third program module being operable to
automatically request upgrade information from the server
and lo cause downloading and implementation of an
upgraded version of at least one of said first and secondmodules.

6. An apparatus as defined in claim 1, wherein said
information display region comprises a banner region and
said informational data comprises one of a plurality of
advertisements accessible to said second program.

1'. An apparatus as defined in claim 6. wherein said second
program is operable to select said one cfsaid advertisements
from among a first attract of said plurality of advertisements
and. in rcaponae to each of the advertisements in said first
subset having been displayed a selected number of times. to
select said one of said advertisements from among a second
subset of said plurality of advertisements.

8.An apparatusasdeflned lnclaim 7.whereinaaidsooood
program is operable in response to each of the advertise-
ments in said first subset having been displayed said selected
number of times to request a new first subset of advertise-
ments from a server and. in response to receipt of said new
first subset. to replace the advertisements in said first subset
with the advertisements in said new first sathseL

Baku apparatusas defined in claim 6. wherein said second
program is operable to select said one oleaid advertisements
from among a plurality ofsaid advertisements in accordance
with the category of information associated with said first
link.

ll]. An apparatus as defined in claim 6. wherein said
second programs is operable to select said one of said
advertisements in accordance with one or more keywords
contained in the information obtained from the information
resource accessed using said first link.

ILAcomputer-mdahle memory forties by a computerto
provide a user of the computer with an integrated graphical
interface to a plurality ofoompuler resources. the computer—
readable memory comprising:

a non-volatile data storage device;
a program stored on said non-volatile data storage device

in a computer-readable format:
said program being operable upon onccutloo to display a

graphical user interface comprising an application win-
; lg, dour aeparaled into a number of regions.

a first one olaald regions including a uumberof graphical
'- objects. at least some of which are each representabive
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of a dittererrt computer application and are selectable
by the user via an input device. wherein said program
is operable upon selwtien of one of said graphical
objects to initiate execution ofthe computer applicationassociated therewith;

a second one oft-aid regions including I number of menu
items selectable by the user, each of said menu items
having a function associated therewith;

a third one of said regions including I plurality of user-
selectahle link category buttons each associated with a
dilfereot data set. said data sets each comprising a
number of llnlts to different information resources.
wherein said program is operable in response to colon.
tion of one of said link category buttons to display the
links from the this set associated with said one of said
link category buttons. with said program further being
operable in response to selection of one of the dis-
played links to provide the user with access to its
associated Information resource via a browser applica-
tion;

I fourth one of said regions including I utter-input text
field, wherein said program is operable to access one or
more computer files specified by the user via texl
inputted into said text field;

a ltflh one of said regions comprising a banner region,
wherein said program is operable to access banner data
and display said banner data in said banner region; and

said window including a display object that is selectable
by the user via the input device, wherein said program
isoperahle in response to selection ofthe display object
to access information stored on I data storage device
located in a dislt drive within the computer.

12. Acornpttter-teadablo ntonanry as defined in claim 11.
wherein said application window includes a sixth one ofsaid
regions that Includes a number of user-selectable graphical
icons. eccb of which is associated with one of said menu
items. wherein said program '5 operable in response to
selection of one of said graphical icons to carry out the cone
item associated with the selected graphical ioon.

11A computer-readable memory as defined in claim 11.
wherein each of said data sets comprise at least one link to
at lent one information resource.

14.Aoomputer-readable memory as defined in claim 11,

10
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wherein said program is operable in response to selection of as
one of said link category buttons to display a second window
contalning the links from the data set amocialed with said
one of said link category buttons.

15. A computer-readable memory as defaced in claim 16,
wherein acid second window can be positioned by the user
independently of the position of said application window.

to. A computer-readable memory for use by a computer
to provide a user of the computer with targeted information,
comprising:

a nonvolatile data storage device;

a program stored on said non-volatile data storage device
to computer-readable format. said program being oper-
able upon execution to dBplay a window oontatnlng an
information display region;

wherein said program is operable to select and display
informational data in said information display region.
said informational data comprising a plurality of

SD
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locally oozed display obje-us with at least same ol‘ said
display objects each having a bully-stored data set
associated therewith. said data sets each including one
or more of the folio-raring data items:
a category identifier that indicates a category of Infor-

mation to which the associated display object relates.
wherein said pro is operable to response to a
user action relalmg to one of said oategorim of
information to display in said information display
region I display object having an associated category
identifier that relates to that one category of infor-
mation:

a aofiware application identifier that identifies a soft-
ware application that may be accessible to the user
via the computer. wherein said program is operable
in response to user selection of It: software appli-
cation to display in said Information display region a
display object associated with the selected software
application:

whereby said program can present the user with display
obiemo that are selected band on user action without
requiring concurrent access to any other computer.

11'. Aoorrtpuler-readable memory as defined in claim 15.
wherein said category identifier comprises at least one
keyword and wherein said program is operable in response
to user access to an information resource to determine if said
accessed information resource contains said keyword and. if
so. said program is operable to display In said information
display region a display object associated with said key-word.

18. Aoompuler-readablo memory as defined in claim 16,
wherein said program is operable in response to user selec-
tion of an associated group ofltnlts that are related to one of
said categories of information to display in said information
display region a display chisel associated with that one
category of information.

19. Aoomputer‘rsat'lable memory as defined in claim 18.
wherein said program is operable to provide a user interface
comprising a number of user-selectable items, each ofwhich
represents a did'erent group of annotated links and each of
which is associated with one of said categories of
information. wherein said program is operable in r to
user selection ofono of said ttscrrselmahle items to display
in said information dhplay region a display object associ-
ated with the category of information to which that one
selected item relates.

20. Aoomputer-roadable memory as defined in claim l6.
wherein one or more of said data sets Include a destination
identifier that provides a little to an information resource,
wherein said program is operable in response to user selec-
tion of a display one of said display objects to cause the
computer to access the information resource associated with
said selected display object.

21. Aoornputer-rcadahle memory as defined in claim 16,
wherein one or more of said data sets include at least one
trigger link, wherein said pro-gram is operable in response to
user recast to an information resource identified by said
trigger lied: to display in said information display region the
display object associated with said trigger link.

12.Aoomputer-readahle memory as defined in claim 1!.
wherein said display object comprises a graphical image.
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A COMPUTER INTERFACE METHOD AND

APPARATUS WITH TARGE’I'ED ADVERTISING

”B o I L sa

A method and apparatus for providing an automatically upgradeable software

application that includes targeted advertising based upon demographics and user interaction
with the computer. The software'application is a graphical user interface that includes a

display region used for banner advertising that is downloaded from time to time over a

network-such asthe Internet. The software application is accessible from a server via the

Internet and demographic information on the user is acquired by the server and used' for

determining what banner advertising will be sent to the user. The software application

further targets the advertisements in response to normal user interaction, or use, of the

computer. Associated with each banner advertisement is a set of data that is used by the

software application in' determining when a particular banner is to be displayed. This includes

the specification of certain programs that the user may have so that, when the user runs the
program (such as a spreadsheet program), an advertisement will be displayed that is relevant to

that program (such as an advertisement for a stock brokerage). This provides two-tiered, real‘

time targeting of advertising - both demographically and reactively. The software application

includes programming that accesses the server on occasion to determine if one or more

components of the application need upgrading to a newer version. If so, the components are
downloaded and installed without requiring any input or action by the user.
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A COMPUTER INTERFACE METHOD AND

APPARATUS, WITH TARGETED ADVERTISING

C CA L

5

This invention relates in general to user interfaces for accessing computer applications

and information resources and, in 'particular, to user interfaces that provide advertising

obtained over a global coniputer network such as the Internet.

80 B G o F E o
in

H I I I I I I

{iii The continuing expansron of the Internet and other private and semi-private networks,3 .
U1 has led to the now widespread practice of electronic distribution of software to end users,

whether as freeware, shareware, or fully paid-up licensed software. Traditionally, freeware

35 programs have generally been small, unsupported single-purpose prograins that are of limited
i-fl use. Since no income was derived from these programs, there was little incentive for the

m creators of this type of software to undertake major development efforts. More recently,

' however, a new type of free software has ernerged which, while free to end users, does provide

income to the creator of the software via advertising incorporated into the software. This is of

20 benefit both to the end user and advertiser, as the end user obtains useful software at no cost

and the advertiser gets advertising exposure for its products or services. One well known.

example of this type of arrangerrient is in push technology products, such as Pointcast'"II ,
which permits a user to receive and display broadcasted information over the Internet. Using '

this software, new advertising is periodically received along with various requested types of

25 news information (e.g., financial, busineis, sports) and is stored locally on the user's'computer
for later retrieval and display by the program. . « I
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g The new advertising medium provided by the Internet has a number of significant

advantages for_advertisers. First, the users of the software within which the advertising is

placed have, on average; much more disposable income to spend on products and services than
the average user of other traditional advertising media, such as television or print. Second, the

advertising can, in some instances, be targeted in various ways, such as demographically or

reactively. An example of the latter of these is in push technology where the user requests

certain types of information and this request is used to select the type of advertisement sent to

theme: along with the requested content. Third, the advertising can not only include audio

and video elements as well as simple visual elements, but can also be interactive. For example,

by clicking on the advertisement, the 'user can be provided with additional information about

the advertised products or services and can even be given the opportunity to purchase the

products or services electronically.

One of the most common methods of advertising via the Internet is through the use of

links (e.g., URLs) embedded within web pages. By using embedded links, the advertisements

need not be located on the same'server as the web pages themselves. When the web page is

loaded or reloaded, the advertising server is accessed to obtain a new advertisement which is

incorporated into the web page displayed on the user’s screen. These advertisements are

simple graphical images (such as animated gifs) that are retrieved from the advertising server

along with an associated link to additional information about the advertised product or

service. While this permits new advertising to be displayed each time a web page is loaded or

refreshed, and while this allows geographically unlimited advertising, it at most permits

targeting of the advertisement based upon the type of information contained in the web page.

Moreover, access to a new advertisement is only available during the period of time that the

client computer is connected to the Internet. 'I

i

Currentlyvavailable computer programs that incorporate advertising into their user

interface include the necessary programming built into the software itself. That is, the various

”A
../
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parameters relating to the presentation of the advertisement is predetermined and
programmed into the software. These parameters may include such things as where on the -
screen'the advertisement is displayed, the display size, the duration of display, the number of

times a particular advertisement is displayed, the conditions under which a particular
5 advertisement is 'to be displayed, the type of action taken upon a user eliciting on the

advertisement, and so forth. One problem with these currently available programs is that
these parameters can only be changed by replacement of the entire program with an updated,

revised version, makingit difficult to respond to desired changesin advertising approaches.

30 To provide demographically-targeted advertising. the advertiser or distributor of the
:2: advertising must obtain demographic data on its end users. Perhaps the most common way to.
ill ' acquire demographic data regarding users via the Internet is to request the information using a

“1 form written in html (HyperText Markup Language) arid provided to the user over the
World-Wide Web (WWW) using http (HyperText Transfer Protocol). Thisis sometimes

‘35 done as a prerequisite to allowing the user access to information resources or download

1* software from a particular web site. While authentication of demographic information

LU obtained this way is difficult and rarely done, it has been found that end users typically
93 provide accurate demographic data in return for free download access to software.

Furthermore, studies have shown that while people are concerned about privacy issues and, in

20 particular, do not wish to provide specific information that identifies them (such as their
name, address, or Social Security number), they generally do not mind providing demographic

information, nor do, they mind monitoring of their computer usage as long as their usage is

not associated with any specific information that could be used to identify them.

25 Various other arrangements hav'ei been: siiggested for obtaining and reporting

information about an end user over a computer network such as the Internet For 'example,

U.8. Patent No. 5.724,521 to Dedrick discloses at) electronic advertising system in which a
user profile1s created and transferred to a metering server whereit is used along with other
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end user profiles to charge advertiser's according to a consumer scale. The profile data is also

"used by the metering server to select advertisement titles that are sent to the end user for

viewing at the request of the end user. When a user requests an advertisement, the metering
server sends the advertisement to the end user, charges the advertiser, and provides the_

advertiser with profile data on that end user. The system can include client-side software

which acquires and compiles information concerning the user's interaction with the

advertising or other content provided by the metering server.

U.S. Patent No. 5,732,218 to Bland et a1. discloses a system for gathering data

concerning an end-user's access to information resources and reporting the data back to the

servers that contain the information resources. Data gathering at the client is accomplished

using an applet, plug-in, or other browser extension that acquires the data and then reports

that data to those servers accessed by the client, either periodically or in response to a specific

request by the servers. In this way, the servers being accessed for their information resources

get reported back to them information concerning the end-user's use of that information.

Limited demographic information (e.g., time zone. locale, client hardware) can be included in

this reporting as well. . /

One of the disadvantages of prior art systems that acquire data regarding an ehd-user's

computer usage is that they are generally limited to gathering information concerning only
certain limited uses of the computer. For example, in Bland et al.. the focus of the gathering I

and use of end-user data is in the user's interaction with web pages, whether over the Internet
or otherwise. Similarly, in.Dedrick, the compilation of data is directed to interaction between

the end-user and the advertising or 0:th content provided by the metering server itself. By

limiting the reported data in this mahhetiit is Edifficult to develop accurate profiles for the
individual users that are useful in targetitig the advertising.
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US. Patent No. 5,347,632vto Filepp et a1. discloses a reception system in which both

user demographics and individual system usage information can be used to target advertising. '

However, this information is used to select which advertisements are to be placed into an

advertisement queue from which advertisements are then accessed, apparently in the order in

which they were placed in the queue. Thus, this system permits targeting of advertising

generally, but does not provide real time targeting of advertising based upon user actions.

Except as may be explicitly indicated otherwise, the following definitions shall apply:

computer - An apparatus having a processing device that is capable of executing instructions.

computer usage information - Data concerning a person’s use of a computer, including such

things as what programs theyrun, what information resources they access, what time of day

or days of the week they use the computer, and so forth.

data set - A group of data items; for example, links, keywords, or entries in an address book.

display object - Data capable of display by a computer, including graphical images as well as

multimedia presentations or other display data that includes audio in addition to visually-

perceived data.

graphical image - Visually-perceived data stored in a graphic format (e.g., jpeg, gif, bmp, tiff,

pat, etc.), including electroni‘mllyvreproduced photographs, graphics, animations, icons, and

textual messages. : i

. _ . . '. r .- I 1
Information resource - A source of Information stored on a server or other computer that lsl- .

accessible to other computers over a network. ;‘
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keyword - A textual data item used in locating related sources of information

link .- A data item that identifies the location or address of a program or information

resource. A URL is a link, as is a path and filename of an information resource.

non-volatile data storage device - A memory device that retains computer-readable data or

programming code in the absence of externally-supplied power, including such things as a
hard disk or a floppy disk, a compact disk read-only memory (CDROM), digital versatile disk

(DVD), magneto-optical disk, and so forth.

program component - A set of instructions stored in a file in computer-readable format,

whether as object code or source code, and whether written in a compiled language, in byte

code (such as Java.“l ), or in a scripting or other interpreted language.

program module .. One or more related program components.

program - One or more related program modules.

reactively - in response to some type of user input, such as a mouse click on a particular user

application or on a link to an information resource

server - A computer on a network that answers requests for information.

software application - A program andlassociated libraries and other files; for example, a Word_ I .

processing application, a spreadsheet application, ‘or a personal information management

application.
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OTHE TIO

. In accordance with one aspect of the present invention there is provided an apparatus

for use by a computer to provide a user of the computer with access to information resources

via the Internet or otherwise. The apparatus comprises a non-volatile data storage device with

first and second program modules stored on the non-volatile storage device. The first

program module is operable upon execution to display a graphical user interface cemprising a

window separated into a number of regions, with a first one of the regions including a number

of user-selectable items, at least some of which are each associated with a different data set.‘

The data sets are each representative of a different category of information (eig, financial,

news, sports, etc.) and each of the data sets comprise a number of uservselectable links to

different information resources. For example, the data sets can be groups of related URLs,

whereby the information resources comprise web pages accessible via the Internet. A second

one of the regions comprises an information diSplay region which can display such things as

banner advertisements. The second program module is operable upon execution to select

informational data to be displayed in the information display region. .The first program

module is operable in response to selection of a first one of the links to provide the user with

access to ‘its associated information resource and to notify the second program module of the

selection of that first link. The second program module is operable in response to

notifications from the first program module to select the informational data to be displayed
from among a larger amount of informational data, and the second program module is further

operable to store statistical data regarding the display of the ‘selected informational data. This

permits targeting of banner advertisements based upon the type of link (financial, news,

sports, etc.) selected by the user. ‘ 1 1'.

. ._ i -. . . . .

In accordance With another aspect of the invention, there Is provided a computer-4

readable memory for use by a computer tdprovide a user of the computer with an: l

automatically—upgradeable software application; The computer readable memory comprises a
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non-volatile data storage device and a program that is separated into a plurality of program

modules that are stored on the non-volatile data storage device. Some or all of the program

modules have at least one version identifier associated with them. One of the program'

modules is operable upon execution to access the stored version identifier(s) and at least one

updated version identifier from a server via a global public network such as the Internet.
These updated version identifier(s) represent updated program modules accessible from a

server via the public networlt. This program module is further operable to download one or
more updated program modules when the stored version identifier and the-updated version

identifier are different, with the updated program module(s) replacing one or more of the-

program modules. In this way, software upgrades can be carried out automatically without
any user action required. Also, upgrading can be accomplished without having to downloadI

and install the entire software package. -

In accordance with another aspect of the invention, a method is provided for supplying

demographically-targeted advertising to a computer user. The method includes the steps of:

providing a server that is accessible via a computer

network such as the Internet, I

permitting a computer user to access the server via the

computer network, 1

acquiring demographic information about the user (which

' includes information specifically provided by the user in

response to a request for the demographic information),

providing the user with'download access to computerI , I I I

software that, when run on a computer, displays advertisingI

content, records computer usage information concerning the

user's utilization of the computer,3and periodically requests

additional advertising content, I
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transferring a copy of the software to the computer in

response to a download request by the user,

providing a unique identifier to the computer, with the

identifier uniquely identifying information sent over the

computer network from the computer to the server,

associating the unique identifier with demographic

information in a database, I

selecting advertising Content for transfer to the computer

in accordance with the demographic information associated with

the unique identifier,

transferring the advertising content from the server to the

computer for display by the program,

periodically acquiring .the unique , identifier and the

computer usage information recorded by the software from the

computer via the computer network, and

associating the computer usage information with the

demographic information using the unique identifier.

In accordance with yet another aspect of the invention, there is provided a computer-

readable memory for use by a computer to provide a user of the computer with targeted

information. The memory comprises a non-volatile data storage device and a program stored

thereon. The program is operable upon execution to display a window containing an

information display region. The program is also operable to select and display informational
data (such as albanner advertisement) in the information display region. The informational

data comprises:a plurality of display objects with at least some of the display objects each
having a data :set associated therewith. The data sets each include one or more of the

following data items:

D
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a category identifier that indicates a Category of information to which

the associated display object relates, wherein the program is operable in

I response to receiving user input relating to one of the categories of information

to display in the information display region a display object having an

associated category identifier that relates to that one category of information;

a software application identifier that identifies a software application

that may be accessible to the user via the computer, wherein the program is

operable in response to user selection of the software application to display in

the information display region a display object associated with the selected

software application.

These identifiers permit real time, reactively~targeted advertising since the program can

respond to user interaction with the computer to determine whether the input relates to a

particular category of information and, if so, can select advertising related to that category of

information.

D OF RA

'-A preferred exemplary embodiment of the present invention will hereinafter be

described in conjunction with the appended drawings, wherein like designations denote like

elements, and: _

F4is block diagram of a first embodiment of the invention depicting a clienta

softwaré'application comprising two program modules located on a computer connected to a

I server by way of the Internet; '

__ .........__. .. ........ . . .. ___.__.
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l-igu/re 2 is a block diagram of second embodiment that is a modified form of the that
shown in Fig. 1;

(9%is a block diagram depicting further details regarding use of the server shown
in Fig. 1;

Wis a block diagram of a third embodiment of the invention depicting a client
software application broken into a number of modules including a builder module responsible

for upgrading and addition of any of the program modules;

fire 5 is an exemplary view of the graphical user interface (GUI) generated by the
client software application of Fig. 4;

.‘wr
I»

Figu’r/e 5a is an exemplary view of a bookmark category window generated bv the.
client sg/ftware application of Fig. 4;

r"-I,

Figure, 6 is block diagram that provides additional detail regarding the client software
application depicted in Fig. 4;

x"

Figdrr:7 depicts the structure of the banner database used by the client softWare -
applicat’ibn of Fig. {1;

,r

F' re 8 depicts a method for providing access to the client software application and

for q raining and utilizing demographic information regarding users of the software

application;

I

i

'i
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)igué9 is a flow chart of the portion of the client software application of Fig. 4 that
. handles ..user login as well as acquisition of demographic information for new users of the ,

application; I ,l-

/fl'
jlgigure 10 is a flow chart depicting an overview of the core operation of the client

software application of Fig. 4;g.»

M”

figure 11 is a flow chart of the processing of user input that is carried out by the client
software application of Fig. 4; ,

/

[lji re 12 is a flow chart of the processing of key events that is carried out by the client
software application of Fig. 4;

PH/-

”For“Jbg‘h e 13 is a flow chart of the process used by the builder module of Fig. 4 to upgrade
different program modules or components used in the client software application; and

anv“
.V’F.

F3gti’ifl4 is a flow chart of :1 alternative process that can be used by the builder modulew

of Fig. 4 to upgrade program modules or components used in the client software application.

RESQBIETIOE OF THE PREFERRED EMEQQIMEE ] §

Referring first to Fig. 1, there is shown an overview of a client software application 10

comprising a graphical user interface (GU1)I program module 12 and an advertising and data

management (ADM) program module 14, Working together, these program modules act as a

single software application that provides thelcomputer user with a full}r integrated interface to. . 3: - l . .
the other software applications loaded on the user's computer 18, as well as to information

resources located on a private or public network. such as the Internet 20. Client application': . .

\”>
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10 may also include other executables, support files, and libraries that are used by program

modules 12 and 14.111 general, GUI module 12 contains the basic programming necessary to '

provide. a user interface to the computer’ s software applications and operating system (c.g..,
Wndows98 or WindowsNT), while ADM module 14 provides the basic management of the

display and refreshing of advertising as well as the acquisition and reporting of computer usage

information to an advertising and data_management (ADM) server 22 via the Internet 20.

Computer 18is a conventional personal computer, such as one that utilizes an Intel" .

Pentium" microprocessor. As15 common, computer 18 includes RAM, a hard disk drive,'a

floppy drive, a CD-ROM or DVD drive, a mouse or other serial1nput device, a keyboard (all

not shown), as well as a monitor 26. Computer 18 also includes a netw0rk adapter card

through whichit accesses the Internet. Alternatively,1t can include a modem for accessing the
Internet via a standard telephone line. As will be discussed below, client software application

10is initially stored on a computer-readable memory (such as a hard drive) at server 22 and a

copy is then downloaded and stored on the hard drive of computer 18 in response to a

download request by the user'.

As will be discussed in greater detail below in connection with Figs. 5 and 6, GUI

module 12 generates an application window 24 that is displayed on the computer monitor 26.

This window is separated into a number of regions, one of which is a banner region 28 for

advertisements or other messages processed by ADM module 14. The advertisements

displayed in banner region 28 are display objects such as graphical images that are stored on

the computer' 5 hard drive or in ether non-volatile memory as a file or multiple files which are

collectively represented1n Fig 1.3.3 banner storage 30. They are accessed as needed by ADM
module 14 and displayed1n banner regioni23. lUpo-n: ADM module 14 determining that new
advertising is needed, it accesses the Internet via an existing TCP/IP connection 32 and

| i L

downloads new banners from AIDM Sfl'yerl22. Periodically, computer usage information15' i ' t I
sent to ADM server 22 for use 111' profiling the Iend user and better targeting future advertising

7.
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to the end user. This computer usage information is stored on the end user's computer 18 in

user data storage 34, which again can be the computer's hard drive or other non-volatile .

storage.

By separating out the advertising and end-user data management functions and

providing them as a separate program, these functions can be changed easily by replacing the
ADM module 14 without the necessity of downloading and installing an entire new version of

the software. This update capability can be programmed into GUI module 12 (or, possibly,

into ADM'hiodule 14) so that it periodically checks with server 22 for an updated ADMI
module 14 and, if found, downloads the new program and installs it as necessary. This can be

done automatically without the client software application requiring any user input, if desired.

ADM module 14 can be downloaded as object code; in which case it can be executed as

is and can be started by the GUI program 12 each time that program is run. Optionally,

ADM module 14 can be written in byte code, such as Java" , or even in a suitable scripting or

interpreted language. If desired, the execution engine needed for these latter types of

programming can be provided originally as a part of the total software application 10.

Alternatively, existingexecution engines, such as those found in Java" and JavaScript" -

enabled browsers, can be used to execute ADM module 14 upon call by GUI module 12.

Moreover, if written in one of these latter programming languages, GUI module 12 or ADM .
module 14 can initiate operation of the browser (if not already running) and can direct the

browser to ADM server 22 in which case the .new version of ADM module 14 can be

automatically downloaded and run by the browser.

‘Although ADM module 14 is shown in Fig. 1 as handling storage of the computer

usage information and banner advertising, as well as display of the advertising and repérting of:: . . : . .|

the computer usage information, ittwill be appreciated that most of these functions can be

handled by GUI module 12, with ADM irioduld 14 simply providing the basic logic and rules

1
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which govern'the display and reporting functions. .This is shown in Fig. 2. In this

embodiment, GUI module 36 still reports events to ADM module .38 which, as in the system .

of Fig. 1, determines what action is to be taken. However, it is GUI module 36 that actually

does the work, including accessing or storing data in banner storage 30 or user data storage 34,

reporting computer usage information to ADM server 22, accessing new banner advertising

from server 22 and, when available, downloading a new ADM modulel38. One advantage of

this separation of functions between GUI module 36 and ADM module 38 is that it permits

ADM .module 38 to be written as a streamlined program module that occupies a minimum

amount of storage space so that the basic logic governing advertising processing can be easily

and quickly upgraded by downloading a new ADM module 38.

Referring now to Fig. 3, ADM server 22 is accessible via the Internet by any of a

number of remotely located client computers 40 on which client software application 10 is

installed. This can include client computers that are connected directly to the Internet, as well

as computers connected via private or other types of networks, such as a LAN 42. ADM

server 22 has associated with it an Advertisement Database 44 and a User/Demographics

Database 46. Ad Database 44 stores the banner advertising that is provided to the client

computers 40 both initially when client application 10 is installed and thereafter periodically

as the advertising needs to be replaced. As will be discussed in greater detail below, each

advertisement is assigned to one of three priority levels (general, medium, or high) that are

used in reactively targeting the banner advertisements. These assignments of the

advertisemehts are stored along with the advertisements themselves in Ad Database 44.

Periodically, new advertising can: be) added to‘ Ad Database 44. Preferably, this is
accomplished via the Internet with'the new advertising being obtained from one or more
Advertising Servers 50, which maybe run by an advertising distribution organization or may

simply be computers operated-by the individual advertisers themselves.

Lo
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User Database 46 stores the demographic information used in targeting the advertising
downloaded to the individual client computers 40. As will be described below, when a user _

first accesses client application 10 for the purposes of downloading and installing the software,

demographic data is obtained on the user and that information is then used to determine what

advertising will be provided to that user. Whenever new advertising is required for a

particular user, the relevant information from User Database 46 will be used to determine

which advertisements should be downloaded to that user’s computer.

In addition to advertising selection and distribution, ADM server 22 also handles the

distribution of upgrades to client software application 10. In general, the upgrading process

involves communication between ADM server 22 and the client computers 40 to determine

what program modules are installed at the client computer and to compare those modules to
the latest set 48 maintained at ADM server 22. As will be described in connection with Figs. 4 .

and 13, this. is preferably accomplished using a "blueprint" that contains an identifier (filename

and version number) of each of the program modules used by client software application 10.

Once it is determined that one or more program modules need to be updated, they are

accessed at ADM server 22 and downloaded to the requesting client computer 40 and installed.

Turning now to Fig. 4, there is shown a third embodiment of the client software

application. In this embodiment, the software application can have the same functionality of

the first two embodiments, but is separated into a number of program modules that interact to

provide this functionality. In particular, it includes a GUI module 52 and ADM module 54 as

in the first two embodiments, but further includes a notes module 56,1/0 module 58, login

module 60, PDA module 62, builder module 64, and auxiliary module 66. Some of these
additional modules, such as the notes module I56; provide added functionality not included1n

the modules of the Fig. I and 2 embodirrients Other of these modules, such as [/0 modulei l

58, perform funerions that were incorporatedlinto the GUl and/or ADM modules of Figs. 1

fl
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Before describing the various modules in detail, reference is made to Fig. 5 which

depicts a Windows“ version of the user interface provided by GUI module 52. The user
interface comprises application window 24 separated into a number of regions. These regions

include a pull-down menu 70, a set (toolbar) of menu icons 72, a URL text field 74, a toolbar

containing application icons 76, a banner advertising region 78, and a toolbar containing

bookmark category icons 8‘0. While‘some of these regions provide unique commands and

functions that will be described below, the programming used to generate the display in these

regions and to enable interactivity with the items displayed within these regions is well within '
the level of skill in the art. Pull-down menu 70 contains the basic commands available to the

user, including launching applications, accessing basic editing commands, changing the display

of the user interface, adding and removing application and bookmark categoryicons, changing

window views, and obtaining help. Menu icons 72 contain a number of icons that permit

quick access to some of the more common commands contained in menu 70. URL field 74 is
a conventional dropvdown input box that can be used for entering URLs or path and file

names of locally-stored web pages. Once a user has entered a web page location into this field

and pressed Enter, GUI module 52 initiates operation of the user's default browser and directs

it to access and display the specified web page. Banner advertising region 78 is an. information

display region in which is displayed graphical images comprising advertising stored locally on

the computer. These advertisements are replaced in response to various events including, in

particular, user interaction with the computer. Application icons 76 provide single-click
initiation of any programs accessible by the user's computer. When client software

application 10 is first installed, it initiallylbuilds this toolbar using the shortcuts existing on

the computer's Windows" desktop. Thereafter, the user can customize this toolbar, either
i :a i :'

by dragging icons onto or off of the lo?“??"'i°fi via a suitable command available under the

"Tools" menu item. The client software; apiplication can be programmed to automatically add

or remove icons from this list when the)? age aiided or removed from the Windows"I desktop.
Furthermore, the icons can be automatically drg'anized by the program, either in alphabetical!.ir. F

3/
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Order or otherwise. The bookmark category icons 80 are each associated with a set of links

related to a particular category of information, such as finance, news, or sports. By selecting

one of the icons, a separate application window containing the related links is opened on the .

screen. This is shown in Fig. 52. This window also includes a vertically-oriented toolbar

containing bookmark category ic‘ons 80 so that the user can switch to other categories of links

by clicking on the appropriate icon 80. The program is operable to respond to the user's

selection of any one of the links by accessing the selected web page using the default browser.

As ‘with the application icons 76, bookmark category icons 80 can be added or removed from

the toolbar. Furthermore, additional links can be added to the categorized sets of links,_

whether by‘conventional drag and dr0p methods (i.e., dragging onto the bookmark category

icons 80) or via menu commands.

To permit user customization, the toolbars containing application icons 76 and

bookmark category icons 80 include a slidebar 82 that is initially positioned at the far left of

the toolbar, as illustrated, and that can be moved by the user to a location between any two

icons on the toolbar. Thereafter, icons to the left of the slidebar cannot be rte-organized except

by express action of the user.' These toolbars also each include left and right arrow buttons 84
that shift the icons in the associated toolbar to the left and right, respectively. These arrow

buttons will not affect any icons located to the left of slidebar 82. Each of the toolbars,

including the pull-down menu toolbar, includes a collapse button 86 that serves to toggle the

display of its associated toolbar. This permits users to collapse the display size of the graphical

user interface and to hide those toolbars that the user does not wish to utilize often.

A final region of Window 24 is a conventional linkedIcon 88, which can be used to

direct the user's default browser to the home page of the company that provided client

software application 10. Also, window 24 can include anothertwo (not shown) that, whenl I

selected, accesses a local 110pr or other nonjvolatile data storage device to retrieve variousI
l

types of data. For example, a user may want to utilize client application 10 on different
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computers; for example, a laptop and home or office desktop computer. To prevent the user

from having to separately customize each of the two user interfaces, GUI module 52 is .

operable to store the user's customization settings and preferences on a floppy disk or other

non-volatile storage. This disk can then be inserted into the other computer and, once the

client application is executed, clicking on the same icon will cause the program to access the

disk and to retrieve and apply the user's customizations and preferences to the user interface.

In addition to the toolbar containing bookmark category icons 80, window 24 can also

include a "home" or "local" toolbar (not shown) containing the same icons 80, but with the--

links associated with each category icon 80 being specific to the user‘s local and regional

interests. Thus, for each category of information, this permits the user to keep links to local

web sites separate from their other links. In this way the user can, for example, keep links

related to local high school sports separately from links for professional sports. When an icon _

on this "home" toolbar is selected, a window (not shown) separate from that shown in Fig. 5a

can be opened or, alternatively, the Fig. 5a window itself can be used, with a button or other

means being provided to allow the user to switch between the icons representing the "home"

groups of links and the icons representing the other groups of links.

Referring now to Figs. 4-6, the details of the various program components and modules

that comprise client software application 10 will now be described. As discussed above, GUI

module 52 provides the programming used to display application window 24 including all of

its various regions on a computer monitor or display 26. It accesses user customizations and

preferences from user data storage 34 via I/O module 58. and interfaces with the other
program modules. The user interface provided by GUI module 52 is implemented using a

number of program components written in Active)?“ . These components include a toolbar

compénent 90, a URL text field component 92, a drag button component 94, a drag and direct
component 96, a collapsible menu component 98, a collapsible toolbar component 100, a user
profile access component 102, and an advertising banner component 104. .
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- Toolbar component 90 centains the programming code used to display and manage the

applications icons toolbar 76 and the bookmarks categories toolbar 80. This includes the

programming that generates the slidebars 82 and left/right buttons 84. This component

interfaces with drag button component 94 which contains the programming that generates the

various toolbar buttons that are represented by'the different icons 76 and 80. Toolbar

component 90 also interfaces with drag and direct component 96 which allows the user to .

customize the toolbars by shifting the icon buttons left or right on the toolbars, as well as drag:

and drop capabilities to add buttons to or remove buttons from the toolbars. URL field

component 92 provides the URL text field 74 that permits direct user input of URL'sa

Collapsible menu component 98 contains the programming that generates and provides

functionality to the pull-down menu 70. Similarly, collapsible toolbar component 100 is used

to generate the toolbar containing the menu icons 72. Components 98 and 100 can be derived

from the main toolbar component 90 and can function like any other toolbar, except that they

are collapsible. User profile access component 102 contains the programming used to access

the computer's floppy'disk drive (as well as any other source) to read or write the user's

customizations and preferences of the user interface. Banner component 104 contains the

programming used to access and, display an advertising banner specified by ADM module 54.

In addition to the drag and drop capabilities discussed above, GUI module 52 can also include

the programming necessary to permit dragging of links onto category icons to add them to the

associated set of‘links, as well as dragging of data files (e.g., documents) onto the application

icons to initiate execution of the selected application using the selected data file.

. I

ADM module 54 includes a key event component 108, a timer/display component 110,l I l .

- a flag alert component 112. and an error handling component 114. These components are

preferably written in ActiveX'“ 'or Java“ : User interaction with the computer, whether' .I . a ' ' i, . . . . ' -

with other applications or the operating system, is
monitored by GUI module 52 and reported to :key event, component 108. As will'be

with the client software application itself or
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understood by 'those skilled in the art, the detection of user input to other programs and to
the operating system itself can be implemented under Windowsm using system hooks. Key '
event component 108 determines whether the user interaction constitutes a key event; that is,

whether a change in displayed banners should be made in response to the user input. If so, it
5 informs timer/display component 110 which contains the programming that determines

which banner should be displayed and what computer usage information should be stored for

later reporting to ADM server 22. This component also includes a timer that periodically

changes the advertisement displayed in banner region 78 in the absence of any user input. The

selection of banners will be further described below in connection with Fig. 7.‘

l; Once a group of banners have been displayed their allotted number of times,
(I) timer/display component 110 notifies flag alert component 112, which sets a new banner flag;

iii} This flag is checked periodically and if set, ADM server 22 is accessed to download new
[.I. banner advertising. If desired, flag alert component 112 can also maintain other flags for use

US by the system to record the state of various events. For example, it can include a flag that

|.i. indicates whether the current' execution of client software application 10 is'the first execution

in following installation of the software. If so, a special introductory screen could be displayed.
llil Other such uses will become apparent to those skilled in the art. Error handling and

messaging component 114 is used to handle error conditions such as, for example, where a

20 user,has uninstalled a software application off the computer, but attempts to execute the

uninstalled application from an application icon 76 still residing on the applications toolbar.

This component can intercept the error message generated by the operating system and take

appropriate action’such as, for example, informing the user that the application cannot be
lomtediand asking whether the user wishes the application icon to be removed from the

25 toolbar;

As mentioned above, client software application 10 monitors the user's interaction

with applications other than itself using system hooks. As will be appreciated, this permits

{DJ—J 
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the client software application to alter the normal response seen by the user to certain types of

interadtions with the computer. For example, GUI module 52 preferably monitors user-

action and, upon detecting that the user has initiated execution of a browser application,

whether via an application icon 76 or directly via the computer's operating system itself, GUI

module 52 can override the browser's default home page setting and redirect it to another web

site. Preferably, the user is queried via a pep-up dialog box prior to redirection to ascertain
whether he or she objects 'to starting the browser at some web site other than the default

home page. This can be used as an additional means of exposing the user to advertising while

providing the user with some variety in the use of their browser, since they are not limited to-
always seeing the same site upon startup of the browser. Other such uses of this feature will

be apparent to those skilled in the art.

Notes module 56- provides messaging capabilities not only for personal use by the 'user,

but also for use among different users. From the user's standpoint, the notes themselves

comprise small pop-up windows containing short messages or reminders. These notes can be

associated with certain eventsl For example, the user could set up a personal note that pops up

at the end of the day when the user goes to exit the application. Alternatively, one user could

send another user a note related to sports and could set that note to only pop—up when the

receiver either accesses the sports bookmark category icon 80 or accesses a sports-related web

site“ The notes functions (e.g., creating a new note, sending a note, etc.) can be accessed via

Tools under the pull-down menu 70. Notes sent between different users connected to the

Internet is by way of ADM server 22, which acts as a messaging server, identifying individual
users (whether senders or receivers) by way of their unique ID and handling the receipt and
distribution of the notes.

Notes module 56 includes a display component 116, a logic component 118, a

registration component 120, and a send/receive component 122, all of which can be written in

ActiveX“ or Java". The notes display component 116 contains the programming
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responsible for the actual displav of the pop-up notes on the monitor. The notes logic ,

. component 118 is responsible for the logical processing of the notes; for example, determining

when or under what conditions anote will be displayed. Registration component 120 handles

registration of the client software application with the messaging server process provided by

ADM server 22. The send/receive component interfaces. with 1/0 module 58 and is

responsible for the actual transmission'and reception of notes over the Internet.

I/O Module 58 is used as the interface between the various program modules and

banner storage 30, user data storage 34, the Internet 20, and, if connected. a printer (not

shown). It includes a reporting and printing component 124, a streams component 126, and a

file I/O component 128. These components can all be written in ActiveX" or Java";

Reporting and printing component 124 contains the programming code used to properly_

format and direct data to its proper output device (e.g., a printer, log file, etc.). The streams

component 126 is used to manage the input and output functions which establish and provide

data transmissions between components and objects. It is this component that is used to

access the Internet via TCP/IP and can be used with other communications protocols, such as

RMI and COM. The file [/0 component 128 is used to manipulate stored files, including

those used in the banner data storage 30 and user data storage 34.

Login module 60 (Fig. 4) comprises an ActiveX'“ or Java“l login component which

includes the programming that provides the user login and password validation features. If

desired, this module can also include a security'oomponent that provides encryption of data
transmitted over the Internet. PDA module 62 is an ActiveX" orJava“l component that out

be used to handle importing and exporting of user data between the client software application

and the formats needed for use with a personal digital assistant. Also, this module can be used

for interfacing the client software application with the user's current personal information

management software, such as Outlook"l , Lotus Notes" , or Netscape“? mail. The security

9%
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module can also include an import/export wizard for use by the user in converting between

formats.

Builder module 64 interfaces with all of the other modules and contains the

programming used to upgrade individual components of the software application from time to

time. As with most of the other modules, it can be written in ActiveX" or Java" . For

purposes of upgrading components, each component has associated with it a version identifier

that comprises a version name and version number, with the version name simply being the

fiiename of the component or module. Builder module 64 is operable to determine the‘

version name and number for each of the components currently installed on the client

computer and to generate from that a current blueprint of the components. Then, the next

time an Internet connection is available, the builder component can access ADM server 22 and

download from it an upgraded blueprint. The builder module then compares these blueprints

to determine whether the client software application installed on the computer is the inost

current version available. If not, the builder, having both blueprints, can determine

specifically which new components it needs. Upgrading of existing components is typically

accomplished simply by overwriting the existing files and making the apprOpI-iate entries into

the Windows" Registry. At the server side, adding new components to the application

simply requires creating the new component and upgrading the existing components to work

with the new component, followed by adding the new and revised components to the

upgraded blueprint. Then, the next time the server is access by the builder module, it will

download the new and revised components.

This upgrading process is implemented automatically by the client software application
I !i I , ;.

without requiring any user input or tmttaupnofIthle process Also, by modularizing the
application'in the manner described above, bug fixes and upgrading of features can be achieved

without requiring downloading and installation of the entire software application. This15
II I I

especially useful for distribution of sofiware via the Internet, since software applications

' Q)
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typically require anywhere from several Megabytes to tens of Megabytes of disk space and the

dowuloading of such large files can be burdensome.

It may be desirable or necessary from time to time to upgrade the builder module 64

5 itself so that it can evolve and provide new features not currently anticipated. For this

purpose, auxiliary module 66 is provided. Upon builder module 64 determining from the

blueprints that it needs to be'upgraded itself, it turns over control to auxiliary module 66 and
then terminates its execution so that it may be overwritten with the new builder module.

Auxiliary module 66 then handles downloading and installation of the new builder module

30 and other components. i

m - As will be appreciated by those skilled in the art, builder module 64 or any of the
U1 other modules can have their own set of module commands which they use to perform
l" particular functions. These module commands can be used by other modules to access or

US implement functions provided by that module. Additional module commands and, thus,

{.I. additional fnnctionality, can be added simply by creating upgraded modules that include the

in new module commands and using builder module 64 to upgrade to the new modules in
m accordance with the procedures described herein.

20 . Referring now to Fig. 7, the details of the selection and use of banner advertising will
now be described. In general, banners are displayed either in response to some user action

(input) or, in the absence of user input, are displayed periodically at timed intervals. The

client software applicationinonitors the user' 3 inputs to the computer and, when possible,
targets the banner advertising displayedso thatIf relates to the what the user is doing.

25 i 5.

Preferably, the banner advertisements are stored as graphicalimages on the clientI 5i

computer's hard drive and are replaced once they have. been displayed a certain number of
times As mentioned above, this:is accomplished by downloading new banner advertisements

.I .r:: Qxii’
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irom’ ADM server 22. To avoid running out of banners before new ones can be downloaded

from ADM sewer 22, client software application 10 maintains a plurality of sets of locally

stored banners and, at any one time, only displays banners contained in one of the sets. Then, I

when the banners in that set have all been displayed the allotted number of times, the next set

of banners is used with the old set being replaced the next time that server 22 is accessed.

A banner database 1210 is stored on the client computer's hard drive along with the -

image files themselves. This database contains information that is used by timer/display

component 110 to determine when the banner should be displayed. In the representation of}

banner database 130 shown in Fig. 7, each row is a data set that is associated with a different

one of the banners. The columns represent individual data items within each data set. The

data for each banner includes the filename of the image file, a destination link, one or more

associated category identifiers, one or more associated trigger links, one or more associated

programs, and a priority level. The destination link is (typically) the URL of the web site to.
which the default browser will be directed if the user clicks on the banner while it is

displayed. The category identifiers specify those categories to which the banner relates and

can correspond exactly to theicategories used in connection with the bookmark category icons
8O discussed above in connection with Fig. 5. For example, an advertisement for a securities

brokerage would be related to finance and possibly business. By associating those category

identifiers with the banner in database 130, ADM module 54 will be able to determine the

proper time for display of the brokerage advertisement. The associated trigger links specify

locations for which the associated banner should be displayed when one of the specified sites

are accessed. In the first example given in Pig. 7, if the user were to direct his or her browser

to www.10tus.com/123, ADM module 154 would display the banner01.gif image. Where

multiple banners are associated with the same link, ADM module 54 determines which of the
banners should be selected based upon another criteria such as number of times'each banner
has previously been displayed.‘ The associated programs column is similar in that execution of
one of the specified applications (rather than a visit to a web site) will result in an associated

2,1
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banner being displayed. Finally, the priority level is used to determine the specificity of the

targeting of the advertisements. '

I More specifically, ADM module 54 is programmed to select and display banners at any

5 one of [three different levels of processing. The first is the general level, which is the default

.priority level at which the processing is set when the client software application is first

executed. In this mode, only banners having a general priority level will be displayed. The

second level is the medium. processing level, in which both medium and general banners are

displayed, but at a'weighting that favors the medium banners. Preferably, when operating in.-

50 this mode,ionly one general priority level banner is displayed for every three medium level
fa banners. Similarly, the third level is the high level at which high, medium, and general

one time is determined b the user's actions. In articular, when the user be ins execution ofY P g

|.|.

{fl banners are displayed, with ten high priority level banners being displayed for every three
In ' medium level banners and for every one general level banners. The processing level at any
1.;Ii

5 an application or selects one of the bookmark category icons 80, the processing level is set to

l-'= medium so that no high level banners will be used for display. When the user selects a link,

“3 the processing level changes to high at which point all banners are candidates for display, with

the high priority level banners being given favoritism in the 10-3-1 ratio mentioned above.

This ratio can be adjustable by ADM module 54, if desired. .
20

It will be appreciated that other data items for the banners can be included in database

130. For example, each banner can have associated with it a maximum number of permitted

displays, with this number being decremented each time that the banner is displayed. This
allows different advertisements differing amounts of exposure. Similarly, each banner can

25 have associated with it a weighting or frequehey that is used by ADM module 54 to determine

how often the banner should be displayed relative to other banners at the same priority level.

A “display first" property can ‘also be provided for any particular banner that'indicates that it
should be displayed before others at its same priority level, with timer/display component 110

_ ,.
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providing the programming needed to insure that only one such banner at each priority level .
has this property set. Apart from the category identifiers, each banner can also have a number

i of keywords associated with it and ADM module 54 can be programmed to examine the web

pages visited by the user to determine if any of those keywords are present, whether they be
located in the web page as META TAGs or simply contained in the text of the page. If so,

one of the banners associated with the located keyword could be displayed.

As will be apparent to those skilled in the art, client software application 10, acting in

conjunction with ADM server 22, provides a two-tiered approach to targeted advertising The
first tier is the initial selection of banners to be downloaded to the user based upon the user's

demographic information. The second tier is the reactive targeting of the advertisements

based upon user interaction with the computer. Moreover, since client software application
10 communicates with server 22 from time to time and can report back computer usage

information as well as information concerning the display of the banners, this information can

be associated with the user's demographic information (by way of theirunique ID) at the

server and then used by the advertisers to help them better understand the consuming public.

As will be appreciated by those skilled in the art, the reactive targeting provided by

client software application 10 is handled in real time, rather than simply as a part of building a
set of advertisements for later display to the user. This permits the display of. advertising that
is relevant to what thd user is doing at any particular time. Thus, if the user is using the

computer to search for information on stocks, then iclient software application 10 can detect
this (whether by recognizing the web site being accedsed, the keywords used in the web pages

being accessed, the program being executed, or some other sweet of the user's search) and can

display an advertisement that is relevant to this topic, whether it be for a stock brokerage, a
I .

stock exchange, an investment group, or some other organization. Furthermore, for user

computers that enjoy a full time connection to the internet, the reactch targeting can be used

to access a'specific advertisement over the Internet, rather than from a pre-stored banner from
i
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banner storage 30. This can be accomplished by replacing the local image filenames in the first

column of banner database 130 with an Internet address of a specific image file. Alternatively,

the user's actions that are used to select an advertisement via banner database 130 can be sent

to ADM server 22 or some other advertising server as posted form data, with the server using

the data to select and download an appropriate advertisement. This permits real time

targeting of advertising while expanding the available pool of advertisements without having

to previously download the complete set of advertisements to the user's computer.

Referring 'now to Fig. 8, the process for providing access to the client software

application and for obtaining and utilizing demographic information regarding the user Will
now be described. As will be appreciated. the software download and data gathering process

of Fig. 8 can be implemented by a suitable server program residing on 'ADM server 22. As

indicated at blocks 132 and 134, in response to server 22 receiving a download request from a

user, the server sends a form to the user and then waits for the completed form to be posted

back to the server. The form can include a number of required fields that provide the

minimum data needed to generate a-proper demographic profile of the user. Once server 22

has received the completed form, a check is made to determine whether all of the required

fields have been completed, as indicated at block 136. This check can include a certain amount

of validity checking of the data. For example, if the user is required to specify the city and

state in which they live, a check could be made to determine whether the city and state

reported by the user actually exists. Similarly, a reported area code could be checlted to.
determine its validity. If required information is missing or invalid, flow moves to block 138

where the server resends the form with a request for correction. As is known, this can include '

an identification of the particular required data that was missing or invalid. Once server 22

receives a correctly completed form,flow; moves to block 140 where server 22 assigns a unique
ID to the user and then stores that ID along with the received demographic data as indicated

I
J

at block 142. As discussed above.in 'connection with Fig 3 this datais storedin theI

user/demographics data base 46. Thien,lan initial set of banner advertisements and links are
_ | . :

I

II

I _
|

I

. ”51)
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selected based .upon the user's zip code, indicated at block 144. The links are used to provide
an initial set of links for each of the bookmark categories represented by icons 80. Thereafter,-

client software application 10 is downloaded to the user's computer for installation by the

user, as indicated at block 146;; Preferably, the client software application is packaged as a

single, self-extracting ZIP file and includes an installation program that handles installation of

the program and all of its components into proper directories, as well as making. the necessary

entries into the Windows". Registry.

The user ID that is stored. along with the demographic data is used to anonymously

identify the user for the purpose of demographically targeting advertising to that user. This
can be accomplished by assigning the user ID to the particular copy of the client software
application downloaded by the user. Alternatively, the user ID can be included in a cookie

placed by server 22 on the user's computer 18 and this cookie can be accessed by server 22

each time computer usage information is sent to server 22 so that the ID can be associated

with the computer usage information. In the illustrated embodiment, the user ID is associated

with a user login that is required each time the client software application is executed. By

having the user login to the application, it can identify which demographics are associated

with this particular user. Also, the provision of a user login allows the client software

application to be utilized by multiple users, while permitting different demographically
targeted advertising to be displayed for each user. This will now be described in connection

with Fig. 9. i

As shownin Fig 9, upon execution of the iclient software application 10, a login andl'

passwordinput box1s displayed. ’i'liis1s shown ii block 148. Once the user has entered a
l

login name, a checkis made at block 150to determine whether the user name is new. If not, a
1-1-111

_ checkis made at block 152 to determine whether. the password provided for the recognized
i l ; ill

login name is correct. If not, flow returns to.bl?Ck148 where the login hexis again displayed‘ ' i;
If the password1s correct, flow moires to block 154 where the application accesses the user's
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set of preferences and customizations for the display of the graphical user interface. The

. application also accesses the banner database and various bookmark categories for that user
which, as described above, contains for each category of information a number of links to

different information resources. . Flow then moves to block 156 where the graphical user

interface is displayed along with a first banner. The login names and associated passwords can

be stored in the user data storage 34. Similarly, the user preferences, categorized lists of

bookmarks, and banner database can be stored in user data storage 34.

If, back at block 150, the login name is determined to be new, the user can be queried

as to whether they would like to set up a new account, as indicated at block 158. If not, then

flow returns to block 148 where the login screen is again displayed. If a new account is

desired, flow moves to block 160 where the application requests various demographic data,

which can be the same data requested of the user who originally downloaded the application
from server 22. At block 162 a check is made to determine whether all required demographic

data was provided. If not, flow returns to block 160 to again request the required data. Once
all required information has been provided, flow moves to block 164 where the application
reports demographic data back to server 22, receives an assigned ID from the server, and stores

the new user data at the client computer in user data storage 34. Flow then moves to block
166 where default preferences and bookmark lists are accessed and assigned to the new user.

Flow then moves to block 156 where the graphical user interface is displayed, at which point
the user can begin normal use of the application.

If desired, all user-specific information, including logins password, demographic data,|

assigned IL‘, preferences, banner database, and:hohkmark lists can be stored together as a. 'I I

separate 111a and treated as a separate user object [This file can be both stored locally on client

computer 40 and reported back to server 22.‘ Moreover, this single file can then be used to
I- - I.'-|. I

transfer the user specific data between different computers upon which the application resides.
-I I .II .

By storing the demographic data at the client itself, demographic targeting of advertising can
f. M

32%
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be accomplished if desired by client software application 10 itself. Furthermore, in situations
.in which the computer operatingsystem requests a login as a part of boot-up of the computer,

or in networked environments where a login at the computer is required for network access, .

client software applicatiou 10 can use the identification of the user provided by these logins

rather than requiring a separate login upon execution of the application itself. This allows the

client software application to determine who is using the computer without having to request

a separate user login.

Turning now to Fig. 10, there is shown an overview of the core operation of client

software application 10. The first step is at block 168 where a check is made to determine
whether access to ADM server 22 is needed. Access may be needed to report computer usage

information or to download new banner advertising, for example. If no access is currently

needed, flow moves to block 170 where a check is made to determine if there is any user input

to the computer. If not, flow moves to block 172 where a check is made to determine

whether the timer operated by timer/display component 110 has expired. If not, no action is

taken and flow returns to block 170 to again check for user interaction with the computer. If

the timer has expired, flow moves to block 174 for selection and display of a suitable banner.

If, at block 170 user input was detected, flow moves to block 176 where the user input is

processed. Flow also moves to block 178 where a check is made to determine whether the
user interaction constitutes a key event. If not, flow returns to block 168 and the process

repeats. If a key event is detected, then flow moves to block 174 where the key event is
processed.

If,‘ at block 168 it was detei’mined that access to ADM server 22is needed flow moves
to block 180 where a checliis madeto determinewhether an Internet connection is availablel: . ! I; -'

to the client computer If no connection is laiiailable,‘the server cannot be accessed at this time
and flow therefore moves to blocllr 170'.| Ifan Internet connection is available, flow moves toii _ -i'i .-

block 182 where the current computer nsago inforinatidn'15 reported to ADM server 22.
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Then, if necessary, the client software application downloads new banners, as indicated at

. block 184. Flow then moves to block 186 where the new banner flag is reset along with any

flags used in reporting of computer usage information. At block 188 a check is then made to '

determine whether any of the components of software application 10 need to be upgraded. If

not, flow moves to block 170 to look for user interaction. If a newer version of one or more

components is available, flow moves to block 190 where the builder routine is executed.

Referring now to Fig.11, the processing of user input represented by block 176 of Fig.

10 will now be described. This processing begins at block 192 Where a check is made to_

determine whether a user has selected a banner by, for example, a mouse click on the banner

itself. If so, flow moves to block 194 where the URL associated with the selected banner is

accessed and the user's default browser used to access the site specified by that URL. This

process then ends with the flow returning to block 168 of Fig. 10. If at block 192, a banner

has not been selected, flow drops down to block 196 where it is determined whether'a'

shortcut or application has been selected. This includes any of the application icons 76 on the
application's graphical user interface itself or a shortcut or application selected from the

Windows" desktop. If so, How moves to block 198 where the priority is set to medium

following which flow moves to block 200 where the shortcut or application is executed or

otherwise processed in accordance with the normal operation of the operating system. If at

block 196 it was determined that no shortcut or application was selected, then flow moves to

block 202 where a check is made to determine whether one of the bookmark category icons

80 was selected. If so, flow moves to block 204 where the priority is set to medium, following

which flow moves to block 206 where a second application window is opened displaying the

links associatled with the seledted Category. If at block 202 no category was selected, then flow

moves to block 208 where a check is made to determine whether a specific bookmark or link

was selected-by the user. If so, ilow rnovesvjto block 210 where the priority is set to high,

following which the default browser is run and the web page specified by the selected link is .
accessed. If at block 208 no 'link was selected by the user, flow drops down to block 214

all
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where a checkis made to determine whether the user has entered a URL or other web page
addressinto URL text field 74. Ifso, flow moves to block 216 where the priority is again set

to high following which the default browser'15 opened and the specified linkis accessed, as

indicated at block 218. If at block 214 no URL was inputted, then no further action is taken

by client software application 10.

Turning now to Fig. 12, the processing of key events represented by block 174 of Fig.
10 will now be described. As indicated at block 220, the first step is to determine the current

priority level which, as discussed in connection with Fig. 11 may have been set from the.
default general priority level to either medium or high. Flow then maves to block 222 where,
in the case of the priority being either medium or high, the selected category of information

(finance, news, sports, etc.) is determined so that only those banners associated with thai

category can be selected as candidates for display. Then, at block 224, using the determined

category a particular banner is selected and displayed in the banner region 78. As previously

discussed, in addition to an associated category, the banners can also be selected based on

associated links and/or programs in the event, for example, that the user accesses a website

that is listed in the banner database 130. Flow then moves to block 226- where a record is

made of the occurrence of the event, the display of the banner, and the time that the event

occurred. This computer usage information can now be reported back to ADM server 22 or a

reporting flag can be set so that this information can be reported back the next time that the

server is accessible. Flow then moves to block 228 where the banner count associated with the

displayed banner is incremented by one. Then, at block 230, a check is made to determine

whether the current group of banners has expired, based on their banner counts. If not. the

key event processing is finished and flow then returns to block 168 of Fig. 10. If the banners

have expired, then flow moves to block 232 where the next available set of locally stored

banners is utilized for display purposes and the flag. alert component 112 is notified so that it

can set the new banner flag, as. indicated at block 234. Processing then returns to block 168 of
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w — ' Referring now to Fig. 13,_a first implementation of the builder routine 190 of Fig. 10

will now be described. The process begins at block 236 where the builder component 64

accesses version numbers for each component in the client software application. Flow then

moves to block 238 where, using this information, builder component.“ generates a current

blueprint. Then, at block 240, the builder component accesses an updated blueprint from

ADM server 22. At block 242, a check is made to determine whether the updated blueprint is'

the same as the current blueprint. If so, the client computer has the upgraded version and no

upgrading is necesSary, as indicated at block 244. Flow then returns to block 1§8 of Fig. 10.

If, at block 242, the updated blueprint is different from the current blueprint, flow 'moves t6

block 246 where the builder module determines which components are new or need

upgrading. Flow then moves to block 248 where a check is made to determine whether the
builder module itself needs to be upgraded. If not, flow moves to block 250 where the new or

upgraded components aredownloaded from server 22 and installed. If an upgraded builder
module is needed, then flow moves from block 248 to block 252 where control is passed from
the builder module to auxiliary module 66, following which flow moves to block 254 where

execution of the builder module is terminated so that it may be overwritten with the new

. builder module. Flow then continues to block 250 Where the builder module and other
upgraded components are downloaded and installed under control of auxiliary module 66.

Flow then returns to block 168 of Fig. 10.

,' I

Referring now to Fig. 14, another embodiment of builder routine 190 of Fig. 10 willI

now be described. In-this embodiment, the builder module does not determine the currenti . .

names and version numbers of all the mtiduirles that make up client software application 10,, I

but rather uses a version ID associated witl? tlhe application to determine whether upgrading of
any of the components is necessary. The process starts at block 256 where the builder module|

accesses an updated blueprint ID from Ath/Il serirer 22. Then, at block 258, a check is made to
determine whether the updated ID is the same as the current version ID. If so, then no

3*?
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upgrading of cemponents is necessary as indicated at block 260 and flow returns to block 168

of Fig. 10. If the 113's are not the same, flow moves to block 262 where the builder module .

sends the current version ID back to ADM server 22. This current ID is used by ADM server

22 to determine which components need to be downloaded and installed at the client

computer so that it has the most recent version. Then, at block 264, the builder module

downloads and installs the updated components, following which the process returns to block
1611 of Fig. 10. As with the process of Fig. 13, auxiliary module 66 can be used in the event of

upgrading of builder module 64 itself. As will be appreciated by those skilled in the art, once-

the new components have been downloaded and installed, whether by the process of Fig; 13'

or Fig. 14, restarting of the computer may be necessary.

It will thus be apparent that there has been provided in accordance with the present

invention a method and apparatus for providing an automatically upgradeable graphicduser

interface with targeted advertising which achieves 'the aims and advantages specified herein. It

will of course be understood that the foregoing description is of a preferred exemplary

embodiment of the invention'and that the invention is not limited to the specific embodiment

shown. Various changes and modifications will become apparent to those skilled in the art. For

example, although the advertising features described herein have been disclosed in connection

with client software application 10, it will be appreciated that ' these features can. be

incorporated into any of a number of other types of software applications and can even be

incorporated into the operating system‘s user interface itself. Other features of client software

application 10 can be incorporated .into and made an integral part of other software

applications and operating systems. Also, rather than downloading the client software
application via the Internet or some other network, it could be installed on the user's

computer from a CDROM or DVD, withithienewuser login process of Fig. 9 being used to' ' I!" I

acquire demographic data on all usiersof the software. All such variations and modifications

are intended to come within the scope of the‘ apanded claims.' l I. ‘ IIJ . . I
I I I.' I
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I claim:

amount of said informational data, said second program

store statistical data regarding the display of said sdcotod info:-

first program module to select the infornintiooal data I be displayed from among a-larger

 

—__...——-'....

 
dule further being operable to
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2. An apparatus as defined in claim i, wherein said informational data is selected by

said second program module in accordance with the category of information associated with

the one of said data sets that contains said first link.

3. An apparatus as defined in claim 1, wherein said second program module is stored

in computer-readable format‘on said non-volatile data storage device and is stored as one or

more files that are separate from said first program module, whereby said apparatus comprises

a computer-readable memory.

4. An apparatus as defined in claim 1, wherein, when said second program module is

stored on a server accessible by the computer over a computer network, said first program

module is operable to access and download said second program module to said non-volatile

data storage device via the network.

5. An apparatus as defined in claim 4, further comprising a third program module

stored on said non-volatile data storage device, said third program module being operable to

automatically request upgrade information from the server and to cause downloading and

implementation of an upgraded version of at least one of said first and second modules.

6. An apparatus as defined in claim I, wherein said information display region

comprises a banner region and said informational data comprises one of a plurality of

advertisements accessible to said second program.

7. An apparatus as defined in; chitin 6, wherein said second program is operable to
select Said one of said advertisemerits!!from among a first subset of said plurality of
advertisements and, in response to each (if the advertisements in said firsr subset having been

. . ' . " x| . . .
displayed a selected number of times, to select said one of said advertisements from among a

a)?
second subset of said plurality of advertisements.

I L!
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8. An apparatus as defined in claim 7, wherein said second program is operable in

response to each of the advertisements in said first subset having been displayed said selected _
number of times to request a new first subset-of advertisements from a server and, in response

to receipt of said new first subset, to replace the advertisements in said first subset with the

advertisements in said new first subset.

9. An apparatus aside-fined in claim 6, wherein said second program is operable to

select said one of said advertisements from among a plurality of said advertisements in

accordance with the category of information associated with said first link.

10. An apparatus as defined in claim 6, wherein said second programs is operable to

select said one of said advertisements in accordance with one or more keywords contained in

the information obtained from the information resource accessed using said first link.

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 

1 . A computer-readable memory for use by a computer to provide a user of the

computer wr an automatically-upgradeable software application, comprising:

a non~vol ile data storage device; . 
 

 

  
 

 
 

 

 

a program reduon said non-volatile data storage device in a computer-readable

format, said program co rising a plurality of program modules;

at least one version entifier associated with one or more of said program modules,

said version identifier(s) being st ed 0 said non-volatile storage device;

wherein one of said progra duies is operable upon execution to access said stored

version identifier(s) and at least one ed version identifier from a server via a global public

network, With said updated version idem: er(s) representing one or more updated program
. . | - .

modules accessible from a server we. the publi

further operable to download one or inbre u

'etwork, wherein said one program module is

‘ ted program modules when said stored
 

II

version identifier and said updated version identifier different, with said updated program
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5 12. A com titer-readable memory as defined in claim 11, wherein said one program

module is operable hen executed by a microprocessor to compare said stored version

identifier with said up ated version identifier and, if said stored and updated version

identifiers are different; to nd a download request to a server via the public network.

13. A computer-readabl memory as defined in claim 11, wherein at least some of said

program modules each have a uni ue version identifier associated therewith and wherein said

one program module is operable to enerate a current blueprint of said program modules by ' "1'3:

accessing each of said unique version i ntifiers.

14. A computer-readable mom as defined in claim 13, wherein said one program

module is operable to receive from the serv an updated blueprint containing updated version

identifiers and, wherein said one program In tale is further operable to compare said current

BEfiTZfi‘TSEET'F""'
and updatedblueprints and to download one o more updated program modules if any of the

updated version identifiers from the updated lueprint do not match a unique version

20 identifier from the current blueprint.

15. A computer-readable memory as define in claim 13, wherein said one program

module is operable to send the current blueprint to a 5 er via the public network.

25 16. A computer-readable memory as defined ' claim 11, wherein said version
identifiers comprise a module identifier and a module versi 11 number.

i
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. A computer-readable ‘memory as defined in claim 16, wherein said one program

module has version identifier associated therewith and wherein said one program module is I

operable to up ade itself when its version identifier does not match its associated updated
version number.

 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

18. A computer eadable memory as defined in claim 17, wherein said one program

module is written in a p ogramming language and has a number of module commands

associated therewith, each of

to invoke one or more instruct: us in said programming language, wherein said one program

0 module is operable to perform a l ction in response to receiving one or more of said module
1:: commands can be added to said one program module

by automatically upgrading said one In ule command via the public network.

19. A computer-readable memo defined in claim 18, wherein said one program

U'I rade itself bypassing control to an'auxiliary
LuTSEBTTED

module is stored in a file and is operable to

module, terminating its execution, and there er being replaced by an updated version

downloaded from a server.

20. A computer-readable memory as defined in laim 16, wherein each of said modules

cumprise a separate computer file and wherein said modu identifier includes a filename. I

 

 

  
 

 

A computer-readable memorylfor use by‘a computer to provide a user of the

7 computer w: an integrated graphical interface to a plurality of computer resources, the

computer—readable emery comprising:‘ ,

' a non-volatile storage device; ii

a program stored 0 'said non~volat:ile data storage device in a (computer-readable
format;

id module commands being used by said one program module .
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comprising :1 application window separated into a number of regions,

a first on of said regions including a number of graphical objects, at least some of

which are each repre ntative of a different computer application and are selectable by the user

via an input device, wire in said program is operable upon selection of one of said graphical

objects to initiate execution the computer application associated therewith;
a second one of said reg: 5 including a number of menu items selectable by the user,

each of said menu items having a in {ion associated therewith;

a third one of said regions inclu ing a number of user-selectable items, at least some of

which are each associated with a different ata set, said data sets each comprising a number of

links to different information resources, w rein said program is operable in response to

selection of one of said items to provide the user ith access to its associated data set;

a fourth one of said regions including a use input text field, wherein said program is

operable to access one or more computer files specific I
text field;

a fifth one oilsaid regions comprising a banner 1-

by the user via text inputted into said

ion, wherein said program is

operable to access banner data and display said banner data in sai anner region; and

said window including a display object that is selectable the user via the input

device, wherein said program is [operable in response to selection of the 'splay object to access

infoimation stored on a data storage device located in a disk drive within th computer.
//

[2% A computer-readable memory as definedIn claim%wherein said application
window includes a sixth one oit' said regions that includes a number of user-selectable graphical
icons, each of whichis associated with one of said menu items, wherein said program is
operable in response to selection of one of said graphical icons to carry out the menu item

associated with the selected gra'phical icon.

PetitionerSamsung- Ex. 1012, p. 77_
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177' -/’
2! A computerwreadable memory as defined in claim%, wherein each of said data sets

comprise at least one link to at least one information resource.

fl /3( A computer-readable memory as definedin claimfl’, Ishmael—tum
A 5 Mon—eonrpfisfiffik‘wmflmd wherein said program is operable1n res $86

to selection of one of said link category buttons to display a second window containing links
Afrom the data set associated with said one of said link category buttons.

r / -
A125,. A computer-readable memory as definedin claim ,whcrein said second window

0 can be positioned by the user independently of the position of said application window.

 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

 
 
 

A method of providing demographically-targeted advertising to a computer user, 
 

 

 

 

 
 

  
 

 
 

 
 

comprising 8 steps of:I

E F ’ providin a server that is accessible via a computer network,5 permitting a ornputer user to access said server via said computer network,

[a J acquiring demo aphic information about the user, said demographic information

m including information spe 'fically provided by the user in response to a request for said
in demographic information,

providing the user with wnload access to computer software that, when run on a

20 computer, displays advertising conte , records computer usage information concerning the

user's utilization of the computer, and p ’odicaliy requests additional advertising content,

transferring a copy of said software computer in response to a download requesti
l

. 4

providing a unique identifier to the c

by the user,

purer, wherein said identifier uniquely
. . . . . r .

5 identifies mformatron sent over said computer netwo from the computer to said server,
I

associating said unique identifier with demograp ' information in a database,

selecting advertising content for transfer to the mputer in accordance with the

gr,

demographic information associated with said unique identifie
l
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ally acquiring said unique identifier and said computer usage information

/' ' .

P-‘300l-1/L8cM-McKinley

I said prdg'r

recorded by sai oftware from the computer via said computer network, and

associating aid computer usage information with said demographic information using

said unique identifie 
27. The method 5 claim 26, further comprising the step of periodically selecting and

transferring'additional adv

28. The method of cla:

global computer network.

 
 

 

 

ising content to the computer in response to a request therefor. '

26, wherein said computer network is a publicly-accessible

29. The method of claim 26, herein said'unique identifier identifies said copy of said

software from among other copies of s 'd ofiware
 

30. The method of claim 26, whe ein said providing a unique identifier step further

comprises storing a cookie on the computer.

 
‘ 31. The method of claim 26, wherein s ’d providing steps further comprise providing

said computer software which, when run on th computer, requires a user login to use said
software and associates a different unique identifi

said software.

with each of a number of valid users of

 
32. The method of claim 26, wherein said promIr ing steps further comprise providing

said computer software which, when run on the comp er, requires a user login to‘use said

software and uses the user login to associate one of a nu be: of unique identifiers with the "

computer usage information recorded by said software.
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33. The method of claim 26, wherein said computer usage information includes data .

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

5 ' 34. The me rod of claim 26, wherein said computer usage information includes data

regarding software app 'cations run by the user on the computer.

35. The method of c im 26, wherein said acquiring step further comprises requesting

said demographic information '11 response to a request from the user to download said-
0 software and receiving said demo aphic information from the user prior to providing the

1-" user with access to said software.

35. The method of claim 26, . ein said step of providing download access further.

comprises examining said demographic i ormation to determine that said demographiciii”TEEBT U‘l.
information includes certain required in rmation and, upon determining that said

in. demographic information includes said requir information, providing the user with said

in download access to said software.

 
36. The method of claim 35, further comp ising the step of limiting said required

3 20 information to demographic information, “(1:8er the user is permitted anonymous

download access to said software and the server i provided demographically-relatable

computer usage information. - _ _

. I - lI I ' O

A computer-readabie memory for ruse by a computer to prowde a user of the
. :.'5 i';. E.-.:

targeted information. comprising:
I :i' l . ' . , '

data storage device;

 

 
 

 
25 computer wr 

 a non-volat:

:l
|

a I
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Aprogrsm stored on said non-volatile data storage device in computer-readable format,
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

said progra

display region; . I

program is.operable to select and display informational data in said

5 information display ion, said informational data comprises a plurality of display objects

a category ident er that indicates a category of information to which

the’associated' display ob crirelates, wherein said program is operable in

response to a user action rel ing to one of said categories of information to

display in said information disp region a display object having an associated

category identifier that relates to th one category of information;

a software application identi i that identifies a software application

that may be accessible to the user via t computer, wherein said program is

operable in response to user selection of th software application to display in

said information display region a display Obj t associated with the selected

software application.

.1 7 ' /i9
21‘ A computer-readable memoryr as defined in claim/3f wherein said category

20 identifier comprises at least one keyword and wherein said program is operable in response to

user'access to an information resource to determine if said accessed‘information resource

contains said keyword and, if so, said program isoperable to display in said information

display; region a display object associated with! said keyword.. . I . . l i ' :Mr

/%' w
25 23/ A computer»readable memory ai ldiifinied in claim)7, wherein said program is

operable in response to user selecriori of an adsdciated group of links that are related to one of
. . . . ‘ . . I U I . ‘i . . . .

said categories of information to dispiay in said information display region a display object
J|;J‘

associated with that one category of information, -

l 3
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fl ' - ‘ fl
’0’ A computer-readable memory as definedin claimfl wherein said program is

operable to provide a user interface comprising a number of user-selectable items, each of
which represents a different grOup of associated links and each of whichis associated with one

of said categories of information; wherein said program is operable in response to user

selection of one of said user-selectableitems to display1n said information display region a

display object associated With the category oi information to which that one selected1tem
relates.

. /b

69/ A computer-readable memory as defined1n cla1there1n one or more of said
data sets include a destination identifier that provides a link to an information resource,

wherein said program is operable in response to user selection of a display one of said display

objects to cause the computer to access the information resource associated with said selected

display object.

./ )6

% A computer-readable memory as defined in claim)?‘ wherein one or more of said
data sets include at least one trigger link, wherein said program is operable in response to user

access to an information resource identified by said trigger link to display in said information

display region the display object associated with said trigger link.

9) /b
)2? A computer-readable memory as defined1n clainyf, wherein said display object

comprises a graphical1mage.
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puctttlomr'o Docket No. ”0014/15” (“Hal”) pare-m

____—_______________—_______.._._.____.._.

COMBINED DECLARATION AND POWER OF ATTORNEY

(OfiIGINAL. DESIGN NATlONAL STAGE OF PCT. SUPPLEMENTAL. DNISIONAL.
. CONTINUATION on G-l-P)

__,_________._.___—_....————-——-_—"

As a below named Inventor. I hereby declare that: -

' 'I'YPE 0F vacuum-ton

This declaratlon Is of the lollowing type:

(check one appllcable item below)

I original.

_ El designc -
El supplemental.

NOTE: ll the declaration Is for an International Application being filed as a divisional, continuation or
confl'l'lulflolHn-Plfl eppfioaflon. do. M check out item: check appmpdote one of last three items.

[I national stage of PCT.

NOTE: ttono of the following a [tents may. then We and not: much ADDED PAGES Fon DMSIONAL.oo~n~u4no~ on 044’.

NOTE: Sea37OJ-ZR § TWGMwnfinmdptoucurionappIkadmflorwdepfiwnprondapplladm
dodatlllonlntheoonlhmtlonordlvlslondappllcetionbolngliledonbelnliofllnsameorfemro!
the inventor: namedln the prior application.

El divlsional.

El continuatlonu
NOTE: When mopplloetion dr'oolouaand'olalnu subject metternoldlsoloeedln thepdoreppfioetion, ore

continuation or divialonal application norms an inventor not named ln the prior application. a
certification-Import application mt be tiled under 37 GER. 5 1.53m) (Joplin-vim filing requirements
-— normviaioml application).

[3 continuatlon-In-part (C-I-P).

INVENTOBSNIP IDENTIFICATION

WARNING: ”mmmmmhmlthehmmoiaflmohlmmoxplmudonoifinm. lndudlflg
. theWMd/flnddmddnmmwddnndmmflonmmmbewbmmed.

’resldonca. post office address and ollizenohlp are as stated below, next to my name.
bellevo that I am the origlnal. first and sole Inventor (If only one name is listed below) or

an originaL first and lolnt Inventor (lt' plural names are llsteo' below) of the sublect matter
that Is claimed. and for which a patent ls sought on the lnventlon entitled:

i !
TITLE OF INVENTION

I

A common manna]: HEI'IIOD tum

APPARATUS WITH l'rmctmm ADVERTISING

pooh-aflonandPowerotNtmylt«1}—'pege1oln
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SPEcIFIcATION IDENTIFICAflON

the Specification of which:

(canisters (a). (b). or (6))

(a) I Is attached hereto: - I
NOTE: 'Tba Iaiiawing combinations 01'th suppiiodhanmmardociamimiiiodon (inundation

fiUngdat-wflhaspcdficnfimmuccophbiccsminimumlofldmmingc spodficcdoncndaumpfium
wiihanyoncolvnnomabciowwiflbcocccpuducampiyingwimmoidmfifiafimnqdmtci37CFFH.83:

'njmoiinmwdamdnmmmamdudwwmwhidlisbammdndtoficuhordodanflmatflnfimdmflmmdwhflflodwifihufiorm

,mfiihs:
'(Zmofhvmtarw, mdcnmnydachflmmbuwhideummspociiiccfionmmor

'Mnmnofhwnw. mdu'flowhidi mmm'spodficnfimu filod.‘
Nafica '0! July 13. 1995 (1177 0.6. 60).

(b) C! was filed on
or Cl
and was amended on —_._.._ (if applicable).

NOYE: Amondmcm: fiiodaflorlboorigindpnpusudcpocit-dwhhunPTO Momb‘nnowmmrm
notcccadodcfiflngdanbybchgnhmdboinb‘ndoduufiuLAmm via-WW
m mwiiiodwiththcappiicationpapusor,m Ibo moafasuppiomntcidodution, mm

amendment: claiming matter not cncompuud in tin original statement of invention or claims. Soc37 CFR 1.57.

NOTE: "The Mowingcombimtiom ofhfomwfionsuppiiodhcn oath ardeclcrufim fiicdaMtfnfiilngdatc
an amiableasminhnumafuridmfifyingcspodfiaficnmdcompfimcowimwmoivnkm
below will be cwoptod in complying with the Imu'ficcfian requbcrm of 37 CFR 1.63:

‘(1)molhmf$rfs),mdqppfiufiwnwnbv(cmdngclmomcodcmdmw
numb-t: o.y.,08/i23.45$):

12) njm ofinvcnionk), mumbc‘rand mm date;
'cijnmolinmrafs)mdannmoydodmnumbuwhidl multinspocificctionufihd;
'(JJnunooHnwniods), Wawhlcnwaaoniinspcdficafiunufiicdmdflingdma:

'(5)ncn.no!inwnor(s), Wowhiciawuonunspodfiatlonufihdhdnmwm
cmdndspocificaflonwhichisbomnucindlamoulhardednfionctvnfimolmwfim
mdsubmimd wiih thaomh cidochmimmr

15) name otlnwntorrso. We which was enmespocificflionls fiiodmdmnpniodby
a cover letter manta/y idmtifying the application for which It was lntcndcd by either the
Implication number {canisfl'ng of the suits code and [in serial numbot: o.g.,08/123,456), or
suicinumborandiiim duo. Abunianymtcmcnw ra thacmlmy, itwiiibcptwmodthai
the application fiicd In the PTO ls tho Applicaflon which the invented!) mud by signing
the 0th or dodmatiw.‘

Notico a! July 13. 19M ("77 0.6. 60).

((3) III was cisscrlbed and ctalmed In PCT lntematlonal Application No.filed an—and as

amended under PCT Article 19 on fif any).

 as E] Serial No. 0 I
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SUPPLEMENTAL DECLARATION (37 OJ-‘J'l. § 157“!”

(complete the following where a supplemental declaration Is being submitted)

[3 I hereby declare that the sublect matter oi the
D attached amendment

C] amendment filed on

was part oi thy/our Invention and was invented before the filing date oi the original
application. above—identified. for such Invention.

 

”KNOWLEDGEMEHT OF REVIEW OF PAPERS AND DUTY 0F CANDOH

I hereby state that I have revlewed and understand the contents oi' the above-identified

/ct'fication. Including the claims. as amended by any amendment referred to above.1 acknowledge the duty to disclose Inionnation, which Is material to patentablllty as
defined In 37. Code of Federal Regulations. § 1.56.

' (also check the following items. If desired) ~
\ .

D and which is material to the examination of this application. namely. information
where there is a substantial likelihood thata reasonable Examiner would consider

It Important In deciding whether to allow the application to issue as a patent.
and

D In compliance with this duty. there Is attached an Information disclosure
statement, In accordance with 37 CFR 1.98. .

muonm cum (35 u.s.c. §§ 119(ch1»

NOTE: 'Theclaimtopriortryneedbeinnoepocialforrncndrnaybomadebyitnntimyoragentifdreforeign
application is refer-rod to in the oath or declaration as required by§ 1.63. The claim fcrpdority and
the certified copy of the {onion applied/on specified in 35 use. 119(15)th Nodln the case of
an interference (5 1.630). when necessary to overcome the date 0! a reference mliod upon by the
Wnr'ner, when specifically required by the examiner, and in all other situation, before the patent is
granted. rimdalmbrpdofityormoewfkdcopyoimiwdgnappfluflonbflodwmdatoI
them Icelandic. flmistbemanedby-pettflonmquostlngennyendbythehoutfwm
ins1.17m.lithoowtifiedcopyisnotlnthefirgilshienguage.atramlutlonnoodnatbefiledexeepi
lathecanMinter-bronco;uwhonmryioowconwmdatooilnhrmoerdieduponbytho
Wwwhenspodficaiiynquimdbyvnmminer. lnwhlcireventanEngtishlmguagetrmdatr'on
muorbofirodnoguhorwith :81".ththWmolemeh-W'37GFR
§ 1..55(n)

i hereby claim foreign priority benefits under Title 35. United Statee Code, §§ 119(aHd)
of any foreign application(s) tor patent or Inventor's certificate or oi any PCT intematlonal
applicationis) designating at least one country other than the United States of America listed
below and have also Identified below any foreign application(s) for patent or Inventor's
certificate or any PCT lntemational applicatlcn(s) designating at least one country other than

the United States of America fled by me on the same subject matter having a tiling date
before that of the applicationis) of which priority is claimed. .

(complete {d} or (9))

(d) I no such applications have been filed.

(a) [I such applications have been filed as iollows.
NOTE: Whoroltom (cm Mohave-Mme irrlmtrbruhtppllcltr'on which designated“ U.S. imilclalmod

priority check item (a), enter the details below and metro the priority claim.

(Declaration and Pam cl Attorney [1-11—9193 a ct 7)
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‘ PRIOR FOREIGNIPOT APPLICATIONISI FILED WITHIN 12 NONTIIS
(8 MONTHS FOR DESION] PRIOR TO THIS APPLICATION

AND ANY PRIORITY CLAIMS UNDER 35 0.3.0. 5 119(IHd)

COUNTRY (OR ~ APPLICATION NUMBER - DATE OF FILING PRIORITY CLAIMED
INDICATE'IF (day. month. year) UNDER 31 ISO 119

 
CLAIM FOI‘II BENEFIT OF PRIOR 0-S- PROVISIONAL APPLICATION(S)

(34 U.S.C. § 119(e»

I hereby claim the benefit under Title 35. United States Code. § 1190:) 01 any United
States provisional application(s) listed below: '

PROVISIONAL APPLICATION NUMBER FILING DATE I

/  
 

 

..____.-I 

CLAIM FOR BENEFIT OF EARLIER “SPOT APPLIOATIONIS)
UNDER 35 U.S.O. 120

E] The claim for the benefit of any such applications are set forth In the
attached ADDED PAGES TO COMBINED DECLARATION AND POWER OF
ATTORNEY FOR DIVISIONAL. CONTINUATION OR CONTINUATION-IN
PAFiT (O-l-P) APPLICATION.

(DadutfionudPowerothomeyh-fl—meiofn
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ALL FOREIGN APPLIO'K'I’IOMS), IF ANY, FILED MORE THAN 12 MONTHS
(6 MONTHS FOR DESIGN) PRIOR TO THIS ".5. APPLICATION
 

 

 

More:Hmmumnummmmmwmm'dwwmmmr Ming
7 mumummmmunmmwwmumhmmmpommnguwmumWilmer. «mum-mm then mmADDED PAGES TO COMBINED WGLAMTION

AND POWER wammsvmnomsrm oomwumm on C-hPAPPIJGAflON Iorbenei'it
olmopdaruswrcrwuwmuusas 120.

POWER OF ATTORNEY

i hereby appoint the iollowina prectltionede) to prosecute this appitoation and transact
all business In the Patent and Trademark Office connected therewith.

EJ. Bisk'up . 18,987 J.F. barman 17.069
PJ. Ethington 17,299 _ 1K. McCulloch 17,452
J.0. Evans - 20,124 1?. Moran 20,941

KL. Farris 25,112 . S.L. Peanut 28388
FJ. FodaJe 20,824 WJ. Schramm 24,795
AM. Grove 39,697 R.L. Steams ' 36,937

KW. Hoffinann 33,711 J.D. Stevens 35,691
ET. Jones 40.037 ‘ C.R. White ‘ 20,494

D I hereby eppoint the practitionorts} associated with the Customer Number pro-
vided below to prosecute this application and to transact all business in the
Patent and Trademark Office connected therewith.

E! Attached, as pert of this declaration and power 0! attorney. is the outhorbeflon
oi the above-named practitionerie) to accept and ioiiow Instructions trom my
representativds).

_.______‘________________...————
CALLS TO:

seuo connesponosnce 'ro Dinec'rlrs’dutesgioue number)

I Address ' '
John I. McCulloch

James D. Stevens - _ James D. Stevens
Reising, Ethington,'Learman ' (248) 689-3500

&McCulloch J in I.
5291 Colony Drive North (gm niggégm‘
Saginaw, MI 48603

:1 Customer Number _..._—~——-———--

WmtbnuidewdAnanwtt-il—WOSMH
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l hereby d chm that an momenta made herein of my awn knowledge a - true and mat
- all ma -- -- made an information and befiet at: believea to {RIM-318m rtnermatm

statement: ru madewhnmnnwleugematwflmbfiemmmsmu: like snmade
an: punishab uy fine or mpflsmnent. or bum. undevSacfim 1am 011':on 3 ohm United
$12115 Code and that such wilflul false sum-men‘s may [superfine m- midwy at In:
Iippliution any patent mu memon.

SIGNATURES)

NOTE. * .mwvnhmllyfarmlnam. unmmwpwmmflma - «unwell!!!
Faun-mo wkwfim inventor

l—. a . :.. .
.--- :mw --2 : . morn-ma;
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V' , ‘ I coumydnffieumhlp US ‘-_

|_;..__ -.1 -II __.,.... I1--||'-AI.I_'I

mama ddrm '3 ~ 4mm; . m 28-11: HST
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(check proper box(es) for any of the following added page(s)
that form a part of this declaration)

Signature. for fourth and subsequent joint Inventors. Number of page: added

nee

Signature by administrator(trix). executoritrlx) or legal representative for de-
ceased or'incapacttated inventor. Number of pages added

 

Signature for inventor who refuses to sign or cannot be reached by person

authorized under 37 OER 1.47. Number of pages added
 

Added page for signature by one joint inventor On behalf of deceased lnventoris)
where legal representative cannot be appointed in time. (37 CFFI 1.47) ' '

i 0 1

Added pages to combined declaration and power of attorney for divisional.
continuation. or continuation-impart (C-l-P) application.

C1 Number of pages added

Authorization of practitioneflsi to accept and follow instructions from representa<
tive. .

(if no further pages form a part of thls Declaratlon.
then end this Declaration with this page and check the following. li'em)‘.

I This declaration ends with this page.
r

(Declaration and Power of Niamey [1-1}—page 7 of 7)
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ADVERTISING

Filed: July 17, 1998
 

Group Art Unit: 2751

Examiner: Unknown .1

133911231" Fog CORREQIED EILIEQ RECElfll

Assistant Commissioner for Patents

Washington, DC. 20231

Attention: APPLICATION PROCESSING DIVISION
CUSTOMER CORRECTION BRANCH

Dear Sir:

Attached is a copy of the official Filing Receipt received from the P10 in

the above application for which issuance of a corrected filing receipt is respectfully

requested.

There is an error with respect to the order of the inventors name on the

official Filing Receipt. which is entered as "DAVID HOYLE MARTIN."

The correct order is:

W

A copy ofthe signature page of the Declaration is enclosed.
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REISING ETHINGTL‘JN LEARMAN a MCCULLDCH H: 5-
PO Box 4390

TROY MI,4E$E199—439D - oat-amuse: 2773

08/26/99

This to a cornmwticalton trout are examiner In charge a! your application.
COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS . »

OFFICE ACTION SUMMARY

JX Responsive to communication(s) filed on__w_fl____——.—.
III This action to FINAL.

Cl Since this application to In condition for elIowence except for Iormel mattere, prosecution u to the merits la cloud In
accordance with the practice under Ex parte Quayle, 1935 0.0. 11; 453 0.6. 213.

A shortened statutory period ior response to this action to set to axplrew—"___L__.___ monlh{ai, or thirty days.
whichever is longer. Ircm the mailing date at this communication. Failure to reapond within the period tor responae will cauae ,'
the application to become abandoned. (35 U.S.C. § 133). Extensions of time may be obtained under the provisions ci :3? CFR
t.136{e).

Disposition oi Claims

 

  

 

KCIaImte) ___L4fi3_____—__.__Ie/ere pending in the application.

61 the above. cieimis) ______—._—_.._le/are withdrawn from consideration.

[I CieIm(e) I Is/are allowed.

El Clalm(e) Is/are retooled.

El Cialm(e) _ Ie/are objected to.

fl Claims I " 1 Q _ are subject to reatrictlonlor election requirement.
Application Papers I

U See the attached Notice oi Draitepereon'a Patent Drawing Review. PTO-948.

III The drawing(s) filed on
 

le/are objected to by the Examiner.

CI The proposed drawing correction. tiled on
 

to C] approved U disapproved.

I] The speclilcatlon Is obIected to by the Examiner.

I3 The oath or declaration is objected to by the Examiner.

Priority under 35 0.8.0. 5 110 .

1:] Acknowledgement Is made oi a claim tortoreign priority under 35 ti.S.c. § 119(a)-(d).I

D All [:I Some' [:1 None oi the CERTIFIED copies oi the priority documents have been

III received. -

E] received in Application No. (Series Code/Serial Number) '
 

CI 'recelved In this national stage application irom the International Bureau (PCT Rule 172(3)).

‘certiiied copies not received:
 

[:1 Acknowledgement Ie made of a claim Ier domestic priority under 35 U.S.C. 5 Hate).

Attachmentte) .7 . .

[:1 Notice oi Reference Cited, PTO-892

CI Inionnatton Disclosure Statementts), PTO-1449, Paper NoIe).

Cl Interview Summary. PTO-413

El Notice of Draitspereon'e Patent Drawing Review. PTO-948

CI Notice oi Informal Patent Application. PTO-152
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‘I

Serial Number: 09/1 18,351 Page 2

Art Unit: 2773

‘ DETAILED ACTION

Election/Restriction

1. . Restriction to one ofthe following inventions is required'under 35 U.S.C. 121:

1. Claims 1-10, 21-25 and 37-43 are drawn to a “system to provide a user with

' ' access to resources,” a “cornputer program product to provide a user with a

graphical user interface to access resources and targeted information" all of which

are classified in Class 345 '

11. Claims 11-20, are drawn to “program product to provide a user with automatically

upgradeable software applications, classified in Class 395, subclass 712.

III. Claims 26-3 6, are drawn a method for providing advertisement, classified in Class

705, subclass 14.

2. The inventions are distinct, each from the other because of the following reasons:

Inventionsi, II and III are related as subcombinations disclosed as usable together in a single

combination. The subcombinations are distinct ti-om each other if they are shown to be separately
- .i. i ~

usable in the instant case, invention 1 has aseparate utilityin that it provides a graphical user
Hiliiil

- interface with many display areas having objects that are iselectabie by a user for accessing'W-l. information, where invention His directed 3i version mariag'ement of software application: Lastly,
il!=‘-ll :_3:

invention III18 methods for displaying an advertisementin any graphical environment Each ofthe
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respective inventions has separateutility as in a system not having the others. See MPEP

§ 806.05(d).

3. Because these inventions are distinct for the reasons given above and have acquired a

separate status in the art as shown by their different classification, restriction for examination

purposes as indicated is proper.

4. A telephone call was made to James D. Stevens on 8/25/99 to request an oral election to _ {v

the above restriction requirement, but did not result in an election being made. I

Applicant is advised that the reply to this requirement to be complete must [include an

election of the invention to be examined even though the requirement be traversed (37

CFR 1.143).

5. Any inquiry concerning this communication from the examiner should be directed to

Chadwick A. Jaekso lcphone number is (703) 308-9572.

 
August 25, 1999

1 .

1' . l RAYM DJ. BAYERL
! . .‘T ‘ PRIMARY EXAMINEF-

| , I 'AFlT UNIT 2773
i i '

1
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Dear Sir: D

In response to the Restriction Requirement mailed August 26, 1999,

Applicant hereby elects, without traverse. the claims in Group I; that is, claims 1-10, 21-

25, and 37-43, for continued prosecution in this application

The Examiner is invited to telephone the undersigned at (248) 689-3500 if

such would advance prosecution ofthe application.

The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge any deficiencies or fees

or credit any overpayment associated with this communication to Deposit Account No.

50-0852. A duplicate copy ofthis sheet is enclosed.

Respectfully submitted,

REISING, ETHINGTON, BARNES.
KISSELLE, LEARMAN & McCULLOCI-I. P.C.
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_ DETAILED ACTION

Election/Restriction

l. Applicant‘s election without traverse ofclaims 1-10, 21-25 and 37-43 in Paper No. 6 is

acknowledged.

2. Claims 11-20 and 26-36 are withdrawn from finther consideration by the examiner, 37

CFR 1.142(b) as being drawn to a non-elected invention. Election was made without traverse in '

Paper No. 6.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC§ 102

F3. The following is a quotation ofthe appropriate paragraphs of35 U.S.C. 102 that form theW ‘h"

basis for the rejections under this section made in this‘Ofiice action:

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless -

(b) the invention was patented or described in a printed publication in this or a foreign country or in public use or
on sale in this country, more than one year prior to the date ofapplication for patent in the United States.

4, Claim 21-25 are rejected under 35 U,S.C. 102(b) as being anticipated by Brown, M

"Using Netscape 3" (hereinafter “Netscape").

,As per claims 21 and 23, Netscape teaches a browser operable upon execution to display a
l 1

window separated into a number of regions including a menu bar (i.e., second region) with menu

items selectable by a user, each menu item having an associated fimction, 1a bookmark list window

(i.e., third region) with selectable folders used to categorize URLs that provide access web pages,

, Petitioner Samsung - Ex. 1012, p. 119 5
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a location bar (i. e., fourth region) enabling a user can go directly to a web page by typing the

URL, a banner region (i.e., filth region) that displays an advertisement, and a home page button

(i.e., display object) that allows a user to access a local HTML file that is stored on the hard drive

as the home page. Moreover, Netscape‘teaches a button region below the location bar provided

with a software batten that enables the user to access and launch applications. See Netscape,

pages 40, 43, 52, 53, 58, 59, 62-64 and 94-109.

As per claim 22, the browser is provided with a tool bar that includes buttons associated .

with various Internet related activities as well as menu activities.

As per claims 24 and 25, selection of a folder icon reveals URLS, and the window can'be'

manipulated independently.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC§ 103

5. The following is alquotation of35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all obviousneos

rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent my not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set forth in
section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter soughtto be patented and the prior art are
such. thatthe subjectmntterua wholewmlldhawbeenobvious utthe timetheinwmionwu madetoupmlou s
having u'dinnry skill in the In to which said subject mutter pertains. Patentnbility Ihall not be negatived by the

2 Winner in which the invention was made. i

6. i i ; Claims 1, 2-7, 9- and 10 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Angie: eta]. (us Patent # 5,933,811) in view ofBrowh, M., “Using Netscape 3" (hereinafter
2151'

“Netscape”).
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. The Angles ‘8 11 patent teaches, as claimed in claim 1, a second program module operable

upon execution to select infonnatio'nal data to be displayed in said information display region [a

consumer control module provided on a client computer as a plug in is operable upon receiving an

advertising request to select an appropriate advertisement to be displayed in a place holder of an

electronic page, see Angles ‘811, col. 22, line 9-col. 23, line 56] wherein said first program

module is operable in response to selection of a first one of said links to provide the user with

access to its associated information resource and to notify said second program module of the

selection of said first link [wherein said consumer browser module is operable in response to “user.

direction” to provide the user with access to a content provided computer and provide an

advertisement request associated with said “user direction", see Angles ‘8] 1, col. 7. lines 53-67,

col. 8, lines 33-61, col. 23, lines 15-55]; and wherein said second program module is operable in

response to notification from said first program module to select the informational data to be

displayed from among a large amount of informational data, said second program module further

being operable to store statistical data regarding the display of said selected informational data

[Wherein the consumer control module is operable in response to an advertisement request from

said browser module to select an advertisement fi'om an advertisement database, and further being

operable to store audit information regardingthe display of said selected advertisement, see

Angles ‘81], col. 15, lines 1-42, col. 23, linesélsrféST]; Moreover, the Angles ‘811 patent teaches
the use ofconsumer browser module, where the iInfra-thine is a software program that enables the

I it. .' E - i ll ‘

display ofan electronic pages. However, the Angles :811 patent does not explicitly recite that theI |-'- .l
r :

l , {l
Iin

Ii!I:r
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browser module enables the display ofa graphical user interface comprising “a window separated -

Into a number ofregions’’ and “afirst one ofsaid regions includes a number ofuser-seleclable

items, at least some ofwhich is associated with a different data set.” Netscape, on the other

hand, teaches a browser operable upon execution to display a window separated into a number of

regions including a bookmark list window with selectable folders, each ofwhich is associated with

URLs that are links responsive to user direction and related to the category associated with the . _

folders. See Netscape pages 94409. Consequently, it would have been obvious to one having

ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to provide a the browser with a

window separated into a dumber ofregions and having selectable items each associated with a

different data set because it a sofiware program that allows a user to access different content I

providers while providing an organized interface.

As per claim 2, the advertisement is selected by the consumer control module based on

the content provider profile whose URL is selectable and associated with a folderr

As per claims 3 and it, the control module is a plug-in stored on the consumer computer.

As per claim 5, the advantages and techniques for requesting an update version ofa plug-

in and downloading a new version is old and well known in the art.

As per claim 6, the electronic documentl is provided with an advertisement insert and the

advertisement is one ofmany that is stored in ad advertisement database. See Angles ‘81 1, col.

12, lines 51-60, col. 15' lines 20-43. é _
As per claim 9, see discussion of claim 2,: ma.

i |'1

l

.1;
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As per claim 10, advertisement module selects an advertisement for display using content

provider information provided by the content provider ID in the advertisement request. See

Angles ‘811, col. '15, lines 20-31.

7. Claims 7 and 8 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Angles et

at. (US Patent it 5,933,811) and Brown, M., “Using Netscape 3" (hereinafter ‘Netscape”) in view 'y

ofMerriman et al. (US Patent 5,948,061).

The combined apparatus of the Angles et al. (US Patent # 5,933,811) and Netscape

references do not teach the “advertisement module selecting and advertisementfrom afirst .

subset ofadvertisement in the advertisement database, and in response to each of the

advertisements in thefirst subset being selecteda number of times, to select an advertisement

from a secondsubset ofadvertisements in the advertisement database." In contrast, the

Merriman"061 patent teaches selecting an advertisement from a database when the number of

times the user has seen the advertisement does not exceed a predetermined threshold (i.e., first.

subset is the set ofadvertisements which “initially" do not eirceed the predetermined threshold).

In addition, when the number oftimes a user has seen an advertisement exceeds the threshold, the

advertisement is removed as a selection option (i.e., second set is the set ofadvertisements that

remain one an advertisement has been removed because it exceeds the viewing threshold). See

Merriman ‘061, col. 6, lines 11-26. Moreover, the Merriman ‘061 patent also teaches that.

continuous exposure to the same advertisement reduces the response rate to the advertisement.

Consequently, it would have been obvious to one having ordinary skill in the an, at the time the
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invention was made to incorporate the frequency of exposure feature disclosed in the Merriman

‘061 patent into the combined apparatus of the Angles ‘811 and Netscape references because it

would reduce the amount of exposure a.user has to an advertisement and thus improve user

response to the advertisement. '

3. Claims 37-43 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Merriman et

al, (US Patent 5,948,061) in view ofNetscape.

The Merriman ‘061 patent teaches, as claimed in claim 37 and 43, a web browser

application stored on a user’s computer wherein the browser is operable to display web pages on

the user’s computer, the web pages include a banner region for displaying a plurality of

advertisements. The advertisements associated information, such as advertisement id, Standard.

Industry Codes (SIC codes) that indicate acceptable viewers for an advertisement and pages that

the advertisements are viewed. Moreover, the browser is operable in response to user selection of

a category of advertisement, specified by SIC code, to display an advertisement currently available

that matches the category ofadvertisement. See Merriman ‘061, col. 5, line SO-col. 6, line 11.

The Merriman ‘061 patent does not specifically teach that the web page is displayed in a window. '

However, the Netscape reference teaches providing a browser with a window for displaying a

_web page. See Netscape pages 40, 43, 52, 53, 58,89 and 62-64. Accordingly, it would have

been obvious to one having ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to provide

a window for displaying a web page because it provides an interface for viewing information

accessed by the browser.

. ‘1
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As per claims 39 and 40, as discussed above with respect to claim 37, in response to a

user’s selection ofa web page or advertisement the system will display an advertisements

corresponding to the SIC code ofthe selected web page or advertisement. ‘

As per claim 41, see col. 7, lines 15-31.

As pen claims 38 and 42, the invention utilizes SIC codes to associated characteristics of

the web site to the web site. Accordingly, one having ordinary skill in the art would recognize

that keywords and URLs are substitutes for selecting appropriate advertisements for display.

Conclusion

9. The prior art made of record and not relied upon is considered pertinent to applicant’s

disclosure and is provided on PTO form 892.

10. Response to this action should be mailed to: Commissioner ofPatents and Trademarks,

Washington, DC, 2023 I. If applicant desires to fax a response, (703) 308-9051 may be used for

formal communications or (703) 305-9724 for informal or draft communications. Please label

“PROPOSED” OR “DRAFT? for informal facsimile communications. For after final responses,
|

please label “AFTER FINAL” or “EXPEDITED PROCEDURE’ on the document. Hand
i

delivered responses should be brought to Crystal Park 11,2l21 Crystal Drive, Arlington VA,
Sixth Floor (Receptionist).‘

11. Any'inquiry concerning this communication orearlier communications item the examiner
lijl

should be directed to Chadwick A. Jackson, whose telephone number is (703) 308-9572. The
.I.‘

i
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examiher can normally be reached Mon-Thu from 7:30 am. - 6:00 pm. ET. If attempts to reach

the examiner by telephone are DDSUCOCSSfill, the examiner's supervisor, Matthew Kim, can be

reached at (703) 305-3821

12. Any inquiry ofa general nature or relating to the status of this application or proceedings

should be directed to the group receptionist whose telephone number is (703) 305-3900.

 
  
 

Chadwick .-

November 1', *

RAY 0ND J. BAYERL

PRIMARY EXAMINER
ART UNIT 2773

I
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Mani” Dal/id H0345 , ' I CERTIFICATE on MAILING -

COMPUTER INTERFACE METHOD I hereby certify that this correspondence” is being
deposited with the United States Postal Service

'AND APPARATUS WITH TARGETED as first class mail in an envelope addressed to
ADVERTISING I Assistant Commissioner for Patents, Washington,DC. 20231 onW.

Filed: July 17, 1998 WJoAnn Shaekelford 
.1
('1

ME - E ONE .F 1.111'1’.
{>3

5:

.—;--4.:n‘s 70 .

4 ('3

E '1‘
Assistant Commissioner for Patents .4 - - ,.

'3’. rrt
‘ C3

1'

Washington, DC. 20231 I: ‘67.:

Dear Sir: _ «:3;

In response to the Office Action mailed November 30, 1999, for which a two

month extension of time for response is hereby requested, please amend the subject

application as follows.

1. (Amended) An apparatus for use by a computer to provide a user of the

computer with access to information resources W, the apparatus

comprising: ' ‘

a non-volatile data storage device; } I
a first program module stored on Isaid non-volatile data storage device in a11

computer--readable format; . , 3

said first program module beingIl oiperable upon execution to display a
graphical user interface comprising a window separated into a number ofregions,

a first one of said regions including:a number of user-selectable items, at least
some of which are each associated with'I a different data set, 5 id data sets each

05/05/1000 mm 00000003 119mm

01 FBI-6 100.00 P
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representative of a different category of information and each of said data sets

comprising a number ofuser-selectable links to different information resources;

a second one of said regions comprising an information display region,

a second program module operable upon execution to select informational data

to be displayed in said information display region;

wherein said first program module is operable in response to selection of a

first one of said links toW

program moriglg turthez being opergble in response to selection 0! [he first link

[provide the user with access to its associated information resource and] to notify

said second program module of the selection of said first link. whereby said
lnformn'onal at s ‘ i I1 r ion of the a

  
    

   ~1.0fsitil figs urn-:1 intl' 11-1-1131

information resource by said browser applicafion; and

wherein said second program module is Operable in response to notifications

the

from said first program module to select the informational data to be displayedfrom

among a larger amount of said informational data, said second program module

further being operable to store statistical data regarding the display of said selected

informational data.

I I . (Amended) A computer-readable memory for use by a computer to
provi e a user of the computer with an'integrated. graphical interface to a plurality of

computer resources, the cdmputerireadable memory comprising:
a nonsvolatile data storage'device;

a program stored on saidinonivolatile data storage device in a computer-
'rc'adable format; ‘ l I ' ' _

said program being operable "upon execution to display a graphical user

interface comprising an application1 window; separated into a number of regions,
a first one of said regions inciiiding la number of graphical objects, at least

some of which are each representative of aldii‘ferent computer application and are

selectable by the user via an.input device, wherein said program is operable upon

it
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_ selection of one of said graphical objects to initiate execution of the computer

application associated therewith;

a second one of said regions including a number of menu items selectable by

the user, each of said menu items having a function associated therewith;

a third one of said regions including a plurality [number] of user-selectable

WE [items, at least some of which are] each associated with a

different data set, said data sets each comprising a number of links to different

information resources, wherein said program is operable in response to selection of .

one ofsaid ' 

    J'9:=.-" :2' = "- --

operable in response to s lgtjon 9 one 911]}; displayed links [items] to provide

the user with access to its associated [data set]MW

ion;

a fourth one of said regions including a user-input text field, wherein said
program is operable to access one or more computer files specified by the user via
text inputted into said text field; I

a 'fi 1th orie of said regions comprising a banner region. wherein said program is

operable to access banner data and display said banner data in said banner region; and

said window including a display object that is selectable by the user via the

input device, Iwherein said program is operable in response to selection of the display

object to access information stored on a data storage device located in a disk drive

within the computer. 

AZ:

“\-_..-_—-—

In 9&4,£6and 2, delete "wherein said items in said third region
comprise link category blitton's and"i and: infl. insert - the -- betweenI i [

"containing" and "links".

In c m 25, limelete "21" and insert therefor -- 24 -—.

0?}7 (Amended) A computer-readable memory for use by a computer to
provide a user of the cornputer with targeted information, comprising:

m
a non-volatile data storage device;

 

_ __. ._—7_~
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a program stored on said non-volatile data storage device in computer-

readable 'format, said'program being operable upon execution to display a window

containing an information display region; .

wherein said program is operable to select and display informational data in

said information display region, said informational data comprising [comprises] a

plurality of locally-stored display objects with at least some of said display objects

each having a W data set associated therewith, said data sets each

including one or more of the following data items:
a category identifier that indicates a category of information to

. Which the associated display object relates, wherein said program is

operable in response to a user action relating to one of said categories

3 1 . of information to display in said information display region a display

A object having an associated category identifier that relates to that one
category of information;

a software application identifier that identifies a soflware

application that may be accessible to the user via the computer.

wherein said prog'ram is operableIn response to user selection of the '
sofiware application to display in said information display region a

display object associated with the selected software application;

 

here no ram es r h d cc t at are

select on u e a t' w r irin co to n

. cements:-

REMARKS.

This amendment is being filedin response to the Office Action mailed
l . | .

November 30. 1999. In that Offie1e Aetrorli,_clarms 1-10, 21-25, and 37—43 were
rejected on various prior art grounds and claims 11-20 and 26~36 were withdrawn
from consideration based on Applicant's preiriously-filed response to the Examiner's
restriction requirement Claims I 21 24 25'. and 37 are hereby being amended and|

.claims ll~20 and 26-36 are being cancelled: Accordingly, claims 1-10 21-25 and
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37-43 remain pending in the application. The undersigned thanks the Examiner for

the thoroughness ofhis written basis for the rejection of the claims.

Claims 1, 2-7, 9, and 10 stand-rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) as being

unpatentable over Angles et al. in view of the Netscape reference. Further. claim 7

and 8 stand rejected under this same section as being unpatentable over Angles et al.

and the Netscape reference in view of Merriman et al. These rejections are

respectfully traversed for the reasons discussed below.

_ g Angles et a1. is directed to a system for delivering advertising that is embedded

into web pages requested by the user. The user registers with the advertising provider

and is assigned a member code that is stored on the user's computer as a cookie.

When the user requests a web page from a content provider that uses the advertising

provider's services, the returned web page includes a link (advertising request) that

results in the user’s browser contacting the advertising provider‘s computer to request

an advertisement. The advertising computer then accessing the member's code and,

using the user‘s profile that was obtained at registration, accesses a custom

advertisement that is returned to the user's computer and combined with (embedded

into) the displayed web page. The content provider also registers initially with the

advertising provider and is assigned a content provider script and code that can also

be used in selecting appropriate advertising.

Applicant's invention, as defined in amended claim 1; is different in a number
of ways. First, the invention of claim 1 is not directed to the use of a browser to

display advertisements, much less ones embedded into a third party web page, but

rather to a separate application program =that displays advertisements or other such

informational data outside of the browser application in response to user action in

selecting links to web pages or other infonnation resources. Second, the invention of
claim 1 does not require'the informatioh resource to include an advertising request to
obtain targeted advertising. Rather, theiclaimed data sets that are used in targeting the
advertising can (but need not) be locallly-stored along with the advertising. Thus. the. h I i' ,

advertisement can be displayed immediately, without having to wait for it to be first
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identified by the requested web'page as in the Angles et a1. system. This means that
the advertisement can be displayed for viewing while the user is waiting for the

requested web page to be retrieved and loaded. In this regard, the user's computer
need not even be concurrently connected to the Internet or any other network to

display its advertising, as required in the Angles et a1. system. These differences are
recited in amended claim I, which states that:

wherein said first program module is operable in response to

selection of a first one of said links to activate a separate browser
application and retrieve the associated information resource using the
browser application, said first program module further being operable
in response to selection of the first link to notify said second program

.. module of the selection of said first link, whereby said informational

data is displayed in said second region of the graphical user interface

of said first program module independently of the display of the
information resource by said browser application.

Furthermore, as this quoted portion of claim 1 indicates, the first and second

program modules are separate from the browser application used to display the

requested information resource. That is, claim 1 recites that, in response to the user

selecting a link, the first program module activates a separate browser to display the

requested information resource and then notifies the second program module which,

as stated later in the claim, selects an advertisement or other informational data to

display in the appropriate region provided by the first program module. Thus,

although Angles et a1. discloses the use of a plug-in for display of advertisements in a

separate window, it does not provide the advertising using Applicant's claimed

notification and display approach that is the subject of claim 1.

The Netscape reference, Morrirnan et al., and the other prior art of record has

been reviewed and Applicant r‘eispectfirllfsubmits that none of these references,

whether considered singly or in combination, disclose or suggat the invention of

amended claim 1. Accordingly, claim'l is believed to patentably distinguish the prior, 'i H! ' :

art. Claims 2-10 each ultimately depend from claim I and should be allowable
. 1 -

therewith. =
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Claims 21-25 stand rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 102(b) as being anticipated by

the Netscape reference. This rejection is respectfully traversed for the following

reasons.

The Examiner‘s application ofbasic browser technology and, in particular, the

Netscape reference to claims 21-25 is acknowledged and understood. In response, a

portion of claim 24 has been substantially incorporated into independent claim 21

along with additional changes which together is believed to render claim 21

patentably distinct over the Netscape and other prior art of record.

As amended, claim 2i recites that the third region of the displayed graphical

user interface includes:

a plurality ofuser-selectable link category buttons each associated with
a different data set, said data sets each comprising a number of links to
different information resources, wherein said program is operablein

response to selection of one of said link category buttons to display the
links from the data set associated with said one of said link category

buttons, with said program further being operable in response to
selection of one'of the displayed links to provide the user with access
to its associated information resource via a browser application.

Applicant respectfully submits that neither the Netscape reference nor any of

the other prior art of record teach or suggest this feature; namely, the provision of link

category buttons that provide a display of associated links which can be selected by

I the user to access its associated web page or other information resource. The folder

buttons used to organize Netscape bookmarks are not incorporated into a separate

region of the user interface, as recited in claim 21, but are displayed within a separate

window that is not a part :of the lappliciation window containing the menu items,. l '
location bar, etc. . _

a ' 1

Accordingly, Applicant respectiirlly submits that claim 21 patentably
distinguishes over the prior art. Claims 22-25 each ultimately depend from claim 21
and are allowable therewith :'' !

 

Pi .
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Claims 37-43 stand rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) as being unpatentable

over Merriman et 'al. in View of the Netscape reference. The rejection is respectfully

traversed for the reasons discussed below.

Merriman et a1. is similar to Angles et al. in that it relies on the use of the

content providei’s web pages having an embedded reference to the advertising server

in order to obtain the advertisement and, further, uses user-specific information, such

as the user’s IP address or the information contained in a received cookie, to look up

user information for use in selecting (targeting) the advertising to the user. The
selected advertisement is then incorporated into the requested web page, as in the

Angles et 31. system. Howover, in the invention recited in amended claim 37, the

advertisements or other display objects, as well as their associated category identifiers

and/or sofiware application identifiers, are stored . locally (i.e., along with the

executable program itself). This permits advertising to be targeted, not simply

according to the content of the requested web page (which is determined by the third

party) or the user demographic data stored at the advertising server, but rather by the

user's actions according to category-specific associations stored locally on the user's

computer.

Moreover, while other systems in the prior art of record provide for local

storage and offline display of advertisements, they do not utilize the claimed category

| or sofiware application identifiers to target the advertisement according to user

actions on his or her computer. That is, they do not disclose such a system in which

locally-stored category or software application identifiers are utilized'1n response to
user action to select an advertisement or other display object.

Accordingly, claim 37 is believed to patentably define over the prior art of I
record Claims 38-43 each ultimately depend from claim 37 and should be allowed
therewith 5 lI ‘I

o II I: y i i I
In view of the foregoinngpplicant respectfully submits that all claims

pending are allowable over the prior art of record. Reconsideration is therefore
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requested. The Examiner is invited to telephone the undersigned if doing so would

advance prosecution of this case.

Our check in the amount of $190 for a two (2) month extension of time is

enclosed. The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge any deficiencies or fees

or credit any overpayment associated with this communication to Deposit Account
No. 50-0852. A duplicate copy of this sheet'15 enclosed.

Respectfully submitted,

REISING, ETHINGTON, BARNES,
KISSELLE, LEARMAN & McCULLOCI-I, P.C.

 
1).. Box 4390

_ (248) 689-3500
Date: M . Troy, Michigan 48099
JDS/js

{i
_..._ ..._._.___
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This Is a communication from the examiner In charge oi your appiloatlon.
COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS

NOTICE OF ALLOWABILITY

All claims being allowable PROSECUTION ON THE MERITS IS (OR REMAINS) CLOSED In this application It not Included herewith (or
ptevioualy mailed]. a Notice oi Allowance and tasue Fee Duo or other appropriate communication wIIlIlI I236 mailed in due course.
. la cotmnunicetlon is responsive to ( W

The allowed ciaim(e) Ielare I " I b , --—

CI The drawings tiled on are acceptable.
 

CI Acknowledgement is made of a claim for iorelgn priority under35 U.S.C. § 119(e)-(d).

D All ‘ El Some' III None oi the CERTIFIED copies oi the priority documents have been

[I received.

CI received In Application No. (Series CodeISerlal Number)
 

El received In this national stage application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).
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[I Acknowledgement is made oi a claim tor domestic priority under 35 U S.C. 9‘ 119(e)

A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR REPLY to comply with the requirements noted below is set to EXPIRE THREE MONTHS
FROM THE 'DATE MAILED' oi this Otilce action. Failure to timely comply will result In ABANDONMENT oi this application. Extensions oi
time may be obtained under the provisions at 37 CFR 1 “136(a)

D Note the attached EXAMINER'S AMENDMENT or NOTICE OF iNFORMAL APPLICATION, PTO-152. which dlscioeas that the 08th or
declaration Is deficient. A SUBSTITUTE OATH OR DECLARATION IS REQUIRED.

Xi Applicant MUST submit NEW FORMAL DRAWINGS

III because the originally filed drawings were declared by applicant to be iniorrnai.

@hciuding changes requlred by the Notice oi Draitpereon'a Patent Drawing Review. P’TO-948 attached hereto or to Paper No.(.
C] Including changes required by the pl’OPOiIBd drawing correction tiled on ___________..whioh has been approved

by the examiner.

 

Ci Including changes required by the attached Examiners Amendment/Comment.

Idaitttfylng Indicle ouch as the application number (aee 37 CPR 1.84M) ahould be written on the reveree aide oi the drawings.
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U Note the attached Examiners comment regarding REQUIREMENT FOR THE DEPOSIT OF BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL
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applicant has received a Notice oi Allowance and issue Fee Due. the ISSUE BATCH NUMBER and DATE oi the NOTICE OFALLOWANCE should also be Included.
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An Unit: 2773_

Examiner’s Amendment

 
To enSurc considera: hlbf such an arriiéndmcnt, it MUST'iBé submitted h later than the payment

of the issue fee.

 
includsd in independent claim 21.

A

1
|1
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' An Unit: 2773 
Any comments considered necessary by applicant must be submitted no later than the payment of

the issue i‘ee and, to avoid processing delays, should preferably accompany the issue fee. Such

submissions should be clearly labeled .Gontmentsu-dnlggtateiment ofReasons for Allowance."

 
formal communications or (703) 305-9724 for informal or drafi communications

Please label “PROPOSED" or “DBAFT‘ifor Informal facsimile communications For after

 final responses please label "AFTER _____ '7
document.

Hand-delivered responses ehpuld be brought to Crystal Park II 212}Crystal Drive,
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I C. Nguyen --

Ari Unit: 277;

Inquires

 
supervisor MariKim, can be reached on (703) 305-3821. The fax number for this group is (703)
308-6605.

Any'Inquiry ofa general nature or reiaiing to: the_status ofthis application or proceeding 

should be directed to the Group recephoi ' I I

June 3, 2000   

'Application'IControl Number: 09/ I 18,351 Page 4 I
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Serial No. 09/1 18.351 CERTIFICATE or MAILING
 
 
 

I hereby certify that this correspondence is being
. Marti“ David H°Yle deposited with the United States Postal Service

as first class mail in an enveloPe addressed to :

COMPUTERINTERFACE MEEOD Box Issue Fee, Assistant Commissioner for
AND APPARATUS WI'I'HTARGEI'ED Patents, Washington. D.C. 2022” on
ADVERTISING WM.

‘ JoAnn Shackeiford gFiled: July 17, 1998

Group Art Unit: 2773

Examiner: Nguyen, C.  
Date of mailing of PTOL 85

entitled "Notice of Allowance
and Base Issue Fee Due": 6/5/00

Issue Batch No. N46

TRANSMI'I'I‘AL LETTER

BOX ISSUE FEE
Assistant Commissioner for Patents
Washington, D.C. 20231

Dear Sir:

In response to the Notice of Allowance and Issue Fee Due mailed June 5,2000,

enclosed are the following items to be filed with the above-identified application}

1. ' Executed PTOL-85B form with the Certificate of Mailing signed and

dated (in duplicate); and .

2. Our check No. 3459 in the amount of$605 for payment of the issue fee.

The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge any deficiencies or fees or credit any

' _overpayment associated with this communication to Deposit Account No. 50-0852. A duplicate

 

copy ofthis sheet is enclosed.

' '. i; Respectfiilly submitted,
3 . i: .

_' REISING. EU‘IINGTON, BARNES.
i. KISSELLE, LEARMAN & McCULLOCH, PC.
I; .

. . i it.

i ii'_ P.O.Box4390
. a 1‘ Troy, Michigan 48099

Date: September 5, 2000 (248) 689-3500
IDS/js
Enc.
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RECElVED

MAR 0 9 2004

Technology Center 2600

 
Assistant Commissioner of Patents

Washington, DC 20231

PROTEST UNDER 37 CFR 1.291(82

Re: Method of disseminating advertisements

*' __ using an embedded media player page

US File #20040015398 Filed: 4/24/03

Sirs:

Recently I found the above referenced patent filing and believe this filing has
NOT issued in the U5. The US File # is 200400f5398

lam voicing an objection as a concerned third party and as a US. Citizen. The
patent filing describes at great length an advertising delivery system dependent
upon a database maintained at the client level in a chem-server ad delivery
system. The appropriate ads are seiected through profiling techniques at the
server level then a database is created and downloaded via the internet (0062) to

"create bookmarks at a media player." This file of bookmarks (similar to a
database of trigger events) then calls up advertising based on a voluntary user
action relating to the stored database.

The unrelated "dissemination” of advertisements is described in (0006), (0030),
(0036) and (0052).

The abstract clearly states, “When the bookmark is used in the browser to play
the media file. the embedded media player page instructs the media device (110)
to request an advertisement from an advertisement sewer (104) for display in the
embedded media player page.

Relevant Claims are 12.19.20 and others that discuss the dynamic updating of
new ads to the client and replacement of oldads based upon a number of

"bookmarks" akin to keyword. URL and other voluntary user actions.

This is referred to as ‘pull' advertising as a voluntary action on the part of a user
interacts with a pre-established database and a targeted ad is displayed.
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lam objecting to this patent filing as it is nellher novet nor unique. It is of
particular note that no prior art was submitted with this filing and oniy some
vague references to server profiling system. The filers are correct that a
targeted system based on URLs or keywords is more accurate and excels in its
ability to deliver ”relevant“ ads at the exact moment of interest. However. the
filers did not include the following references:

1. US Patent 6.141.010 similar technology

2. Gatoracom (recently changed to Claria.com) has been marketing such a
system since 1998 or 1999

3. W09955066 (A1) or EP1076983 (A1) similar technology

There may be more prior art preceding the 4/24103 filing.

I believe the Examiner should look very closely at the Claims made and judge
accordingly.
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RECEIVED

MAR 0 9 2004

Technology Center 2600

 
.; Assistant Corrmissioner of Patents

' _ Washington, DC 20231

PROTEST UNDER 37 CFR 1.29158!

:" Re: SYSTEM AND METHOD OF INSERTING

I ADVERTISEMENTS INTO AN INFORMATION

RETRIEVAL SYSTEM DISPLAY

US File # 20030135m Filed: 3/8/1999

Si rs:

Recently I found the above referenced patent filing and believe this filing has

NOT issued in the us. The US File # is 20030135853

l am voicing an objection as a concerned third party and as a US. Citizen. The
patent filing describes at great length an advertising delivery system dependent
upon a database maintained at the client level The inventor refers to a traditional
clientlserver system as an “infomratlon retrieval" system. Within this system, he
builds a database containing a plurality of advertisements dynamically retained at
theplient system. The system is described in paragraphs (0012) and (0014).

The abstract reads, “the method comprising the steps of: compiling a profile of
the user of the infomation retrieval system, including at least information
associated with the tetevision programming viewed by the user: requesting, by

the client system. an information document from the server computer; selecting.
based at least in part on the profile and on designated selection criteria, an
advertisement from among a plurality of advertisements for Insertlon Into the
information document; inserting data representing the selected advertisement
into the information document; and displaying the lnforrnatlon document.
including the selected advertisement. on the diSplay device.

Selecting a channel or show on television which is tantamount to a URL into a
browser locator window then nukes a match with data maintained at the client

system in the remotely controlled and updated database and in the event a
rmtch is nude by comparing. an appropriate advertisement is displayed. This is
referred to as "pull” advertising as a voluntary action on the part of a user
interacts with a pre-established database and a targeted ad is displayed.
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This embodiment is also described in Claims 5.69.13.23.24 and others. Basing
ad display based upon program selection comparisons is no different then
selecting a URL In a browser or Keyword in a search engine. Whethera cable
TV network or the intemet or both. both are electronic communication networks.

I am objecting to this patent filing, as it is neither novel nor unique. It is of
particular note that while prior art strictly based on VoD and TV. no prior art was
submitted with this filing correlating to the internet and only some vague
references to server profiling systems. The filers are correct that a targeted
system based on program selection. URLs or keywords is more accurate and
excels in its ability to deliver ”relevant” ads at the exact moment of interest.
However. the fliers did not include the following references:

1. US Patent6,141,010 similar technology

2. Gatorcom (recently changed to Claria.corn) has been marketing such a
system since 1998 or 1999

3. W09955066 (A1) or EP1076983 (A1) similar technology

There may be more prior art preceding the 3/8/1999 filing.

I believe the Examiner should look very closely at the Claims made and judge
accordingly.
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RECEIVED

Assistanteommissionerot Patents MAR 0 9 2004

* Washington. DC 20231 Technology Center 2600

‘ PROTEST UNDER 37 CFR 1.291181

/ L‘

Jr) Re: Method and system for providing network

‘ based target advertising

US File ”0030023489 Filed: 6/14/2002

Sirs:

Recently I found the above referenced patent filing and believe this filing has
NOT issued in the U.S. The US Fiie # ls 20030023489

I am voicing an objection as a concerned third party and as a U.S. Citizen. The
patent filing describes at great length an advertising delivery system dependent
upon a database maintained at the client level in a client-server ad delivery
system. The appropriate ads are selected through profiling techniques at the
server level then a database is created and downloaded via the intemet (0120) to
be cached at a "local database” at the client software level. Further

description of the “push/pull' system is described in (0122)

Various Claims indicate sewing ads to users but are not as specific as the

Description paragraphs indicating storage at the client level with ads displayed
based upon user actions relating to the intemet.

The abstract clearly states. “A user signal indicative of an inforrration request is
routed through the system to determine a geographic lowtion of the user and/or
a demographic profile of the geographic location. An advertiser corresponding to
the geographic location and/or demographic profile is thereafter communicated to
the user." in other words. advertisements are being rendered based upon the
users' surfing habits.

This is referred to as "pull” advertising as a voluntary action on the part of a user
interacts with a pre-established database and a targeted ad is displayed.

I am objecting to this patent filing as it is neither novel nor unique. It is of
particular note that no prior art was submitted with this filing and only some
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‘1

vague references to server profiling systems. The filers are correct that a
targeted system based on URLs or keywords is more accurate and excels in its
ability to deliver "relevant” ads at the exact moment of interest. However. the
filers did not include the following references:

=1. [US Patent 6,141,010 similar technology
2. Gatomom (recently changed to Claria.com) has been marketing such a

system since 1998 or 1999
3. W09955066 (A1) or EP1076983 (A1) similar technology

There may be more prior art preceding the 6/14/2002 filing.

I believe the Examiner should look very closely at the Claims made and judge
accordingly.
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RECEIVED

MAR o 9 2004

Technology Center 2600  
Washington. DC 20231

PROTEST UNDER 37 CFR 1.291(8)h—

Re: System and method for establishing

n incentives for promoting the exchange of personal

information and targeted advertising

US File # 20020019769 Filed: 1119/2001

Sirs:

Recently i found the above referenced patent filing and believe this filing has
NOT issued in the U.S. The US File # is 20020019769

I am voicing an objection as a concerned third party and as a U.S. Citizen. The
patent tiling describes at great length an advertising delivery system dependent
upon a database maintained at the client level (Settop Box [8TB] or Personal
Video Recorder [PVRD in a client-server ad delivery system. The appropriate
ads are selected thrOugh profiling techniques at the server level then a database

' is created and downloaded to storage at the STB 0R PVR at the Users“

computer connected to theirtelevision monitors. (0134) Selecting a channel or
show on television which is tantamount to a URL into a browser locator window
then makes a match with data maintained at the STB or PVR (0031) in the

remotely controlled and updated STE or PVR database and in the event a match
is made by comparing. an appropriate advertisement is displayed (0022). This is
referred to as "pull” advertising as a voluntary action on the part of a user
interacts with a pre-established database and a targeted ad is displayed.

This enbodiment is also described in Claims 1. 39 and others. Basing ad display
based upon program selection comparisons is no different than selecting a URL
in a browser or Keyword in a search engine. Whether a cable TV network or the
intemet or both. both are electronic comrmnlcation networks.

I am objecting to this patent filing. as it is neither novel nor unique. it is of
particular note that white prior art strictly based on TV. no prior art was submitted
with this filing correlating to the internal and some vague references to
servertuser profiling systems. The diets are correct that a targeted system
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based on program selection, URLs or keywords is more accurate and excels In
its ability to deliver 'relevant' ads at the exact moment of interest. However. the
filers did not include the following references:

1. US Patent 6.141.010 similar technology
2. Gatorcom (recently changed to Clariacom) has been rmrketing such a

system since 1998 or 1999
3. W09955066 (A1) or EP1076983 (A1) similar technology

There my be more prior art preceding the 1119/2001 filing.

i believe the Examiner should look very closely at the Claims made and judge
‘ accordingly.
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WWW RECEIVED

MAR I] 9 2004
Assistant Commissioner of Patents -

Technology Center 2600
Washington. DC 20231

PROTEST UNDER 37 CFR 1.291(3)

Re: REMOTELY CONFIGURABLE MULTIMEDIA

ENTERTAINMENT AND INFORMATION SYSTEM WITH

LOCATION BASED ADVERTISING

US File # 20020046084 Filed: 10/811999

Sirs:

Recently I found the above referenced patent filing and believe this filing has
NOT issued in the US. The US File # isW

iarn voicing an objection as a concerned third party and as a US. Citizen. The
patent tiling describes at great length an advertising delivery system dependent
upon a database maintained at the client level in a client-server ad delivery
System. The appropriate ads are selected through profiling techniques at the
server level then a database is created and downloaded via the intemet (0019) to

an "intemet radio“ (computer controlled multimedia entertainment and information
system [0017]) that delivers advertising based upon location as well as program
selection while in a vehicle. Uploads and downloads are performed through
broadband wireless intemet communications.

“the only Claim presented is Claim 1. The abstract reads, “An intemet radio for
portable applications and uses such as In an automobile. The intemet radio
allows access to a host of audio, visual and other information. Normal radio .

channel function is provided along with programmable content and channel
selection. as well as automatic content and channel updating by location and

style. Internet access is also provided. Direct or targeted advertising, as well as
electronic commerce is supported. Connection to the internet is through wireless
communications. Programbility is achieved off-line via a web page and remote
computer. Customized information is also communiwted to the radio such as
stock quotes. travel information, advertising, and e-mail. Onboard global
positioning allows for channel updating by location, traffic information. geographic
advertising and available similar content."
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Consistently. the inventor describes the invention in internet terms because it
is Simply an extension of the internal relating to advertising delivery. Driving a
vehicle from Point A to Point B is a purely voluntary exercise similar to surfing the

internet and going to web sites at will. in a location based system. advertising is
deli't‘rered based upon this voluntary user action in one form or another. albeit
radio or a monitor screen or warning messages, to an advertising database

(0019) maintained dynamically at the client level in the vehicle. The ads are then
delivered to the user consequential to his or her actions. Descriptmns of these
actions and functions are described in (0019} (0020) {0037) (0041) {0063) (0066)
and others.

This is referred to as “pull” advertising as voluntary action on the part of a user
interacts with a pre-established database and a targeted ad is displayed.

I am objecting to this patent filing as it is neither novel nor unique; It is of
particular note that no prior art was submitted with this filing and only some
vague references to server and user supplied profiling systems. The filers are
correct that a targeted system based on URLs or keywords is more accurate and
excels in its ability to deliver “relevant” ads at the exact moment of interest.
However. the filers did not Include the following references:

1. US Patent 6,141,010 similar technology

2. Gator.oom (recently changed to Claria.com) has been narketing such a
system since 1998 or 1999

3. W09955066 (A1) or EP1076983 (A1) similar technology

There may be more prior art preceding the 10/8/1999 filing.

I believe the Examiner should look very closely at the Claim made and judge
accordingly.
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RECEIVED

MAR 0 9 2004

Technology Center 2600
 

E Washington, DC 20231

"' PROTEST UNDER 37 CFR 1.29193)

Re: Targeted advertising for commuters with mobile IP

terminals

US File # 20020107027 Filed: 12/6/2000

Sirsg

Recently I found the above referenced patent tiling and believe this filing has
NOT issued in the us. The US File # is 20020107027

I am voicing an objection as a concerned third party and as a U.S. Citizen. The
patent filing describes at great length an advertising delivery system dependent
upon a database maintained at the client level in a client-server ad delivery
system. The appropriate ads are selected through profiling techniques at the
sewer level then a database is created and downloaded via Bluetooth. a short-

range wireless technology (0059) to an “smart automobile" containing a mobile
wireless tenninal (0003) that delivers advertising based upon location as well as
program selection and vehicle statistics (0069) while in a vehicle. Uploads and
downloads of advertisements are performed through broadband wireless intemet
communications.

The relevant Claims presented are Claims 1. 10. 20. 30. The abstract reads.

“An advertising server stores data of both consumers and merchants. Consumer
data includes samples of a consumer's location at various points along routes
taken by a consumer‘s mobile lP terminal. Merchant data includes the
geographic locations of the merchant's stores. The advertising server uses the
consumer and merchant data to select merchants located in proximity to paths

frequently traveled by a consumer. Merchant selection may take into account
other factors such as demographics. The advertising sewer then provides
selected merchant sewers with an opportunity to have the advertising server
deliver advertisements to the consumer on the merchant's behalf. Based on

consumer data provided by the advertising server and predetermined criteria
established by the merchant, each merchant sewer transmits an advertisement
and a "willingness to pay" to the advertising sewer. The advertising server
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receives the responses and transmits to the consumer the advertisements
associated with a sufficient willingness to pay for delivery. "

Consistently. the inventor describes the invention in intemet terms (0034)
because it is simply an extension of and electronic communications network like
the internal relating to advertising delivery. Driving a vehicle from Point A to
Point 8 is a purely voluntary exercise similar to surfing the intemet and going to
web sites at will. In a location based system. advertising is delivered based upon

this voluntary user action in one form or another. albeit radio or a monitor screen
or warning messages. to an "advertising server“ maintained at the vehicie {Claim
30) maintained dynamically at the client ievel in the vehicle. The ads are then
delivered to the user consequential to his or her actions. Descriptions of these
actions and functions are described in (0054} (005?) (0052) {0063) (0064} and
(0069).

This is referred to as “pull' advertising as a voluntary action on the part of a user
interacts with a pro-established database and a targeted ad is displayed.

I am objecting to this patent filing as it is neither novel nor unique. it is of
particular note that no prior art was submitted with this filing and only some
vague references to server and user supplied profiling systems. The filers are
correct that a targeted system based on URLs or keywords is more acourate and
excels in its ability to deliver "relevant" ads at the exact moment at interest.
However, the filers did not include the following references:

1. US Patent 6,141,010 similar technology

2. Gator.com (recently changed to Claria.com) has been marketing such a
' system since 1998 or 1999

3._ wossssoss (A1) or EP1076983 (A1) similar technology

There may be more prior art preceding the 12/6/2000 filing.

i believe the Exam'ner should look very closely at the Claim made and judge
accordingly.
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 "islant Commissioner of Patents

Washington. DC 20231

PROTEST UNDER 37 CFR 1.291 ta)

Re: Electronic advertising device and method of using the

same

US File # 20030222134 Filed: 9/1 612002

Sirs:

Recently i found the above referenced patent filing and believe this tiling has

NOT issued in the us. The US File # is 20030222134

I am voicing an objection as a concerned third party and as a U.S. Citizen. The
patent filing describes at great length an advertising delivery system dependent
upon a database maintained at the client level in a client-server ad delivery
system. The appropriate ads are selected through profiling techniques at the
server level then a database is created and downloaded via an electronic

communication system such as the intemet (0046) or via other cellular means.

: Advertisements stored in the client device whether a cell phone or other devices
including billboards (0063) are triggered by voluntary user actions including

traveling from point A to point B.

The system is fully described in paragraphs (0046) (0057) (0065) (0074) and
others.

Relevant Claims presented are Claims 1. 6. 16 and 18. The abstract reads,
“Electronic advertising devices and methods of using the same for providing
targeted advertisements to one or more individuals based on the individual(s)
consumer profile(s). The device or systems include a sensor or receiver (101 ) for
receian identifying signals from individuals such as signals emitted by cellular
telephones. Using information associated with or retrieved using the identifying
signal. targeted advertisements are delivered to the individuals. "

Consistently. the inventor describes the invention in comparison to the intemet
although the intemet is simply another electronics communications network
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Driving a'vehicie from Point A to Point 3 or using a cell phone is a purely
voluntary exercise similar to surfing the intemet and going to web sites at will. in
a location based system. advertising is delivered based upon voluntary user
actions in one form or another. albeit cell phone call, changing a dispiay on a

billboard, cell phone or other audio or visual monitor and is just another derivative
of a clienvserver system where an advertising database is dynamically
maintained at the client device. This is referred to as 'pull' advertising as a

voluntary action on the part of a user interacts with a pre-established database
and a targeted ad is displayed.

i am objecting to this patent filing as it is neither novel nor unique. It is of
particular note that no prior art was submitted with this filing and only some
vague references to server and user supplied profiling systems. The fliers are
correct that a targeted system based on URLs or keywords is more accurate and
excels in its ability to deliver 'relevant" ads at the exact moment of interest.
However. the filters did not include the following references:

1. US Patent6,141,010 similar technology

2. Gatoroom (recently changed to Claria.com) has been marketing Such a
system since 1998 or 1999

3. W09955066(A1)or EP1076983 (A1) similar technology

There may be more prior art preceding the 9/16/2002 filing.

I believe the Examiner should look very closely at the Claim made and judge
accordingly.
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March 3. 2004

ashinglon. DC 20231

PROTEST UNDER 37 QFR 1.291131
 

T Re: System and method for providing a dynamic =
advertising content window within a windows-based content

manifestation environment provided in a browser

US File # 20020049633 Filed: 3/19/2001

'Sl'rs:

Recently I found the above referenced patent filing and believe this filing has
NOT issued in the us. The US File # is 20020049633

I am voicing an objection'as a concerned third party and as a US. Citizen. The
patent filing describesat great length an advertising delivery system dependent

upon a database maintained at'the client level The inventor refers to a
traditional client/server.system as a ‘dynamic advertising content manifestation'
presumably residing in a PC thatIs a connected tothe internet or other electronic
communication system. (Claim 5) Within this system he builds databases
containing a plurality'of advertisements (content) (Claim 10) dynamically retained
at the client terminal and triggered by voluntary user actions. The system is
described in paragraphs (0010) (0011) (0049) (005) and others.

The abstract reads in part, "System and method for providing a dynamic
advertising content manifestation window within a windows based content
manifestation environment provided within a web browser. The system and
method include and involve a sewer system configured to transmit a software

systetrrtkand data related to a advertising content source via an electronic datanetwo ."

Relevant Claims are: 8, 10. 11 and others. Basing ad display based upon
program selection comparisons. time is no different than selecting a URL in a
browser or Keyword in a search engine. Whether streaming content, a cable TV
network or the internet or both, both are electronic communication networks.

This is referred to as "pull” advertising as a voluntary action (channel or content
selection) on the part of a user interacts with a pro-established client database
and a targeted ad is displayed.
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l arn objecting to this patent filing. as It is neither novel nor unique. It is of
particular note that no prior art was submitted with this flling correlating to the
internet end only some vague references to server profiling systems. The titers
are correct that a targeted system based on program selection, URLs or

keywords is more accurate and excels in its ability to deliver "relevant" ads at the
exact moment of interest. However, the filers did not include the following
references:

1. US Patent 6,141,010 similar technology
2. Gatoroom (recently changed to Claria.com) has been marketing such a

'system since 1998 or 1999
3. W09955066 (A1) or EP1076983 (A1) similar technology

There may be more prior art preceding the 3/19/2001 filing.

I believe the Examiner should look very closely at'the Claims made and judge
accordingly.
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March 3. 2004

Assistant Commissioner of Patents

Washington. DC 20231

PROTEST UNDER 37 QER 1.291(31

Re: System and method of providing purchase information to

consumers relating to advertisements displaying the product

US File # 20020026353 Filed: 12/22/2000

Sins:

Recently I found the above referenced patent filing and believe this filing has
NOT issued In the US. The US File # is 20020026353

lam voicing an objection as a concerned third party and as a US. Citizen. The
patent filing describes at great length an advertising delivery system using a
database containing advertisements retained and maintained at the client level in

cabhe or on disk (0008) in a client-server ad delivery system. This patent
application relates to displaying advertising by matching voluntary user actions or
initiating triggers (0010) Entering a trigger event into a browser locator window,
makes a match with data in the remotely controlled and updated database and in
the event a match is made. appropriate content or advertisement is displayed
This is referred to as “pull" advertising as a voluntary action on the part of a user
interacts with a pre'established database and a targeted ad is displayed.

The abstract reads in part, “Purchase information about a product is provided by
identifying products in a print advertisement in a print media source; obtaining
purchase information about the product: sorting the product in a database;

reproducing the print advertisement in an interactive media source; associating
the information about the product to the reproduced advertisement in the
interactive media source; and providing the information about the product.“

Relevant Claims are #1. 34, 65, 65 and others in which the inventor refers

displaying ads stored at the client level and displaying them based on triggering
events.

I am objecting to this patent application as it is neither novel nor unique. It is of
particular note that prior art submitted does not include references to systems
that were commercially offered in 2001. The filers are correct that a targeted
system based on interactive actions. voluntary user actions or other trigger
events are more accurate and excels in its ability to deliver “relevant" ads at the
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exact moment of interest. However, the filers did not include the following
references:

1. US Patent 6,141,010 equivalent technology
2. Galor.com (recently changed to Clana.com) has been marketing such a

‘ system since 1998
3. W09955066 (A1) or EP1076983 (A1) equivalent technology

There may be more prior art preceding the 12/22/2000 filing.

I believe the Examiner should look very closely at the Claim made and judge
accordingly.
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March 3, 2004

Assistant Commissioner of Patents

Washington. DC 20231

PROTEST UNDER 37 CFR 1.291(a1

Re: Method and system for electronically distributing. displaying
and controlling advertising and other communicative media

US File # 20020023274 Filed: April 6, 2001

Sirs: -

Recently i found the above referenced patent filing and believe this filing has
NOT issued in the U.S. The US File # is 20020023274

I am voicing an objection as a conoemed third party and as a U.S. Citizen. The
patent filing describes at great length an advertising delivery system using a
database containing advertisements retained and maintained at the client level in
cache or on disk (Claim 16) in a client-server ad delivery system. This patent
application relates to displaying advertising by matching voluntary user actions or
initiating triggers (0042) Entering a trigger event into a browser locator window.
makes a match with data in the remotely controlled and updated (0031) database
and in the event a match is made. appropriate content or advertisement is
displayed. This is referred to as "pull" advertising as a voluntary action on the
part of a user interacts with a pre-established database and a targeted ad is
displayed.

The abstract reads in part. “The forth type of input to the scheduling system is a
trigger event which is received from a scurce external to the scheduling system.
Upon receiving a trigger event, particular media content will be played." '

Relevant Claims are #1, 2. 11. 16 and others in which the inventor refers

displaying ads stored at the client level and displaying them based on triggering
events.

I am objecting to this patent application as it is neither novel nor unique. It is of
particular note that prior art submitted does not include references to systems
that were commercially offered in 2001. The filers are correct that a targeted
system based on interactive actions is more accurate and excels in its ability to
deliver “relevant" ads at the exact moment of interest. However, the filers did not
include the following references:

1. US Patent6.141.010 equivalent technology
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2. Gatorsom (recently changed to Claria.com) has been marketing such a
system since 1998

3. . W09955066 (A1) or EP1076983 (A1) equivalent technology

There may he more prior art preceding the 4/6/2001 filing.

i believe the Examiner should look very closely at the Claim made and judge
accordingly.
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March 3, 2004

Assistant Comm‘ssioner of Patents

Washington. DC 20231

PROTEST UNDER 37 QFR 1.291(g)

Re: Computer and method for maximizing an advertising effect

US File # 20020019901 Filed: December 14. 2000

Sirs:

Recently I found the above referenced patent filing and believe this filing has
NOT issued in the U.S. The US File# is 20020019901

1 am voicing an objection as a concerned third party and as a US. Citizen. The
patent filing describes at great length an advertising delivery system using a
database containing advertisements retained and maintained at the client level in
cache or on disk (0019) in a client~server ad delivery system. This patent relates
to displaying advertising by matching voluntary user actions such as turning on
the PC or initiating triggers from an “advertising presenting program” (0032)
Entering a trigger event into a browser locator window, or conversely turning the
client computer OFF if the ad is disregarded (0042). then makes a match with
data in the remotely controlled and updated ”post session" database and in the
event a match is made. appropriate content or advertisement is displayed. This
is referred to as “pull" advertising as a voluntary action on the part of a user
interacts with a pre—established database and a targeted ad is displayed.

The abstract reads in part. “With this configuration. an advertising effect can be
maximized because advertisements (an be presented while computers are used
off-line.”

Relevant Claims are #1. 10 and others in Which the inventor refers displaying
ads stored at the client level.

I am objecting to this patent application as it is neither novel nor unique. It is of
particular note that prior art submitted does not include references to systems
that were commercially offered in 2001. The filers are correct that a targeted

system based on interactive actions is more accurate and excels in its ability to
deliver “relevant“ ads at the exact moment of interest. However, the titers did not
include the following references:

1. US Patent 6,141,010 equivalent technology
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2. Gator.oom (recently changed to Clan'a.com) has been marketing such a
system since 1998

3. W09955066 (A1) or EP1076983 (A1) equivalent technology

There may be more prior art preceding the 12/14/2000 filing.

I believe the Examiner should look very closely at the Claim made and judge
accordingly.
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March 3. 2004

Assistant CommiSSioner of Patents

Washington. DC 20231

’ PROTEST UNDER 37 CFR 1.2911131

Re: System and method of providing purchase information to consumers
relating to advertisements displaylng the product

US File #20020026359 Filed: 2/22/2001

Slrs:

Recently I found the above referenced patent filing and believe this tiling has
NOT issued in the U.S. The US File # is 20020028359

I am voicing an objection as a concerned third party and as a U.S. Citizen. The
technology described in this patent application Claims 1. 4. 5 and others was
c0vered under Patent 4.752.675 anct was marketed under the Trademark
StarTrax from 1986 to 1995.

There is nothing unique and novel regarding the use of barcodes to track direct
mail advertising responses.
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March 3. 2004

Assistant Commissioner of Patents

Washington, DC 20231

PROTEST UNDER 37 OER 13911;)

Re: Post-session internet advertising system

US File # 20020019834 Filed: May 24. 2001

Sire:

Recently I found the above referenced patent filing and believe this filing has
NOT issued in the U.S. The US File # is 20020019834

I am voicing an objection as a concerned third party and as a U.S. Citizen. The
patent filing describes at great length an advertising delivery system using a
database containing advertisements retained and maintained at the client level in
cache or on disk (0016) in a client—server ad delivery system. This patent relates
to displaying advertising by matching voluntary user-actions such as turning on
the PC or integrating displays from various client software. (Claim 11) Entering
a trigger event into a browser locator window then makes a match with data in
the remotely controlled and updated "post session’ database and in the event a
match is made. appropriate content or advertisement is displayed.(0031) This is
referred to as "pull” advertising as a voluntary action on the part of a user
interacts with a pre-established database and a targeted ad is diaplayed.

The abstract reads in part, “In one preferred embodiment. a first display is viewed
in a first platform in the foreground of a media by a viewer. A viewer initiates a
load triggering event and in response. a post-Session platform is opened to
display a post-session display in the background of the media. Significantly. in
the preferred embodiment. the post-session platform stays in said background
until a view triggering event occurs."

Relevant Claims are #1. 4. 8. 11, and others in which the inventor refers
displaying ads stored at the client level.

I am objecting to this patent appligatjon as it is neither novel nor unique. it is of
particular note that prio'r'art submitted does not include references to systems
that were commercially sitar ‘ in 2.991. The filers are correct that a targeted
system based on Interactit‘r‘f’e‘iaft'ions is more accurate and excels in its ability to
deliver "relevant‘ ads at thé’igjt’ia‘dt‘momant of interest. However, the filers did not
include the following referenc‘é’s:
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1. US Patent 6.141.010 equivalent technology
2. Gator.oom (recently changed to Claria.com) has been marketing such a

system since 1998
3. W09955066 (A1) or EP1076983 (A1) equivalent technology

There may be more prior art precedlng the 5/24/2001 filing.

i believe the Examiner should look very closely at the Claim made and judge
accordingly.
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Marcm, 2004

Assistant Commissioner of Patents

Washington. DC 20231
.\

PROTEST UNDER §7 CFR 1.291(al .u ' ' .

Re: Advertisement distribution method, data processing‘method

communication terminal apparatus, data communication system and
information storage medium

US We it 20020046115 Filed: September 6, 2001 ' "'-

Sits:

Recently I f0und the above referenced patenttiling and believe this filing has
NOT issued in the US. The US File #.is 20020046115

I am voicing an objection as a concerned third party and as a US. Citizen. The
patent application describes at great length an advertising delivery'syslein using
a database containing advertisements maintained at the client-level in cache or
on disk (0010) in a client-server ad delivery system.(0011) This patent relates to
displaying advertising by matching voluntary user action such using voluntary
user actions (0038). Comparing a trigger event with infomtation stored in an
advertisement “condition” database causes a relevant advertisement to be

displayed, This is referred to as “pull” advertising as a voluntary action on the
part of a user or software under the control of a user interacts with a pre-

established database and a targeted ad is displayed (Claim 3)
The abstract raads'In part "An intermediary agency enters intoa contract with
general users with reSpect to data distribution of an advertisement of goods,
which was asked by advertisement clients. and the intermediary agency sets
offer conditions of the advertisement of the goods andadvertisement data in
comrmnication terminal apparatuses 14 of the general users. Since the
advertisement data are offered in accordance with the offer conditions when the

general users use these communication terminal apparatuses .14 the
advertisement of the goods is offered to a number of general 'users as data with
good efficiency." . .

Relevant Claims are 1.2.4.11 and others'In which the inventor refers to

triggering and displaying ads stored at the dient tevel. Descriptive paragraphs
are (0010) (0012) (0038) (0063) (0072) and others.
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I am objecting to this patent filing as it is neither novel nor unique. It is of
particular note that prior art submitted does not include references to systems
that were commercially offered in 2001. The filers are correct that a targeted
system based on interactive actions is more accurate and excels in its ability to
deliver “relevant" ads at the exact moment of interest. However, the filers did not

include the following references:

1. US Patent 6,141,010 equivalent technology
2. Gator.com (recently changed to Claria.com) has been marketing such a

system since 1998
W09955066 (A1) or EP1076983 (A1) equivalent technologygo

There may be more prior art preceding the 9/6/2001 filing.

I believe the Examiner should look very closely at the Claim made and judge
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March 3, 2004

Assistant Commissioner of Patents

Washington, DC 20231

PROTEST UNDER 37 gFR 1.291(a)

Re: System and method for providing a dynamic
advertising content window within a windows-based content
manifestation environment provided in a browser

US File # 20020049633 Filed: 3/19/2001

Sirs:

Recently lfound the above referenced patent filing and believe this filing has
NOT issued in the U.S. The US File # is 2002004963.?

lam voicing an objection as a concerned third party and as a US. Citizen. The
patent tiling describes at great length an advertising delivery system dependent
upon a database maintained at the client level. The inventor refers to a
traditional client/server system as a "dynamic advertising content manifestation"
presumably residing in a PC that is a connected to the intemet or other electronic
communication system. (Claim 5) Within this system. he builds databases
containing a plurality of advertisements (content) (Claim 10) dynamically retained
at the client terminal and triggered by voluntary user actions. The system is
described in paragraphs (0010) (0011) (0049) (005) and others.

The abstract reads in part, "System and method for providing a dynamic
advertising content manifestation window within a windows based content
manifestation environment provided within a web browser. The system and
method include and involve a sewer system configured to transmit a software
system and data related to a advertising content source via an electronic data
network.“

Relevant Claims are: 8, 10, 11 and others. Basing ad display based upon
program selection comparisons. time is no different than selecting a URL in a
browser or Keyword in a search engine. Whether streaming content. a cable TV
network or the intemet or both, both are electronic communication networks.

This is referred to as "pull“ advertising as a voluntary action (channel or content
selection) on the part of a user interacts with a pre-established client database
and a targeted ad is displayed.
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I am objecting to this patent filing. as it is neither novel nor unique, It is of
particular note that no prior art was submitted with this filing correlating to the
internet and only some vague references to server profiling systems. The filers
are correct that a targeted system based on program selection, URLs or
keywords is more accurate and excels in its ability to deliver “relevant" ads at the
exact moment of interest. However, the filers did not include the following
references:

1. US Patent6.141,010 similar technology
2. Gator.com (recently changed to Claria.com) has been marketing such a '

system since 1998 or 1999
3. W09955066 (A1) or EP1076983 (A1) similar technology

There may be more prior art preceding the 3/19/2001 filing.

I believe the Examiner should look very closely at the Claim made and judge
accordingly.
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March 1, 2004

Assistant Commissioner of Patents

Washington. DC 20231

PROTEST UNDERW

Re: Advertisement providing system and method

US File # 20010027415 Filed: March 21. 2001

Sire:

Recently I found the above referenced patent filing and believe this filing has
NOT issued in the U5. The US File # is 20010027415

lam voicing an objection as a concerned third party and as a U.S. Citizen. The
patent filing describes at great length an advertising delivery system using a
database containing advertisements maintained at the client level in cache or on
disk (0008} in a client-server ad delivery system. This patent relates to
displaying advertising by matching voluntary user action such using keywords.
URLs or other voluntary user actions (0041}. Comparing a trigger event with
infomntion stored in an advertisement database causes a relevant

advertisement to be displayed. This is referred to as "pull' advertising as a
voluntary action on the part of a user interacts with a pre-established database
and a targeted ad is displayed. (0041)

The abstract reads in part. “A communication dealer terminal stores
advertisement data and consumer's position data and taste data. selects
advertisement data on the basis of the position data, taste data and time, and
transmits the selected advertisement data to consumers."

Relevant Claims are 1.2 and others in which the inventor refers to triggering and

displaying ads stored at the client level.

i am objecting to this patent filing as it is neither novel nor unique. It is of
particular note that prior art submitted does not include references to systems
that were commercially offered in 2000. The filers are correct that a targeted
system basad on interactive actions is more accurate and excels in its ability to
deliver “relevant" ads at the exact moment of interest. However, the filers did not
include the following references:

1. US Patent 6,141,010 equivalent technology
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2. Gator.com (recently changed to Claria.com) has been marketing such a
system since 1998

3. W09955066 (A1) or EP1076983 (A1) equivalent technology

There may be more prior art preceding the 3/21/2001 filing.

I believe the Examiner should look very closely at the Claim made and judge
accordingly.
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March 2, 2004

Assistant Commissioner of Patents

Washington, DC 20231

PROTEST UNDER 37 CFR 1.291(3)

Re: Software. apparatus, and method for hand-held electronic

devices and advertising thereon

US File # 20010032124 Filed: 12/13/2000

Slrs:

Recently I found the above referenced patent filing and believe this filing has
NOT issued in the U.S. The US File # is 20010032124

I am voicing an objection as a concerned third party and as a U.S. Citizen. The
patent filing describes at great length an advertising delivery system dependent
upon an advertising database maintained at the client level in a client-server ad
delivery system. The appropriate ads are selected through profiling techniques
at the server level then a database is created and downloaded (updating) via the
modem (0017) or otherwise to a remote terminal (handheld) (0026) that delivers
advertising based keywords (prescriptions) (0025) upon Iowtion as well as an
executable program selection while mobile. Uploads and downloads are
performed through broadband wireless intemet communications or through a
wired electronic connection.

Relevant Claims are: 1. 2. 3 and others. The abstract reads. “A new and

improved method and apparatus for writing electronic prescriptions is described
herein. The system includes placing advertising on the electronic device, such
that the advertising is viewable on the hand-held electronic device's viewing
screen. the advertising being selectively updatable.

Consistently. the inventor describes the invention in internet terms because it
is simply an extension of the internet (an electronic communication system)
relating to advertising delivery. Writing prescriptions and using the comparing
these keywords to the advertising database and using that watch to display
relevant advertising is nothing new. Descriptions of these actions and functions
are described in (0008). 0025) (0026) (0027) and others.

This is referred to as 'pull' advertising as a voluntary action (writing a
prescription) on the part of a user interacts with a pre-established database and a
targeted ad is displayed.
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lam objecting to this patent filing as it is neither novel nor unique. it is of
particular note that little prior art was submitted with this filing and only some
vague references to server and user supplied profiting systems. The filers are
correct that a targeted system based on URLs or keywords or voluntary user
actions is more accurate and excels in its ability to deliver “relevant" ads at the
exact moment of interest. However, the filers did not include the following
references:

1. US Patent 6,141,010 similar technology
2. Gator.com (recently changed to Clariaoom) has been marketing such a

system since 1998 or 1999
3. W09955066 (A1) or EP1076983 (A1) similar technology

There may be more prior art preceding the 12/13/2000 filing.

I believe the Examiner should look very closely at the Claim node and judge
accordingly.
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March 2. 2004

Assistant Commissioner of Patents

Washington. DC 20231

- PROTEST UNDER g7 CFR 1.291 tat

Re: Method and system for advertising

US File # 20010034643 Filed: March 12, 2001

Sirs:

Recently I found the above referenced patent filing and believe this filing has
NOT issued in the US. The US File # is 20010034643

I am voicing an objection as a concerned third party and as a U.S. Citizen. The
patent filing describes at great length an advertising delivery system dependent
upon a databases maintained at the client level in a client-server ad delivery
system. The appropriate ads are selected through profiling techniques at the
server ieve! then a database Is created and downloaded (transmitted) via the

internet (0016) to the “Game System" at the User’s computer. Multiple ad
databases may be downloaded and stored to correspond with an appropriate
game. The Game System soflware can menitor play habits and display content
(display advertising) based on voluntary user actions and retated game triggers
correlating with the appropriate ad database for that game. The ad databases
are remotely controlled and updated or replenished frequently. (0021)

The abstract clearly states, “A method and system for displaying advertisements
to a user is provided. In one embodiment. the advertisement system downloads a

collection of advertisements from an advertising server to the user's computer.
When the user executes a cemputer program at the user's computer. the
advertisement system displays the downloaded advertisements to the user.
Thus, the advertisements can be displayed to the user even when the user's
computer is not connected to the lntemet.‘

Relevant Clain‘s are 1, 2. 4, B, 9. 11 and numerous others that discuss
downloading new content to the client and replacement of old content based
upon a number of other voluntary user actions exemplified through game play.
The system is described in (0016) (0019) (0021) and others.

This is referred to as “pull“ advertising as a voluntary action on the part of a user
interacts with a ore-established database and a targeted ad is displayed.
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I am objecting to this patent filing as it is neither novel nor unique. it is of
particular note that no prior art was submitted with this filing and only some
vague references to server profiling systems. The filers are correct that a
targeted System based on voluntary user movements client software interactions
is more accurate and excels in its ability to deliver “relevant" ads at the exact
moment of interest. However. the filers did not include the following references:

1. US Patent 6.141.010 similar technology

2. Gator.com (recently changed to Clariacom) has been marketing such a
system since 1998 or 1999

3. wosessoee (A1) or EP1076983 (A1) similar technology

There may be more prior art preceding the 3/12/2001 filing.

I believe the Examiner should look very closely at the Claims made and judge
accordingly.
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March 2. 2004

Assistant Commissioner of Patents

Washington. DC 20231

PROTEST UNDER 37 QFR 1.291(3)

Re: System and method for metadata-linked
advertisements

US File #20010047298 Filed: March 30. 2001

Sirs:

Recently I found the above referenced patent filing and believe this filing has
NOT issued in the US. The US File # is 20010047298

I am voicing an objection as a concerned third party and as a US. Citizen. The
patent filing describes at great length an advertising delivery sy'stem dependent
upon a database maintained at the client level. The inventor refers to a
traditional client/server system as a "metadata storage system” (0021)

presumably residing in a settop box that is a computer device. Within this
system. he builds a database containing a plurality of advertisements and their
metadata keywords (0020) dynamically retained and updated (0024) at the client

terminal and triggered by user channel selections or interactions reactive to other
resident programs (0020) The system is described in paragraphs (0009) (0020)
(0021) (0024) (0035) and others.

The abstract reads. 'Systerns and methods for providing metadata-selected
advertisements are provided. These systems and methods may receive
metadata and other media, select an object, read metadata attached to or
associated with the selected object. select anadvertisement based on the
metadata. and display the selected advertisement. In addition. monitoring.
collecting. and recording of predefined data concerning metadata selected
advertisements may be provided. The invention alsa provides a receiver for
receiving signals and/or data (e.g.. programs. advertisements. program guides.
metadata. etc.) and a processor for accepting a user's input signal. selecting an
object. reading metadata attached to or associated with a selected object.
selecting an advertisement, and displaying the selected advertisement.”

Selecting a channel or show on television which is the equivalent to a URL
(0009) into a browser locator window that makes a match with and advertising

database maintained at the client system in the remotely controlled and updated
database (0024) and in the event a match is made by comparing. an appropriate
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advertisement is dismayed or inserted into the video stream or otherwise
displayed.

Relevant Claims are: 1. 2. 3. 4. 8. 12, 15. 17. 18 and numerous others. Basing

ad display upon program selection comparisons. URLs. metadata keywords,
demographics or time Is no different than selecting a URL in a browser or
keyword in a search engine. Whether a cable TV network or the intemet or both,
both are electronic communication networks.

This is referred to as “pull" advertising as a voluntary action (channel or content
selection or other voluntary user action) on the part of a user interacts with a pre-
established client advertising database and a targeted ad is displayed.

I am objecting to this patent filing, as it is neither novel nor unique. It is of
particular note that no prior art was submitted with this filing correlating to the
intemet and only some vague references to sewer profiling systems. The filers
are correct that a targeted system based on program selection. URLs or
keywords is more accurate and excels in its ability to deliver ”relevant” ads at the
exact moment of interest. However. the filers did not include the following
references:

1. US Patent6.141.010 similar technology-
2. Gator.corn (recently changed to Clariacom) has been marketing such a

system since 1998 or 1999

3. W09955066 (A1) or EP1076983 (A1) similar technology

There may be more prior art preceding the 3/30/2001 tiling.

I believe the Examiner should look very closely at the Claims made and judge.
accordingly.
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. lstant Commissioner of Patents ashington. DC 20231

PROTEST UNDER 37 CFg 1.gs1(a)

Re: Electronic shopping cart display system

US File # 20010036353 Filed: March 16. 2001

Sire:

Recently i found the above referenced patent filing and believe this filing has
NOT issued in the U.S. The US File # is 20010036353 '

lam voicing an objection as a concerned third party and as a U.S. Citizen. The

patent filing describes at great length an advertising delivery System dependent
upon an advertising database maintained at the client level in a client-sewer ad
delivery system. The appropriate ads are selected through profiling techniques
at the sewer level then a database is created and downloaded (syncing) through
the replacement of the “plate-shaped storage media" at the client (information
playback apparatus) that presumably is similar to a PCP kiosk in a retail store.

Relevant Claims are: 16, 18, 19 and others. The abstract reads, “The electronic

POP advertising apparatus is formed to have high reliability and a small size, and
is capable of presenting a properly selected POP advertisement in an effective
manner in response to detection of a person present near a location where an
article is placed.‘ (0017)

Consistently. the inventor describes the invention in internet terms because it
is simply an extension of the intemet's electronic communication System relating

to advertising delivery. Moving from Point A to Point B as well as the time frame
you move from A to B are purely voluntary user exercises similar to Surfing the
internet and going to web sites at will. in a location based system. advertising is
delivered and displayed based upon these voluntary user actions in one form or
another. albeit audible or a monitor screen or other messages, when made
through a comparison of location to proximity of a POP display (0018) to an
advertising database containing geographical and/or time frame coordinates and
maintained dynam'caliy at the client POP display. The ads are then delivered to
the user consequential to his or her actions. Descriptions oi these actions and
functions are described in (0016) (0017) (0018) and others.
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This is referred to as “pull" advertising as a voluntary action on the part of a user
interacts with a pre-established database and a targeted ad is displayed.

I am objecting to this patent filing as it is neither novel nor unique. It is of
particular note that the referenced Japan patents also post date the below prior
art. The filers are correct that a targeted system based on URLs or keywords or
voluntary user actions is more accurate and excels in its ability to deliver
“relevant" ads at the exact moment of interest. However. the filers did not include

the following references:

1. US Patent 6,141,010 similar technology
2. Gatorcom (recently changed to Claria.oom) has been marketing such a

system since 1998 or 1999
3. W09955066 (A1) or EP1076 (A1) similar technology

4, ii. 5. 5,6 7'0 79'
There may be more prior a preceding the 5/31/2001 filing.

I believe the Examiner should look very closely at the Claim trade and judge
accordingly.
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February 27. 2004

Assistant Commissioner of Patents

Washington. DC 20231

PROTEST UNDER 37 CFR 1.291(3)

Re: Method and apparatus for providing advertising linked

to a scene of a program

US File # 20020059590 Filed: May 9. 2001

Sirs:

Recently I found the above referenced patent filing and believe this filing has
NOT issued in the U.S. The US File # ls 20020059590

I am voicing an objection as a concerned third party and as a U.S. Citizen. The
patent filing describes at great length an-advertising delivery system dependent
upon a database rraintained at the client level. The inventor refers to a
traditional client/server system as a ”computer system” presumably residing in a

settop box connected to a television. Within this system, he builds and stores
(0008) a database containing a plurality of advertisements dynamically retained
at the client temtinal and triggered by user content selections or interactions
passively reactive to other resident programs (program guide) (Claim 4) The
system is described in paragraphs (0008) (0010) and others.

The abstract reads in part. "On-demand electronic advertising information is
provided for items u5ed in scenes of television programs. The advertising
information is received along with broadcasts of associated television programs.
Selected advertisement modes alert a viewer when advertising information is

available for an item displayed in a scene of the television program broadcast.
The viewer alert comprises displayed marks superimposed over the broadcast of
the television program.”

Selecting a channel or show on television whlch is the equivalent to a URL into a
browser lowtor window that makes a match with an advertising database
maintained at the client system in the remotely controlled and updated database
(0008) and in the event a match is made by comparing. an appropriate
advertisement is displayed (0010) or inserted into the video stream even
superimposing over the existing TV display.

Relevant Claims are 8. 5, 8. 12. 26. 46 and others. Basing ad display upon
program selection comparisons, demographics or time is no different than
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selecting a URL in a browser or Keyword in a search engine. Whether a cable
TV network or the Internet, both are electronic communication networks.

This is referred to as "pullrr advertising as a voluntary action (channel or content
selection} on the part of a user interacts with a pre-established client advertising
database and a targeted ad is displayed.

I am objecting to this patent filing. as it is neither novel nor unique. It is of
particular note that no prior art was submltted with this filing correlating to the
internal and only some vague references to server profiling systems. The filers
are correct that a targeted system based on program selection or content is more
accurate and excels in its ability to deliver “relevant” ads at the exact moment of
interest. However. the filers did not include the following prior art references:

1. US Patent 6,141,010 similar technology

2. Gator.com (recently changed to Claria.com) has been marketing such a
system since 1998 or 1999

3. W09955066 (A1) or EP1076983 (A1) similar technology

There may be more prior art preceding the 5/9/2001 filing.

I belieire the Examiner should look very closely at the Claims made and judge .
accordingly.
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February 27, 2004

Assistant Commissioner of Patents

Washington, DC 20231

PROTEST UNDER 37 CFR 1.291(8)

Re: Electronic shopping cart display system

US File # 20030195800 Filed: 4/10/2002

Sirs:

Recently i found the above referenced patent filing and believe this filing has
NOT issued in the U.S. The US File it is 20030195800

lam voicing an objection as a concerned third party and as a U.S. Citizen. The
patent filing describes at great length an advertising delivery system dependent
upon an advertising database maintained at the client levei in a client-server ad
delivery system. A "Rotated item' advertising database is placed from a server
to client hot spots or kiosks (0011) such that when a “smart UPC” item is moved
into proximity range of the kiosk. related advertising is diSplayed and/or coupons
are printed for those related items. Another embodiment delivers the database to
wireless "ESC" (Electronic Shopping Cart Display System (0009)) terminal that
delivers advertising based upon location as well as keywords and/or URLs
selected white mobile. This type of configuration is described in US Published
Application 20010028301 . Uploads and downloads are performed through a
wired or broadband wireless internet communications or through an lntemet

connection. (0041)

Relevant Claims are: 11, 14 and others. The abstract reads, ”A system and
method is provided for marketing products to a customer when the customer is
shOpping. This invention contemplates reading the UPC tag of an item carried by
a customer and marketing related items to the customer prior to checkout.
Related items may be complementary, matching, prerequisite. or competitive
items. The related items may be marketed to the customer by. e.g., displaying
advertisements for the related items on screens located throughout the store.

printing coupons for the related items. or storing electronic coupons for the
related items onto a coupon card. Marketing related items to customers in this
manner encourages customers to buy those items before leaving the store."

The inventor describes the invention as though it is an equivalent of an electronic
communication system like the intemet because it is in fact a client server
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application. Moving from Point A to Point B as well as the time frame you move
trorn A to B are purely voluntary user exercises similar to surfing the internet and
going to web sites at will. In a location based system. advertising is delivered
and displayed based upon these voluntary user actions in One form or another.
albeit audible or a monitor screen or other messages. when made through a

comparison of locatiOn to proximity of goods (0008) to an advertising database
containing a database of items relevant to the smart UPC the user Is voluntarily
moving to the proximity of the store kiosk. Ads are then delivered to the user
consequential to his or her actions and the item they already placed in their cart.
Descriptions of these actions and functions are described in {0008) (0009){0011)
and (0012) and others.

This is referred to as “pull” advertising as a voluntary action on the part of a user
interacts with a pre-established database and a targeted ad is displayed.

I am objecting to this patent filing as it is neither novel nor unique. It is of
particular note that no prior art was submitted with this application. The filers are
correct that a targeted system based on voluntary user actions is more accurate
and excels in its ability to deliver “relevant" ads at the exact moment of interest.
However. the filers did not include the following references:

1. US Patent 6,141.010 similartedtnology
2. Gator.com (recently changed to Clariaoom) has been marketing such a

system since 1998 or 1999
3. W09955066 (A1) or EP1076983 (A1) similar technology
4. Published Appiication 20010028301, flied a full year before this

application.

There may be more prior art preceding the 4/10/2002 tiling.

I believe the Examiner should look very closely at the Claim made and judge
accordingly.
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February 27. 2004

As5i'stant Commissioner of Patents

Washington. DC 20231

PROTEST UNDER :7 QFR 1.291(3)

Re: Apparatus and method for executing a game program
having advertisements therein

US File # 20020040322 Filed: 12/6/01

Sirs:

Recently I found the above referenced patent filing and believe this filing has
NOT issued in the us. The US File # is 20020040322

I am voicing an objection as a concerned third party and as a US. Citizen. The
patent filing describes at great iength an advertising delivery system dependent
upon a databases maintained at the client level in a client-server ad delivery
system. The appropriate ads are selected through profiling techniques at the
server level then a database is created and downloaded (transmitted) via the

internet {0062) to the “Game System“ at the User’s computer. Multiple 'ad
databases may be downloaded and stored to correspond with an appropriate
game. The Game System software wn monitor play habits and display content
(display advertising) based on voluntary user actions and related game triggers

correlating with the appropriate ad database [or that game. The ad databases
are remotely controlled and updated or replenished frequently. {0033}

The abstract clearly states, “A game system which is operable to update
advertisements that are displayed when a game program is executed. The
system stores a game program in a memory. receives (i.e.. downloads). at
predetermined times of operation, for example, on each new day the game
program is executed or each time the game program is executed. updated
advertising data that relates to at least one advertisement, stores the received
advertising data in the memory. executes the game program stored in the
memory. and outputs during the execution of the game program display data
which corresponds to the stored advertisement data in accordance with the game

program code. Further, instead of downloading new advertisements. plural
advertisements may be pro-stored with the game program and only
advertisement selection codes are downloaded to update the advertisements that

are displayed when the game‘program is executed.‘
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Relevant Claims are 1. 2,3,4 5,10, 11, 12, 13. 14 and others that discuss

downloading new content to the client and replacement of old content based
upon a number of other voluntary user actions exemplified through game play.
The system is described in (0012) (0013) (0027) (0039).

This is reterred to as "pull" advertising as a voluntary action on the part of a user
interacts with a pre—established database and a targeted ad is displayed.

I am objecting to this patent filing as it is neither novel nor unique. It is of
particular note that no prior art was submitted with this filing and only some
vague references to sewer profiling systems. The filers are correct that a
targeted system based on voluntary user movements client software interactions
is more accurate and excels in its ability to deliver "relevant” ads at the exact
moment of interest. However. the filers did not include the following references:

1. US Patent 6.141.010 similar technology
2. Gator.com (recently changed to Claria.com) has been marketing such a

system since 1998 or 1999
3. W09955066 (A1) or EP1076983 (A1) similar technology

There may be more prior art preceding the 12/6/2001 filing.

I believe the Examiner should look very closely at the Claims made and judge
accordingly.
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February 27. 2004

Assistant Commissioner of Patents

Washington. DC 20231

PROTEST UNDER 37 CFR 1.29118!

Re: System and method for personal video recording

system advertisements

US File # 20030131095 Filed: 1/10/2002

Sirs:

Recantly lfound the above referenced patent filing and believe this filing has
NOT issued in the U.S. The US File # is 20030131095

i am voicing an objection as a concerned third party and as a U.S. Citizen. The
patent application describes at great length a system designed to do nothing
more than to interfere with the rights of advertisers who have paid to have their

advertisements delivered to a user on the intemet based upon the webpage
being presented.

-',Funher. there I a clear violation of the copyright of the website that has
Ibrmuiated. transmitted and displayed html code to users.

Relevant Claims are 1, 10. 28 and others.

I'm surprised at company of this stature would be involved with such an obvious

violation and disregard for the copyrights and rights of free speech of others.
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February 27, 2004

Assistant Commissioner of Patents '
Washington. 0020231 I

PROTEST UNDERm1£939)

_ Re: Methodand apparatus for minimally intrusive advertising
' ”5 us FIIe#200301o4840 , Filed: 12/5/2001. "

Sirs: .
Recently I found the above referenced patent filing and believe this filing has

NOT issued in the U.S. The US File #'IS 20030104840 - -
I am voicing an objection as a conoemed third party.and as a U.S. Citizen. The
patent filing describes at great length an advertising deliverysystem dependent
upon a database maintained at the client level In a client-server ad delivery

system. The appropriate ads are selected through profiling techniques at the
server level- thena databaseIs created and downloaded (Claim 7-) to an."wireless
communications unit” (cellular phone, a messaging device, a personal digital
assistant, and an entertainment device) (Claim 20) that~delivers advertising
based upon location (proximity) as well as time while mobile. Uploads and
downloads are performed through broadband wireless internet communications.

Relevant Claims are: 1, 5. 7. B. 10. 20. 21. 23 and others. The abstract reads.
"includes a transceiver for receiving and sending communications signals: a user
input output (IIO) including a display: and a controller. all inter-coupled, for
controlling the transceiver and interfacing with the user IIO. the controller, further

includinga memoryforstoring an advertisement message. operating to: interface

with the display to display a symbol corresgonding to the advertisementmessage" ‘ . . . . .

Consistently. the inventor describes the invention in internet terms because it
is simply an’e'xtensiofi of the intemet. an electronic comrnunicalion system,
relating to advertising delivery. Driving a vehicle from Point A to Point B is a

purely voluntary exercise similar to surfing the intemet and going to web sites at
will. In a location/time based system. advertising'IS delivered based upon this
voluntary user action in one form or another. albeit radio or a monitor screen.
icons or warning messages to an advertising database (Claim 21) maintained

dynamically at the client level. Ads are then delivered to the user consequential
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to his or her actions. Descriptions of these actions and functions are described in

(0002) (0010) (0014) (0018) and others.

This is referred to as "pull" advertising as a voluntary action on the part of a user
interaéts with a ore-established database and a targeted ad is displayed. (0002)

lam objecting to this patent filing as it is neither novel nor unique. It is of
particular note that no prior art was submitted with this filing and only some
vague references to server and usar supplied profiling systems. The filers are
correct that a targeted system based on URLs. keywords, or voluntary user
actions is more accurate and excels in its ability to deliver "relevant" ads at the
exact moment of interest. However. the filers did not include the following
references:

1. US Patent 6.141.010 similar technology
2. Gator.com (recently changed to Claria.corn) has been marketing such a

system since 1998 or 1999
3. W09955066 (A1) or EP1076983 (A1) similar technology

4. They also did not include their own application #20020046‘084 filed
10/8/99.

There may be more prior art preceding the 1215/2001 filing.

I believe the Examiner should look very closely at the Claim made and judge
accordingly.
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Febmary 27. 2004

Assistant Commissioner of Patents

Washington, DC 20231

PROTEST UNDER 37 CFR 1.291 (a)

Re: Method and apparatus for providing on-demand

electronic advertising

US File # 20010013125 Filed: April 12. 2001

Sire:

Recently I found the above referenced patent filing and believe this filing has
NOT issued in the us. The us File # is 20010013125

I am voicing an objection as a concerned third party and as a U.S. Citizen. The
patent filing describes at great length an advertising delivery system dependent
upon a database maintained at the client level. The inventor refers to a
traditional client/server system as a “computer system" presumably residing in a
settop box connected to a television. Within this system. he builds and stores
(Claim 10) a database containing a plurality of advertisements dynamically
retained at the client terminal and triggered by user channel selections or

interactions passively reactive to other resident programs (0008) The system is
described in paragraphs (0007) (0008) (0009) and others.

Relevant Claims are 10. 11. 13 and others. The abstract reads in part, "On-
derrand electronic advertising information is provided for items used in scenes of
television programs. The advertising information is received along with
broadcasts of associated television programs. Selected advertisement modes
alert a viewer when advertising infomtation is available for an item displayed In a
scene of the television program broadcast. “the viewer alert comprises displayed
marks superimposed over the broadcast of the television program."

Selecting a channel or show on television which is the equivalent to a URL into a
browser Iocator window that makes a hatch with an advertising database

maintained at the client system in the remotely controlled and updated database
(0008) and in the event a match is made by comparing. an apprOpriate
advertisement is displayed or inserted into the video stream even superimposing
Over the existing TV display or opening a PIP (pop up) to diSplay the ad. (0009)
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Relevant Claims are: 10. 11. 13 and others. Basing ad display upon program
selection comparisons. demographics or time is no diflerent than selecting a URL
in a browser or Keyword in a search engine. Whether a cable TV network or the
intemet, both are electronic communication networks.

This is referred to as 'pull" advertising as a voluntary action (channel or content
selection) on the part of a user interacts with a ore-established client database
and a targeted ad is displayed.

l am objecting to this patent filing. as it is neither novel nor unique. It is of
particular note that no prior art was submitted with this filing correlating to the
internet and only some vague references to sewer profiling systems. The fliers
are correct that a targeted system based on program selection. URLs or
keywords is more accurate and excels in its ability to deliver “relevant' ads at the
exact moment of interest. However, the filers did not include the following
references:

1. US Patsnt6,141.010 similar technology
2. Gatorcom (recently changed to Clan‘a.com) has been marketing such a

system since 1998 or 1999

3. W09955066 (A1) or EP1076983 (A1) similar technology 3-

There may be more prior art preceding the 4/1 212001 tiling.

I believe the Examiner should look very closely at the Claims made and judge
accordingly.
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February 27, 2004

Assistant Comnissioner of Patents

Washington. DC 20231

PROTEST UNDER 37 CPR 1%

Re: Client-side multimedia content targeting system

US File # 20030182567 Filed: January 8. 2003

Sire:

Recently I found the above referenced patent filing and believe this filing has
NOT issued in the us. The US File # is 2003018256?

I am voicing an objection as a concerned third party and as a US. Citizen. The
patent tiling describes at great length an advertising delivery system dependent
upon a database maintained at the client level. The inventor refers to a
traditional clientlserver system as a 'client—side multimedia content targeting

system presumably residing in a seitop box connected to a television. Within
this system. he builds and stores (Claim 10) a database containing a plurality of
"content" that includes advertisements dynamically retained at the client terminal

and triggered by users’ channel selections. The system is described in (0010)
(0016) (0020) and others.

The abstract reads in part, “The invention's client-based form of targeting can be
applied to almost any multimedia situation. including. but not limited to: TV
shows. movies. advertisements. product and service offerings. rmsic. radio.
audio. etc.“

Selecting a channel or show on television which is the equivalent to a URL into a
browser locetor window that makes a match with an advertising database
maintained at the client system in the remotely controlled and updated database
(0017) and in the event a match is made by conparing, an appropriate
advertisement is displayed or inserted Into the video stream even superimposing
over the existing TV display.

Relevant Claims are: 1. 2. 4. 7 and others. Basing ad display upon program
Selection comparisons. demographics or time is no different than selecting a URL
in a browser or Keyword In a search engine. Whether a cable TV network or the
intemet. both are electronic communication networks.
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This is referred to as "pull" advertising as a voluntary action (channel or content
selection) on the part of a user interacts with a ore-established client database
and a targeted ad is displayed.

I am objecting to this patent filing. as it ls neither novel nor unique. It is of
particular note that little prior art was subrritted with this filing correlating to the
intemet and only some vague references to server profiling systems. The filers
are correct that a targeted system based on program selection. URLs or
keywords is more accurate and excels in its ability to deliver “relevant' ads at the
exact moment of interest. However. the filers did not include the following
references:

1. US Patent 6,141,010 similar technology
2. Gator.com (recently changed to Claria.com) has been marketing such a

system since 1998' or 1999
3. W09955066 (A1) or EP1076983 (A1) similar technology

Further, the Applicant did not even cite their own 1999 Annual report that outlined
such a client-server advertising system thus creating their own prior art to this
Application. The following is an excerpt from that published document.

Benetite to Advertisers. 1'1ch believes that its Titre Service will offer
advertisers a new platform with aura efficient and effective ways to reach their a
targeted audience. Key benefits oftered to advertisers include the following: vr

Targeting Consumra. In the future, the Title service will allow
advertisers to offer advertising that is related to the viewing preferences
stored on the personnel video recorder. l'or exawle, working with its network
partners Title could dawnload and store several mroiall on the personal video
recorder and select which of these commercials to show based on the viewer's
preferences. For example, an autOuerile advertiser may want to advertise one of
several models during the airing of a particular program, depending on each ‘4
viewer's preferences. If the viewer's preterencen suggest that the viewer is an - "
outdoor enthusiast. the counercial might: feature a sport utility vehicle.

Their 1999 Annual Report goes on to extol the benefits of such a system and I
encourage the Examiner to pull up that document and refer to Page 6.

There may be more prior art preceding the 4/12/2001 filing.

I believe the Examiner should look very closely at the Claims made and judge
accordingly.
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February 27. .2904

Assistant cormiissioner of Patents

Washington. DC 20231

PROTEST UNDER 37 CFR 1.29113!

Re; System and method for personal video recording

system advertisements

US File # 20040003404 Filed: 6/27/2002

Sirs:

Recently I found the above referenced patent filing and believe this filing has

NOT issued in the U.S. The US File # is 20040003404

I am voicing an objection as a concerned third party and as a U.S. Citizen. The
patent filing describes at great length an advertising delivery system dependent
upon a database maintained at the client level. The inventor refers to a
traditional client/server system as a “DVR Input Device" (0061) presumably
residing in a settop box that is a computer device. Within this system, he builds a
database containing a plurality of advertisements (commercials) dynamically
retained at the client terminal and placed there by demographics and geography
(Claim 11) The system is described in paragraphs (0008) and (0009).

The abstract reads in part. “A system and method is provided where a DVR
service provider receives program sponsorship requests from sponsors and
transmits the sponsorship information to the provider's clients. The sponsors pay

the provider for including the sponsored programs as starting points in the on-
screen guides that are used by the provider's clients. The user requests an on-
screen guide and the DVR selects a sponsored program to use as the gulde's
starting point. The selected program is displayed and highlighted in the resulting
on-screen guide display”

Selecting a channel or show on television which is the equivalent to a URL Into a
browser Iowtor window that makes a match with and advertising database
maintained at the client system in the remotely controlled and updated database
and in the event a match is made by comparing. an appropriate advertisement is
displayed or inserted into the video stream.
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Relevant Claims are: 4, 5, 14 and others. Basing ad dlsplay based upon

program selection comparisons. demographics or time is no different than
selecting a URL in a browser or Keyword in a search engine. Whether a cable
TV network or the intemet or both. both are electronic con'munication networks.

This is referred to as "pull” advertising as a voluntary action (channel or content
selection) on the part of a user interacts with a pro-established client database
and a targeted ad is displayed.

I am objecting to this patent filing. as it is neither novel nor unique. It is of
particular note that no prior art was submitted with this filing correlating to the
internet and only some vague references to server profiling systems. The filers
are correct that a targeted system based on program selection, URLs or
keywords is more accurate and excels in its ability to deliver“relevant” ads at the
exact moment of interest. However, the filers did not include the following
references:

1. US Patent 6.141.010 similar technology
2. Gatorcom (recently changed to Clariacom) has been marketing such a

system since 1998 or 1999
3. W09955066 (A1) or EP1076983 (A1). .slmilar technology
4. Similar systems are described in Published Applications 20030149975.'- - '5

20020104083 20020067730 20020120564 and others. 1‘:

There may be more prior art preceding the 6127/2002 filing. .

I believe the Examiner should look very closely at the Claims made and Judge
accordingly.
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February 27, 2004

 
PROTEST UNDER 37 CFR 129191

Re: Electronic shopping cart display system

US File # 20030195800 Filed: 4/10/2002

Sirs:

Recently I found the ab0ve referenced patent filing and believe this filing has
NOT issued In the U.S. The US File # is 20030195800

lam voicing an objection as a concerned third party and as a U.S. Citizen, The
patent filing describes at great length an advertising delivery system dependent
upon an advertising databaSe maintained at the client level in a client-server ad
delivery system. A "Related Item” advertising database is placed from a server
to client hot spots or kiosks (0011) such that when a “smart UPC' item is moved
into proxim'ty range of the kiosk. related advertising is displayed and/or coupons
are printed for those related items. Another embodiment delivers the database to
wireless ‘ESC" (Electronic Shopping Cart Display System (0009)) terminal that
delivers advertising based upon location as‘ well as keywords and/or URLs
selected while mobile. This type of configuration is described in US Published
Appllmtion 20010028301 . Uploads and downloads are performed through a'
wired or broadband wireless intemet communications or through an intemet

connection. (0041) ‘

Relevant Claims are: 11, 14 and others. The abstract reads, “A system and

method is provided for marketing products to a customer when the customer is
shopping. This invention contemplates reading the UPC tag of an item carried by
a customer and marketing related items to the customer prior to checkout.
Related items may be complementary. matching. prerequisite. or competitive
items. The related items may be marketed to the customer by. e.g., displaying ‘
advertisements for the related items on screens located throughout the store,

printing coupons for the related items, ‘or storing electronic coupons for the
related items onto a coupon card. Marketing related items to customers in this
manner encourages Customers to buy those items before leaving the store.”

The inventor describes the invention as though it is an equivalent of an electronic
communicationgsystem like the intemet because it is in fact a client server
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application. Moving from Point A to Point 8 as well as the time frame you move
from A to B are purely voluntary user exercises simiiar to surfing the intemet and
going to web sites at will. In a location based system. advertising is delivered
and displayed based upon these voluntary user actions in one form or another.
albeit audible or a monitor screen or other messages, When made through a
comparison of location to proximity of goods (0008) to an advertising database
containing a database of items relevant to the smart UPC the user is voluntarily
moving to the proximity of the store kiosk. Ads are then delivered to the user
consequential to his or her actions and the item they already placed in their cart.
Descriptions of these actions and functions are described in (0008) (0009) (0011)
and (0012) and others.

This is referred to as 'pull' advertising as a voluntary action on the part of a user
interacts with a pro-established database and a targeted ad is displayed.

I am objecting to this patent filing as it is neither novel nor unique. It is of
particular note that no prior art was submitted with this application. The filers are
correct that a targeted system based on voluntary user actions is more accurate
and excels in its ability to deliver "relevant” ads at the exact moment of interest.
However, the filers did not include the following references:

1. US Patent6.141,010 similar technology
2. Gatorcom (recently changed to Ctariacom) has been marketing such a

system since 1998 or 1999
3. W09955066 (A1) or EP1076983 (A1) similar technology
4. Published Application 20010020301, filed a full year before this

application.

There may be more prior art preceding the 4110/2002 filing.

i believe the Examiner should look very closely at the Claim made and judge
accordingly.
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RECEIVED
APR 05 2004

" sistani CommissionerOf Pam‘s GROUP 3600
. Washington. DC 20231

PROTEST UNDER 37 CFR 1.291(3)

Re: Advertisement data supplying method. advertisement data
reproducing apparatus, and system for the same

rch .18. 2004 

US-Fiie 20010037238 Filed: February 15. 2001

Sirs:

Recently i found the above referenced patent filing and believe this filing has
NOT issued in the U.S. The US File # is 20010037238

' 1' i am voicing an objection as a concerned third party and as a U .3. Citizen. The
patent filing describes at great length an advertising delivery system dependent
upon a database maintained (0011) at the client level (Set Tap Box [STB]) in a
client-server ad delivery system. (0013) The appropriate ads are selected
through comparison of channel selection with the ad database. (0113) The ad
databases are created at a remote server or extracted from conventional signal

downloads and stored (0095) at the STE or PVR at connected to users' television
monitors. Selecting a channel (0113) or Show on television. which is tantamount
to placing a URL or keyword into a browser Iocator window. then makes a match
with-ad database (“advertising control center) data maintained at the computer
STB/PVR in the remotely controlled and updated STE (0013) (0017) database
and in the eVent a match is made by comparing (0113) content to the ad
database or another voluntary user action (0030) an appropriate advertisement is
displayed. This is referred to as “pull" advertising as a voluntary action on the
part of a user interacts with a pre-estabiished database and a targeted ad is
displayed.

This embodimentIs described in Claims 1.3.7.13 and others. Basing ad display

based upon program selection comparisons profiles or other voluntary users'
actionsas no different than selecting a URLIn a browser or Keyword'In a search
engine. Whether a cable TV network or the intemet or both both are electronic
communication networks. The system is described in (0010) (001 _1) (0013)

(0017) (0022) (0025) (0030) (0053) (0091) (0431.1) (0113) and others.

The abstract reads "An advertisement supplying method. characteered in that
an area for recording advertisement data is crated in a large-capacity recording
medium. advertisement datamrhich are to be reproducad when an audience

(.
Ca
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watch a program are recorded in said area in advance, and said large-capacity
recording medium is thereafter provided."

i am objecting to this patent filing. as it is neither novel nor unique. it is of
particular note thatwhile a little prior art strictly based on VoD and ITV. no prior
art was subrritted with this filing correlating to the intemet, also an electronic
communication system, and only some broad references to server profiling

systems. The filters are correct that a targeted system based on program
selections URLs. keywords or volunlary user actions is more accurate and
excels'In its abiiity to deliver "retevant" ads at the exact moment of interest.
However, the filers did not include the following references:

1. US Patent 6,141,010 similar technology
2. Gatorcom (recently changed to Claria.com) has been marketing such a

system since 1998 or 1999
3. wosessose (A1) or EP1076983 (A1) similar technology

There may be more prior art preceding the 2/15/2001 filing The prior art listed
all precede any references contained in this Application.

I believe the Examiner should look very closely at the Claims made and judge r.
accordingly.
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HECElVED

Assistant Commissioner of Patents 0P9 g 5 2004

Washington. DC 20231 GROUP 3600
PROTEST UNDER 37 QFR 1.291(8)

Re: Advertising information transmitting and receiving methods

US File: 20020062246 Filed: March 14. 2001

Sirs:

Recently i found the above referenced patent filing and believe this filing has
NOT issued in the U.S. The us File # is 20020062245

I am voicing an objection as a concerned third party and as a U.S. Citizen. The
patent filing describes at great length an advertising delivery system dependent
upon an advertising database maintained at wireless client terminals (0057) (Le.
in-vehicle map display systems) in a client-sewer ad delivery system. (0041)
The appropriate ads are selected through profiling techniques including
geography at the server level then a database is created and downloaded
(syncing) via the internet or radio/satellite transmission (0038) (0039) (0052) or
otherwise to a wireless or other radio type device that delivers advertising to an
advertising display system based upon location/time. behavioral history, in
reaction to a user controlled executable program or other voluntary user actions.
The input to the ADS Is matched to the output of a GPS and passage counting
system to determine if display is appropriateJt is important to note when an ADS
mapping capability is described it also includes advertisements being
downloaded and stored at the wireless terminal. (0052) (0082)

Relevant Claims are: 1, 2. 3. 14 and others. The abstract reads, “Passage-

count-dependent advertising infomtion is transmitted to a client vehicle by
receiving position information from a client. determ‘ning the passage count of the
client in a predetermined advertising information transmission area in which the
position information belongs and storing it. and transmitting to the client
advertising information according to the passage count of the client in the
transmission area."

Consistently, the inventor describes the invention in internet (0042) terms

because it is simply an extension of an electronic communication system, as is
the internetflrelating to advertising delivery. Moving from Point A to Point B.
however many times you make that move, as well as the time frame you move
from A to B are purely voluntary user events similar to surfing the internet and
going to web sites at will. In a GPS (0037) or other location based system,
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advertising is delivered (pushed), stored (0057) and displayed based upon these
voluntary user actions in one form or another, albeit audible or a monitor screen
or other messages that may be displayed as points of interest on a visible map.
when made by comparison to the dynamic longitude and latitude coordinates to
an advertising database containing geographical andlor time frame coordinates
and- maintained dynamically at the client level mobile terminal and the location of
advertisers. The ads are then delivered to users consequential to his or her
actions. program selections or even personal history. Descriptions of these
actions and functions are described in (0037) (0038) (0039) (0041) (0042) (0052)
(0057) (0082) and others.

This is referred to as "pull' advertising as voluntary actions on the part of users
interact with a pre-established database and targeted ads are displayed.

I am objecting to this patent application, as it is neither novel nor unique. It is of

particular note that little prior art was submitted with this filing and only some
vague references to sewer profiling systems. The filers are correct that a
targeted system based on URLs or keywords or geography or voluntary user
actions is more accurate and excels in its ability to deliver “relevant" ads at the
exact moment of interest. However, the filers did not include the following
references. all of which precede this Application:

1. US Patent 6.14t,010 similar technology
2. Gator.oom (recently changed to Claria.com) has been marketing such a

system since 1998 or 1999

3. W09955066 (A1) or EP1076983 (A1) similar technology

There nay be more prior art preceding the 3/14/2001 filing.

I believe the Examiner should look very closely at the Claims made and judge
accordingly.
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RECEIVED

Assistant Commissioner of Patents APR 0 5 2004

Washington, DC 20231 GROUP 3600
PROTEST UNDER 37 QFR 1191(3)

Re: Advertisement display system in rnap-infomiation providing
service

US File: 20010013013 Filed: February 5.2001

Sirs:

Recently I found the above referenced patent filing and believe this filing has
NOT issued in the us. The US File # is 20010013013

I am voicing an objection as a concerned third party and as a US. Citizen. The
patent filing describes at great length an advertising detivery system dependent
upon an advertising database maintained at wireless client tenninals (002?) (Le.
in-vehlcte map display systems) in a client-server ad delivery system. (002?)
{0035) The appropriate ads are selected through profiling techniques including
geography at the Server level then a database is created and dowriloaded
(syncing) via the internet or radioisateliite transmissiOn (0011) or otherwise to a
wireless or other radio type device that delivers advertising to an “Advertising
Display System [ADST based upon location/time, behavioral history, in reaction
to a user controlled executable program or other voluntary user actions. (0012)
(0031) The input to the ADS is matched to the output of a GPS to determine if
display is appropriate. (0030) It is important to note when an ADS mapping
capability is described it also includes advertisements being downloaded and
stored at the wireless terminal. (0033) (0011)

Relevant Claims are: 1, 2, and 3. The abstract reads, 'An advertisement site

(83) displaying advertisements on a map inege (M) displayed on a user terminal
(T) indudes 8 advertisement server (833) for displaying a route setting and
advertisements situated along the set route (R) on the map image (M), a route
database (38b) storing road data on a map required for setting a route in the
advertisement server (33a), and an advertisement database (33c) storing
registered advertisement data. The advertisement sewer (383) sets a route
based on the road data stored in the route database (38b). and reads out

advertisements situated along the set route from the advertisement database
(38c) to display them on the user terminal (T).'

Consistently. the inventor describes the invention in internet (0035) terms
because it is simply an extension of an electronic communication system. as is
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the internal. relating to advertising delivery. Moving from Point A to Point B as
well as the time frame you move from A to B are purely voluntary user events
similar to surfing the inlemel and going to web sites at will. in a GPS (0030} or
other location based System. advertising is delivered (pushed). stored (001 1) and
displayed based upon these voluntary usar actions in one form or another. albeit
audible or a monitor screen or other messages that may be displayed as points

of interest on a visible nap, when made by comparison to the dynamic longitude
and latitude coordinates to an advertising database containing geographical
and/or time frame coordinates and maintained dynamically at the client level
mobile terminal and the location of advertisers. The ads are then delivered to

users consequential to his or her actions, pragram selections or even personal
history. Ads may also be displayed as a result of profiles containing voluntary
user actions such as education. presence of children and residence location.
Descriptions of these actions and functions are described in (0011) (0012) (0014)
(002.7) (0030) (0031) (0033) (0035) and others.

This is referred to as 'pull' advertising as voluntary actions on the part of users
interact with a pro-established database and targeted ads are displayed.

I am objecting to this patent application. as it is neither novel nor unique. It is of 5;
particular note that little prior art was submitted with this filing and only some "it
vague references to server profiling systems. The filers are correct that a . ~ r:
targeted system based on URLs or keywords or geography or voluntary user. .
actions is more accurate and excels in its ability to deliver “relevant" ads at the -
exact moment of interest. However, the filers did not include the following 2::

references. all of which precede this Application: ' ‘

1. US Patent6.141.010 similar technology '

2. Gatorccm (recently changed to Claria.com) has been marketing such a
system since 1998 or 1999

3. W09955066 (A1) or EP1076983 (A1) similar technology

There my be more prior art preceding the 2/5/2001 filing.

I believe the Examiner should look very closely at the Claims made and judge
accordingly. l.
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RECEIVE
our 2 s ZUflthCEIVED

Assistant Commissioner of Patents LECMOIOQY ““962ng :ZNZOW
till '21“)

 
Washington, DC 20231

PROTEST UNDER 37 CFR1.291(a)

Re: Systems and methods for providing an improved toolbar

US File # 20040186775 Filed: January 29. 2004

Sire: I

Recently I found the above referenced patent filing and believe this filing has
NOT issued in the US. The US File # is 20040186775. This Protest is filed

within 60 days of Publication Date: 9i29l04.

lam voicing an objection as a concerned third party and as a U.S. Citizen. The
patent filing describes at great length an advertising delivery and toolbar display
system using a database containing advertisements maintained at the client level
in cache or on disk (0062) in a client-server ad delivery system. (0021) This
patent application relates to displaying advertising by matching voluntary user
actions such as interacting with an executable client side program (0016).
keyword matching (0063). URL matching (0063) or other actions used in a
browser interface (0016) Entering a trigger event into a browser locator or toolbar
window such as a keyword (0063) or URL (0063) (then makes a match with data
in the remotely controlled, downloaded (0062) and continuously stores (0062)
and updates the advertising database and in the event match is made. an
appropriate content or advertisement is displayed. (0009) This is referred to as
“pull" advertising as a voluntary action on the part of a user interacts with a pre-
established database and a targeted ad is displayed.

The abstract reads. "More specifically. in some embodiments the functionality of
a toolbar may be manipulated in response to a single indication from a user. Also
in some embodiments. a user may provide first and second indications prior to

receiving advertising material.”

The system described is a client-side advertising system. similar to other prior art
systems described herein.

Disputed Claims are #19 and others in which the inventor refers to storing.
triggering and displaying ads at the client level. The system is described in
(0009) (0016) (0021) (0062) (0063) and others.
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I am objecting to this patent filing as it is neither novel nor unique. It is of
particular note that no prior art was submitted although similar systems were
commercially offered well before 2004, (Where have these inventors been the
past 5 years?) Further. regardless of the nature of the electronic communication
system, is. internet, wireless. cable, telephone. etc. it's still a client-sewer
communication network configuration. (0021) The filers are correct that a

targeted system based on voluntary user actions. keywords and URLs interfacing
with executable programs. interactive actions is more accurate and excels in its
ability to deliver "relevant" ads at the exact moment of interest. However. the
filers did not include the following references:

1. US PatentB,141.010 equivalent technology
2. Gatorcom (recently changed to Clariacom) has been marketing such a

system since 1998
3. W09955066 (A1) or EP1076983 (A1) equivalent technology

There may be more prior art preceding this 1/29/2004 filing.

i believe the Examiner should look very closely at the Claims made and reject
this Application on the basis of the prior art contained herein.
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MP1 Family Report (Family Bibliographic and Legal Status)
In the MP1 Family report, all publication stages are collapsed into a single record, based on identical application
data. The bibliographic information displayed in the collapsed record is taken from the latest publication.

Report Created Date: 2012-11-12

Name of Report:

Number of Families: 1 ,

Comments:

Table of Contents

1. US6141010A 20001031 B E TECHNOLOGY LLC US

Computer interface method and apparatus with targeted advertising .................................................................

w Micro/”men! Patel” Index — an enhanced [NPADOC database
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Family Bibliographic and Legal Slams I 

Familyl

14 records in the family, collapsed to 10 records.

AU5000599A 20000207 [ no drawing available]

(ENG) A computer interface method and apparatus with portable

network organization system and targeted advertising

Assignec: B E TECHNOLOGY LLC

Invent0r(s): HOYLE MARTIN DAVID

Application No: AU 5000599 D

Filing Date: 19990716

Issue/Publication Date: 20000207

Abstract: (ENG) A method and apparatus for providing an automatically upgradeable software application
includes targeted advertising based upon demographics and user interaction with the computer. The

software application includes a display region used for banner advertising that is downloaded over a
network such as the Internet. The software application is accessible from a sewer via the network and

demographic information on the user is acquired by the server and used for determining what
advertising will be sent to the user. The software application further targets the advertisements in

response to normal user interaction with the computer. Data associated with each advertisement is used
by the software application in determining when a particular advertisement is to be displayed. This

includes the specification of certain programs that the user may have so that, when the user runs the

program (e.g., a spreadsheet program), a relevant adveltisement will be displayed (cg, an
advertisement for a stock brokerage). This provides two-tiered, real-time targeting of

advertising&#8212;b0th demographically and rcactively. The software application includes

programming that accesses the sewer to determine if one or more components of the application need
upgrading. [fso, the components can be downloaded and installed without further action by the user. A
distribution tool is provided for software distribution and upgrading over the network. Also provided is

a user profile that is accessible to any computer on the network, Furthermore, multiple users of the same
computer can possess Internet web resources and files that are personalized, maintained and organized.

Priority Data: US 11835198 19980717 A Y; US 991613519990716 W W N;

IPC (International Class): GO6QO3000; G06F009445

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description

20010412 in) MK6 APPLICATION LAPSED SECTION 142(2)(F)/REG. 8.3(3) — PCT
APPLIC. NOT ENTERING NATIONAL PHASE
 

w MicroPrltcnr Parent Int/ex — an enhanced [NP/100C database
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Family Bibliographic and Legal Slams 2 

US7685537B2 20100323

U82008288874A1 20081120

(ENG) Computer interface method and apparatus with portable

network organization system and targeted advertising

Assignee: B E TECHNOLOGY LLC US

lnvent0r(s): HOYLE MARTIN DAVID US

Application No: US 11081808 A

Filing Date: 20080428.

' tam?

Vim {fat _]

_ i—ast Visited:

Issue/Publication Date: 20100323 limes Visited.-

EF‘!" L41

 
Abstract: (ENG) A method and apparatus for providing an automatically upgradeable software application

includes targeted advertising based upon demographics and user interaction with the computer. The

software application is accessible from a server via the network and demographic information on the
user is acquired by the server and used for determining what advertising will be sent to the user. The
software application includes programming that accesses the sewer to determine if one or more

components of the application need upgrading. If so, the components can be downloaded and installed
without further action by the user. A distribution tool is provided for software distribution and

upgrading over the network. Also provided is a user profile that is accessible to any computer on the
network. Furthermore, multiple users of the same computer can possess Internet web resources and files

that are personalized, maintained and organized.

Priority Data: US 11081808 20080428 A N; US 90961304 20040802 A l N; US 74403301 20010411 A l N; US
991613519990716 W WN; US 11835198 19980717 A2 Y;

Related Applicati0n(s): 12/110818 20080428 20080288874 20081120 US; 10/909613 20040802 7366996 US;
09/744033 00010101 6771290 US; PCT/USI999016135 19990716 US; 09/118351
19980717 6141010 US

l'PC (International Class): G06F01500; G06F01300; G06Q03000; G06F009445

US Class: 715854; 715765

Publication Language: ENG

Filing Language: ENG

Agent(s): Reising 'Ethington P.C.

Examiner Primary: Nguyen, Cao &#8220;Kevin&#8221;

Legal Status: There is no Legal Status information available for this patent  

@ Micro/”rim" Patent Inc/ex — an enhanced [NP/100C dam/Jase
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US6141010A 20001031

(ENG) Computer interface method and apparatus with targeted
advertising

Assignee: B E TECHNOLOGY LLC US

Invent0r(s): HOYLE MARTIN DAVID US

ApplicationNo: US 11835198 A

FilingDate: 19980717

Issue/Publication Date: 20001031

 
 

Abstract: (ENG) A method and apparatus for providing an automatically upgradeable software application that
includes targeted advertising based upon demographics and user interaction with the computer. The

software application is a graphical user interface that includes a display region used for banner

advertising that is downloaded from time to time over a network such as the Internet. The software

application is accessible from a server via the Internet and demographic information on the user is
acquired by the server and used for determining what banner advertising will be sent to the user. The

software application further targets the advertisements in response to normal user interaction, or use, of

the computer. Associated with each banner advertisement is a set of data that is used by the software

application in determining when a particular banner is to be displayed. This includes the specification of
certain programs that the user may have so that, when the user runs the program (such as a spreadsheet

program), an advertisement will be displayed that is relevant to that program (such as an advertisement
for a stock brokerage). This provides two-tiered, real-time targeting ofadvertising—both

demographically and reactively. The software application includes programming that accesses the
server on occasion to determine if one or more components of the application need upgrading to a

newer version. If so, the components are downloaded and installed without requiring any input or action

by the user.

Priority Data: US 11835198 19980717 A Y;

IPC (International Class): G06Q03000; G06F009445

ECLA (European Class): G06F009445N; G06Q03000A

US Class: 715854; 715201; 715205; 715206; 715839

Publication Language: ENG

Filing Language: ENG

Agent(s): Reising, Etlrington, Barnes, Kisselle, Leannan & ,McCulloch, P

Examiner Primary: Bayer], Raymond J.

Examiner Assistant: Nguyen, Cao H

Assignments Reported to USPTO:

Reel/Frame: 11090/0707 Date Signed: 20000905 Date Recorded: 20000908

Assignee: B.E. TECHNOLOGY, LLC 106 SOUTH WALNUT STREET BAY CITY MICHIGAN 48706

Assignor: HOYLE, MARTIN DAVID

Corres. Addr: JAMES D. STEVENS P.O. BOX 4390 TROY, MI 48099—4390
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Brief: ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS INTEREST (SEE DOCUMENT FOR DETAILS).

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description

20000908 ( ) AS ASSIGNMENT New owner name: B.E. TECHNOLOGY, L'LC
106 SOUTH WALNUT STREET BAY C; : ASSIGNMENT OF

ASSIGNORS INTEREST;ASSIGNOR:HOYLE, MARTIN

DAVI'D;REEL/FRAME:01 1090/0707; Effective date: 20000905;

20000908 () AS New owner name: B.E. TECHNOLOGY, LLC, MICHIGAN; :
ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS

INTEREST;AS SIGNORzHOYLE, MARTIN

DAV]"D;REEL/FRAME:01 1090/0707; Effective date: 20000905;

20000908 () AS New owner name: B.E. TECHNOLOGY, 'LLC 106 SOUTH
WALNUT STREET BAY C; : ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS

INTE'REST;ASSIGNORzHOYLE, MARTIN

DAVI'D;REEL/FRAME:01 1090/0707; Effective date: 20000905;

 

 
 

20040415 0 FPAY Year of fee payment: 4;

20080429 () F PAY Year of fee payment: 8;

20120426 () FPAY Year of fee payment: 12;

|__.'-r'"i . ..

U82011208582A1 20110825 | "5'1"!" . _I __ | m... 1
.311 a.) ;_- l m ..

(ENG) TARGETED ADVERTISING SERVICES METHOD .I .‘X I _F_____._ .. If . .. " fl _-
Assignee: B E TECHNOLOGY L L 0 us ' ' i sari. ?.. __.v. . . 4‘. _ ' . l

Invent0r(s): HOY'LE MARTIN DAVID US \_I mm I
Application No: US 201113107231 A i .- _ If. __. -.. 11 _

l K1_. “ - M w rum-fulfil“.Filing Date: 20110513 l ”’1‘? l l_ lm

Issue/Publication Date: 20110825 “-

Abstract: (ENG) A method and apparatus for providing an automatically upgradeable software application
includes targeted advertising based upon demographics and user interaction with the computer. The
sofhivare application includes a display region used for banner advertising that is downloaded over a
network such as the Internet. The software application is accessible from a server via the network and

demographic information on the user is acquired by the server and used for determining what
advertising will be sent to the user. The software application further targets the advertisements in

response to normal user interaction with the computer. Data associated with each advertisement is used

by the software application in determining when a particular advertisement is to be displayed. This
includes the specification of certain programs that the user may have so that, when the user runs the

program (e.g., a spreadsheet program), a relevant advertisement will be displayed (e.g., an
advertisement for a stock brokerage). This provides two-tiered, real—time targeting of

advertising&#8212;both demographically and reactively. The software application includes
programming that accesses the server to determine if one or more components of the application need
upgrading. If so, the components can be downloaded and installed without turther action by the user. A
distribution tool is provided for software distribution and upgrading over the network. Also provided is

a user profile that is accessible to any computer on the network. Furthermore, multiple users of the same
computer can possess Internet web resources and files that are personalized, maintained and organized.
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Priority Data: US 20111310723120110513 AN; US 72921910 20100322 A 1 N; US 11081808 20080428 A l
N; US 90961304 20040802 A 1 N; US 74403301 20010411 A 1 N; US 991613519990716 W W
N; US 11835198 19980717A2 Y;

Related Application(s): 12/729219 20100322 US PENDING; 12/110818 20080428 7685537 US; 10/909613
20040802 7366996 US; 09/744033 20010411 6771290 US; PCT/US1999016135

19990716 US; 09/118351 19980717 6141010 US

lPC (International Class): G06Q03000; G06F009445

ECLA (European Class): G06F009445N3; GO6Q03000A

US Class: 70501449

Publication Language: ENG

Filing Language: ENG

Assignments Reported to USPTO:

Reel/Frame: 27394/0497 Date Signed: 20110504 Date Recorded: 201 11215

Assignee: BE. TECHNOLOGY, L.L.C. C/O RANDALL R. RUPP, CPA 5800 GRATIOT, SUITE 201
SAGi‘NAW M1CH’lGAN48638

Assignor: HOYLE, DAVID MARTIN

Corres. Addr: JAMES D. STEVENS PO. BOX 4390 TROY, Ml 48099-4390

Brief: ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS INTEREST (SEE DOCUMENT FOR DETAILS).

 

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description

20111215 () AS New owner name: B.E. TECHNOLOGY, L.L.C., MICHIGAN; :
ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS

INTEREST;ASSIGNOR:HOYLE, DAVID

MARTIN;REEL/FRAME:O27394/O497; Effective date: 20110504;

U82010114705A1 20100506 Place Other Ad Here
a: was 1.123'*

(ENG) METHOD OF REACTIVE TARGETED
ADVERTISING

Assignee: BE TECHNOLOGIES 'LLC US

lnventor(s): I-lOYLE MARTIN DAVID US

Application No: US 69229010 A

Filing Date: 20100122

Issue/Publication Date: 20100506
 

Abstract: (ENG) In one inventive aspect, a method of reactive targeted advertising provides for display of

advertising, via the interact, to computers of users. In a particular example, a plurality of keywords are
stored in a memory. The method comprises determining whether one or more of those keywords are
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used in a web page, and for any keywords determined to be used, an advertisement is selected using

those keywords. The advertisement is for display on the computer of the user who is accessing the web
page. A request is received for the selected advertisement, and the advertisement is provided, from an
advertising server and over the intemet, for display on the computer of the user.

Priority Data: US 69229010 20100122 A N; US 11081808 20080428 A l N; US 90961304 20040802 A 1 N; US
74403301 20010411 A 1 N; US 991613519990716 W W N; US 11835198 19980717 A 2 Y;

Related Application(s): 12/110818 20080428 7685537 US; 10/909613 20040802 7366996 US; 09/744033
20010411 6771290 US; PCT/USI999016135 19990716 US; 09/118351 19980717
614.1010 US

lPC (International Class): G06Q03000; GO6F009445; G06F003048

ECLA (European Class): G06F009445N; G06QO3000A

US Class: 70501454; 715810

Publication Language: ENG

Filing Language: ENG

Assignments Reported to USPTO:

Reel/Frame: 23835/0363 Date Signed: 20100122 Date Recorded: 20100122

Assignee: B.E. TECHNOLOGIES, LLC C/O RANDALL R. RUPP CPA, REHMANN ROBSON, 5800
GRATIOT SUITE ZOISAGINAW MICHIGAN 48638

Assignor: HOYLE, MARTIN DAVID

Corres. Addr: NOVAK DRUCE + QUIGG LLP 555 MISSION STREET 34TH FLOOR SAN
FRANCISCO, CA 94105

Brief: ASSIGNMENT OFASSIGNORS INTEREST (SEE DOCUMENT FOR DETAILS).

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description

20100122 () AS New owner name: B.E. TECHNOLOGIES, LLC,MICHIGAN; :
ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS

INTEREST;ASSIGNOR:HOYLE, MARTIN

DAVID;US-ASSIGNMENT DATABASE

UPDATED:20100513;REEL/FRAME:23835/363; Effective date:
20100122;

20100122 0 AS New owner name: B.E. TECHNOLOGIES, 'LLC,MICHIGAN; :
ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS

INTEREST;ASSIGNORzHOYLE, MARTIN

DAVID;REEL/FRAME:023835/0363; Effective date: 20100122;
.H—_——_.—_——————~
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‘ '[aoaOthoi-Ad

 

   

 
US6628314Bl 20030930

 
(ENG) Computer interface method and apparatus with targeted

advertising

Assignee: BETECH’NOLOGY LLC US

Inventor(s): I-‘IOYLE MARTIN DAVID US

ApplicationNo: US 69970500 A

Filing Date: 20001030

Issue/Publication Date: 20030930

Abstract: (ENG) A method and apparatus for providing an automatically upgradeable software application that
includes targeted advertising based upon demographics and user interaction with the computer. The
software application is a graphical user interface that includes a display region used for banner

advertising that is downloaded from time to time over a network such as the Internet. The software

application is accessible from a server via the Internet and demographic information on the user is
acquired by the server and used for determining what banner advertising will be sent to the user. The
software application further targets the advertisements in response to normal user interaction, or use, of
the computer. Associated with each banner advertisement is a set of data that is used by the software
application in determining when a particular banner is to be displayed. This includes the specification of
certain programs that the user may have so that, when the user runs the program (such as a spreadsheet
program), an advertisement will be displayed that is relevant to that program (such as an advertisement
for a stock brokerage). This provides two-tiered, real-time targeting of advertising-both

demographically and reactively. The software application includes programming that accesses the
server on occasion to determine if one or more components of the application need upgrading to a

newer version. If so, the components are downloaded and installed without requiring any input or action

by the user.

Priority Data: US 69970500 20001030 A N; US 11835198 19980717 A 3 Y;

Related Application(s): 09/118351 19980717 6141010 US A GRANTED (PATENT)

IPC (International Class): G06Q03000; G06F009445

US Class: 715854; 715853

Agent(s): Reising, Ethington, Barnes, Kisselle, RC. 0

Examiner Primary: Nguyen, Cao (Kevin)

Assignments Reported to USPTO:
Reel/Frame: 1 1503/0042 Date Signed: 20010116 Date Recorded: 20010206

Assignee: B.E. TECHNOLOGY, LLC 106 SOUTH WALNUT STREET BAY CITY MICHIGAN 48706

Assignor: HOYLE, MARTIN DAVID

Corres. Addr: REISING, ETHINGTON‘ BARNES, KISSELLE, L LEARMAN & MCCULLOCH,
P.C. JAMES D. STEVENS PO. BOX 4390 TROY, MI 48099-4390

Brief: ASSIGNMENT OFASSIGNORS INTEREST (SEE DOCUMENT FOR DETAILS) .

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
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20010206 ( ) AS ASSIGNMENT New owner name: B.E. TECHNOLOGY, LLC
106 SOUTH WALNUT STREETBAY CI; : ASSIGNMENT OF

ASSIGNORS INTEREST;ASSIGNOR:HOYLE, MARTIN

DAVID /AR;REEL/FRAME:011503/0042; Effective date:

20010116;

20010206 () AS New owner name: B.E. TECHNOLOGY, LLC, MICHIGAN; :
ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS

INTEREST;ASSIGNOR:HOYLE, MARTIN

DAVID;REEL/FRAME:011503/0042; Effective date: 200101 16;

20010206 () AS New owner name: B.E. TECHNOLOGY, LLC 106 SOUTH
WALNUT STREETBAY CI; : ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS

INTEREST;ASSIGNOR:HOYLE, MARTIN DAVID

/AR;REEL/FRAME:01 1503/0042; Effective date: 200101 16;

 

 

20070329 () FPAY Year of fee payment: 4;

20110324 () FPAY Year of fee payment: 8;

Tutu-1):“ I Inur- I ‘IMy”: ' a..."

USZ010174606A120100708 . .1 ; " "J .- ! i ; .
- .753. i " ”if; i

(ENG) TARGETED ADVERTISING SERVICES METHOD I -. | !.. I I
AND APPARATUS | a; i g i m l ......;
Assignee: BETECHNOLOGY LLC US .. i " | ‘- 3 __ ';

lnvent0r(s): HOYLE MARTIN DAVID US i I ; 1-533“... : E _ 4;: '
Application No: US 72921910 A " " ' '

Filing Date: 20100322

Issue/Publication Date: 20100708

Abstract: (ENG) A method and apparatus for providing an automatically upgradeable software application

includes targeted advertising based upon demographics and user interaction with the computer. The

software application includes a display region used for banner advertising that is downloaded over a

network such as the Internet. The software application is accessible from a server via the network and

demographic information on the user is acquired by the server and used for determining what

advertising will be sent to the user. The software application further targets the advertisements in

response to normal user interaction with the computer. Data associated with each advertisement is used

by the software application in determining when a particular advertisement is to be displayed. This

includes the specification of certain programs that the user may have so that, when the user runs the

program (e.g., a spreadsheet program), a relevant advertisement will be displayed (e. g., an
advertisement for a stock brokerage). This provides two-tiered, real-time targeting of

advertising&#8212;both demographically and reactively. The software application includes

programming that accesses the server to determine if one or more components of the application need

upgrading. If so, the components can be downloaded and installed without further action by the user. A

distribution tool is provided for software distribution and upgrading over the network. Also provided is

a user profile that is accessible to any computer on the network. Furthermore, multiple users of the same

computer can possess Internet web resources and files that are personalized, maintained and organized.

Priority Data: US 72921910 20100322 AN; US 11081808 20080428 A l N; US 90961304 20040802 A l N; US
74403301 20010411 A l N; US 991613519990716 W WN; US 11835198 19980717 A2 Y;

Related Application(s): 12/110818 20080428 7685537 US; 10/909613 20040802 7366996 US: 09/744033
200104116771290 US; PCT/USl999016l35 19990716 US; 09/1 18351 19980717
6141010 US
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IPC (International Class): G06Q03000; 606F009445

US Class: 70501452

Publication Language: ENG

Legal Status: There is no Legal Status information available for this patent
 

US677129OBI 20040803

(ENG) Computer interface method and apparatus with portable

network organization system and targeted advertising

Assignee: B ETECHNOLOGY LLC US

Invent0r(s): HOYLE MARTIN DAVID US

Application No: US 74403301 A

Filing Date: 20010411

Issue/Publication Date: 20040803

 

 
 

Abstract: (ENG) A method and apparatus for providing an automatically upgradeable software application

includes targeted advertising based upon demographics and user interaction with the computer. The

software application includes a display region used for banner advertising that is downloaded over a
network such as the Internet. The software application is accessible from a server via the network and

demographic information on the user is acquired by the server and used for determining what

advertising will be sent to the user. The software application further targets the advertisements in

response to normal user interaction with the computer. Data associated with each advertisement is used
by the software application in determining when a particular advertisement is to be displayed. This
includes the specification of certain programs that the user may have so that, when the user runs the

program (e.g., a spreadsheet program), a relevant advertisement will be displayed (e.g., an
advertisement for a stock brokerage). This provides two—tiered, real—time targeting of advertising-both

demographically and reactively. The software application includes programming that accesses the
server to determine if one or more components of the application need upgrading. if so, the components

can be downloaded and installed without further action by the user. A distribution tool is provided for

software distribution and upgrading over the network. Also provided is a user profile that is accessible

to any computer on the network. Furthermore, multiple users of the same computer can possess Internet
web resources and files that are personalized, maintained and organized.

Priority Data: US 7440330120010411A N; US 11835198 19980717 A 2 Y; US 991613519990716 W W N;

Related Application(s): 09/118351 19980717 6141010 US GRANTED

IPC (International Class): GO6Q03000; G06F009445

ECLA (European Class): G06F009445N; G06Q03000A

US Class: 715745; 717170

Publication Language: ENG

Filing Language: ENG

Agent(s): Reising, Ethington. Barnes, Kisse11e, P.C.

Examiner Primary: Nguyen, Cao (Kevin)
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Assignments Reported to USPTO:

Reel/Frame: 11503/0033 Date Signed: 20010116 Date Recorded: 20010206

Assignee: B.E. TECHNOLOGY, LLC 106 SOUTH WALNUT STREET BAY CITY MICHIGAN 48706

Assignor: HOYLE, MARTIN DAVID

Corres. Addr: REISING, ETHINGTON, BARNES, ET AL. JAMES D. STEVENS PO. BOX 4390 TROY,
MI 48099-4390

Brief: ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS INTEREST (SEE DOCUMENT FOR DETAILS).

Legal Status:

Date +/- Code Description

20010206 ( ) AS ASSIGNMENT New owner name: BE. TECHNOLOGY, LLC
106 SOUTH WALNUT STREETBAY Cl; : ASSIGNMENT OF

ASSIGNORS INT'EREST;ASSIGNOR:HOYLE, MARTIN

DAVID /AR;REEL/FRAME:011503/0033; Effective date:
20010116;

20010206 () AS New owner name: B.E. TECHNOLOGY, LLC, MICHIGAN; :
ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS

INTEREST;ASSIGNOR:HOYLE, MARTIN

DAVID;REEL/FRAME:011503/0033; Effective date: 20010116;

20010206 0 AS New owner name: B.E. TECHNOLOGY, LLC 106 SOUTH
WALNUT STREETBAY CI; : ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS

INTEREST;ASSIGNOR:HOYLE, MARTIN DAVID

/AR;REEL/FRAME:011503/0033; Effective date: 20010116;

20080801 () REA/Iii Year of fee payment: 4;

US7366996B2 20080429 _ ._ :2 ! ._____

U82005005242A1 20050106 I j" _ . :10
(ENG) Computer interface method and apparatus with portable l _ _ .111 a; ’ | “_\L..#_' :1 i

I '_network organization system and targeted advertising

Assignee: B E TECHNOLOGY LLC US

[nventor(s): HOYLE MARTIN DAVID US

Application No: US 90961304 A

Filing Date: 20040802

Issue/Publication Date: 20080429

 
Abstract: (EN G) A method and apparatus for providing an automatically upgradeable software application

includes targeted advertising based upon demographics and user interaction with the computer. The

software application is accessible from a server via the network and demographic information on the
user is acquired by the server and used for determining what advertising will be sent to the user. The
software application includes programming that accesses the server to determine if one or more

components of the application need upgrading. If so, the components can be downloaded and installed
without further action by the user. A distribution tool is provided for software distribution and

upgrading over the network, Also provided is a user profile that is accessible to any computer on the
network. Furthermore, multiple users of the same computer can possess Internet web resources and files

that are personalized, maintained and organized.
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Priority Data: US 90961304 20040802 A N; US 74403301 20010411 A 1 Y; US 11835198 19980717 A 2 Y;

Related Application(s): 10/909613 20040802 20050005242 20050106 US; 09/744033 20010411 6771290 US;
09/11835119980717 6141010 US

IPC (International Class): G06F00300; G06F01500; G06F009445; G06Q03000

ECLA (European Class): G06F009445N; G06Q03000A

US Class: 715854; 715745

Publication Language: ENG

Filing Language: ENG

Agent(s): Reising, Ethington, Barnes, Kisselle, P.C.

Examiner Primary: Nguyen, Cao (Kevin)

Legal Status: There is no Legal Status information available for this patent 

W02000004434B1 20001012
 

 

 

 
 

 

W02000004434A3 20000824 am- i I m;
W02000004434A2 20000127 __w_—’T_‘—'I**

‘ ' "53» | " w

(ENG)ACOMPUTER INTERFACE METHOD AND I .; |_ i - J i ; If.”
APPARATUS WITH PORTABLE NETWORK [' 0;; H mm |. "Lflm | W-m -,
ORGANIZATION SYSTEM AND TARGETED “7—; H. (mm-1; J .. ..
ADVERTISING E - it. 5

51%! .W“. 5 mi]
Assignee: BETECHNOLOGYLLC US - ... - E 3T“- --

i — - in -'

lnventor(s): HOYLE MARTIN DAVID US g M “47‘9"5'3mfii W. I
Application No: US 9916135 w WWW!

FilingDate: 19990716

Issue/Publication Date: 20001012

Abstract: (ENG) A method and apparatus for providing an automatically (Fig. 4) upgradeable software

application (14) includes targeted advertising based upon demographics and user interaction with the
computer (18). The software application ( 14) includes a display region (28) used for banner advertising
that is downloaded over a network such as the internet (20). Data associated with each advertisement is

used by the software application in determining when a particular advertisement is to be displayed.

Priority Data: US 11835198 19980717 A Y;

IPC (International Class): GO6Q03000; G06F009445

Designated Countries:

----Designated States: (national) AE AL AM AT AU AZ BA BB .BG BR BY CA CH CN CU CZ DE DK EE
ES FI GB GD GE GH GM HR HU ID IL IN IS JP KE KG KP KR KZ LC LK LR LS LT LU LV MD MG

MKMN MW MX NONZ PL PT RO RU SD SE SG SI SK SL TJ TM TRTTUA UG US UZVN YU ZA

ZW ::: (ARIPO) AP GH GM KE LS MW SD SL SZ UG ZW

----Regiona1 Treaties: (EAPO) EA AM AZ BY KG KZ MD RU TJ TM

----EPO Extension States: (EPO) EP AT BE CH CY DE DK ES FI FR GB GR IE IT LU MC NL PT SE

----Elected States (PCT): (OAPI) 0A BF BJ CF CG CI CM GA GN GW ML MR NE SN TD TG
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Publication Language: ENG

Filing Language: ENG

Agent(s): STEVENS, James, D. Reising, Ethington, Barnes, Kisselle, Learman & Mc, CuIIoch, P.C,, PO. Box
4390, Troy, MI 48099 US

Legal Status:
Date

20000127

20000127

20000322

20000608

20000824

20000824

20001012

20001012

+/-

I 1*

(I

()

Code

AK

AL

121

DFPE

AK

AL

AK

AL

[2

Description
DESIGNATED STATES Kind code of corresponding patent

document: A2; List of designated states: AE AL AM AT AU AZ
BA BB BG BR BY CA CH CN CU CZ DE DK EE ES FI GB GD

GE GH GM HR 'HU ID IL IN IS JP KE KG KP KR KZ LC LK LR

LS LT LU LV MD MG MK MN MW MX NO NZ PL PT RO RU

SD SE SG SI SK SL TJ TM TR TT UA UG US UZ VN YU ZA

ZW;
DESIGNATED COUNTRIES FOR REGIONAL PATENTS Kind

code of corresponding patent document: A2; List of designated
states: GH GM KE LS MW SD SL SZ UG ZW AM AZ BY KG

KZ MD RU TJ TM AT BE CH CY DE DK ES FI FR GB GR IE IT

LU MC NL PT SE BF BJ CF CG CI CM GA GN GW ML MR NE

SN TD TG;

EP: THE EPO HAS BEEN INFORMED BY WIPO THAT EP

WAS DESIGNATED IN THIS APPLICATION

REQUEST FOR PRELIMINARY EXAMINATION FILED
PRIOR TO EXPIRATION OF 19TH MONTH FROM PRIORITY

DATE (PCT APPLICATION FILED BEFORE 20040101)
DESIGNATED STATES Kind code of corresponding patent

document: A3; List of designated states: AE AL AM AT AU AZ
BA BB BG BR BY CA CH CN CU CZ DE DK E'E ES FI GB GD

GE GH GM HR HU ID IL IN IS JP KE KG KP KR KZ LC LK LR

LS LT LU LV MD MG MK MN MW MX NO NZ PL PT RO RU

SD SE SG SI SK SL TJ TM TR TT UA UG US UZ VN YU ZA

ZW;
DESIGNATED COUNTRIES FOR REGIONAL PATENTS Kind

code of corresponding patent document: A3; List of designated
states: GH GM KE LS MW SD SL SZ UG ZW AM AZ BY KG

KZ MD RU TJ TM AT BE CH CY DE DK ES FI FR GB GR IE IT

LU MC NL PT SE BF BJ CF CG CI CM GA GN GW ML MR NE

SN TD TG;

DESIGNATED STATES Kind code of corresponding patent

document: B1; List of designated states: AE AL AM AT AU AZ
BA BB BG BR BY CA CH CN CU CZ DE DK 'EE ES FI GB GD

GE GH GM HR HU ID IL IN IS JP KE KG KP KR KZ LC LK LR

LS LT LU LV MD MG MK MN MW MX NO NZ PL PT RO RU

SD SE SG SI SK SL TJ TM TR TT UA UG US UZ VN YU ZA

ZW;
DESIGNATED COUNTRIES FOR REGIONAL PATENTS Kind

code of corresponding patent document: B 1; List of designated
states: G'H GM KE LS MW SD SL SZ UG ZW AM AZ BY KG

KZ MD RU TJ TM AT BE CH CY DE DK ES F1 FR GB GR IE IT

LU MC NL PT SE BF BJ CF CG CI CM GA GN GW ML MR NE

SN TD TG;
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GD

20010219 ()

20010219 ()

20010411 ()

20010411 ()

20010411 wax

20030212 {~)

NENP

NEN P

ENP

ENP

WWE

122

NON-ENTRY INTO THE NATIONAL PHASE IN:

Corresponding country code for PRS Code (EP REG): RU;
NON-ENTRY INTO THE NATIONAL PHASE IN:

Corresponding country code for PRS Code (EP REG): RU;
ENTRY INTO THE NATIONAL PHASE IN: Corresponding

country code for PRS Code (EP REG): US; Corresponding patent
document: 2001 744033; Publication date of corresponding patent

document: 2001041 1; Kind code of corresponding patent

document: A;

ENTRY INTO THE NATIONAL PHASE IN: Corresponding

country code for PRS Code (EP REG): US; Corresponding patent
document: 2001 744033; Publication date of corresponding patent

document: 20010411; Kind code of corresponding patent

document: A;
WIPO INFORMATION: ENTRY INTO NATIONAL PHASE

Corresponding patent document: 09744033; Country code of

cmresponding patent document: US;
EP: PCT APP. NOT ENT. EUROP. PHASE
 

Microl’azem Pate/ll Index — an enhanced INPADOC database
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USPTO Maintenance Report

EPatent Bibliographic Data 11/12/2012 11:36 AM

Patent EApplication E
Number: :6141010 ENurnber: 30911835]
Issue Date: 10/31/2000 Filing Date: 07/1 7/ 1998

Titl ' COMPUTER INTERFACE METHOD AND APPARATUS WITH TARGETED
e' ADVERTISING

Status: 4th, 8th and 12th year fees paid Entity: ISMALL

iWindow Surcharge . . _

Opens: N/A Date: 3N/A Expiration. :N/A

IFee Amt Window not Surchg Amt EWindow not ETotal Amt Window not
Due: open Due: open E Due: open

Fee Code:

Surcharge
Fee Code:

Most recent 04/26/2012 Payment of Maintenance Fee, 12th Yr, Small Entity.

events (up to 04/29/2008 Payment of Maintenance Fee, 8th Yr, Small Entity.
7): 04/15/2004 Payment of Maintenance Fee, 4th Yr, Small Entity.

--— End of Maintenance History ---

Address for JAMES D. STEVENS

fee purposes: REISING ETHINGTON P.C.
PO. BOX 4390
TROY MI 48099
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